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Abstract 
\ucl( 'us of an a'^ oiu is a main hofh quaiiTuin s\->tem It^ (oiisTitiu'iit 
muleoiis dl-^pla^ both ^iiiglf^-parTule and (oUottne motions goNcincd doim-
iianth In throe out of foui basic iiiterac tioiis iiameh the strong theelec-
tromagnetu and the weak interactions \hhongh \hc niukH^iis hd\c a com-
posite sTiuctuie nucleai ph\si(s at low entngic^s can be dc^scubed in teinis of 
nucleoiis without mentioning their stiuctnie 
Sinc(> the nucleus is a ciuantum s\stem it cannot be e\ploied directh 
One has to extract information mdnecth b\ comparing experimental n^sults 
with pioposed theoretical models One of th(> \ \a\s of stuchiiig nucl(>ai m-
teiactioiis and stiucture is rhe stuch of nucleai leaction mechanism 
A nucleai reaction is said to occui when the pio)ecthe <uid the taiget 
nucleus come withm the range of nucleai forceps of oup anothei hiialh lead-
ing to the cmiission of nucleoiis hea\^ ions and oi radiations lea\ mg behind 
the residual nucleus In a nucleai reaction one has rh(> mfoimation of tlif 
process before and aftei the reaction has taken place What actualh \\d\y-
peiis duimg the icMction itself is not well known According to tlu> \e i \ 
ftrst theoi\ of Bohr compound nucleus formation (gneii m 1930) the inci-
dent projec til(^ fuses with the target foinnng a com]K:)site s\stem The theon 
assumes that the energ^ and angular momentum of the projectile^ are shaicnl 
b\ all th(> nucleoiis thiough random two l)()ch collisions till a theiniodMiamu 
(Xiuihbnum is c^stabhshcxl The compound niu k'us so foim(>d is c^xpectcnl to 
exist foi a period of = 10~^'' sec \ basic assumption of the th(H)n is that 
The d( ' ta\ o{ Th(> cDinpouud iiuc l(Ml•^  i^ iiicl( p(>n(lenT of its mode of fonnatioii 
Anothei almo^T oppoMte approach to the nuclear react ions is the direct n>-
action mechanism ^\he^e o n h a f(n\ decrees of freedom a ie e\cit<Kl Such 
react ions a ie hkeh to occur at cons iderahh hiohei c^xcitation eneit;i(>s It i^  
expected to oc c ui wit lnn 10^-'- see Both intuit ion and lecent e \ p e i i m e n t s 
h a \ e mchc atc>d tha t jwrticles chisteis ma\ also hc> cnnittcxl from the c^xcitcd 
composi te s \ s t e m before the establ ishment of a the rmochnanuc ecpul ibnum 
This is called ])rc>-c^quihbrium (PE) einissK^n 
\ u c l e a i p h \ s K s leseaich f;ot a bip, boost \Mth the a d \ e n t of achanc(>d 
accelcnatoi tc>clinolofi,\ pioMclmg beams of liighc i encngic^s and widei \a i ic t ics 
including ladioactnc^ ion beams W i t h the modern accelerators l iea \ \ ion 
react ion b ianch of nucleai p l n s R s ha.s cap tured central part of rc>scMKh m 
the last couple of decades and is a r ap idh giowing aicM of nucleai science^ 
H e a w ion ph \s ics deals with thc^ leactioiis UUIUCCKI In nucleai piojcx tiles 
whose mass number 4 > 1 The> 4 = 4 (i c He) nucleus i^  kimwn <is lightest 
hea^^ ion \ u c l e i l angmg fiom ^//f t o - * ' ( ha\e> been accele^rated to cniergic^s 
\ a rMng from a few \ I e \ \ to m a m G e \ / \ He>a\-\ ion indue CKI react ions 
g n e wa^ to the pe^ssibiht\ of producing nuclei with high exci ta t ion cme^gA 
and high spm T h u s it allows the s tud\ c^ f nucleai inattcT in the condit ions 
tha t do not exist n a t u i a l h Hea^ ^ ion induced leactioiis can be> USCMI to 
l^roduce supei hea^ \ elements and p i o t o n ' n e u t i o n rich nuclei \eT\ fai fiom 
the p r o t o n / n e u t i o n dr ip lines Models dc^scribmg s t i u e t u i e of nuclei and 
nuclear react ion mechanisms m different s i tuat ions (at high med ium and 
low exci ta t ion energies) can new he testexl In India e^xpe>riinental ie>seaieh 
in heaw ion plnsics •^ TarTed m mid 5>() ^ \\iTh the estahlishni(>nT of tlu lieaw 
ion Pellerron acteh^rator facilities at ^ncl(^al Scienter Center ( \SC) \ e \ \ 
Delhi and at Tata In^titnte of Fuiidani(>ntal Research (TIFR) Munibai 
The stud\ of interaction of two liea\\ ions is complex m natur< Ixxause 
both the projectile and the tar<;et aie main nnc leon s\ stems The laij;e 
Couloml) baiiiei bet\\een th(> interacting loiis the large mass of projectile 
and hence the large angular momentnm carried m b\ it makes liea\\ ion 
reactions ciuite special Ho^\e^er because of the small de-Broghe ^^a^elength 
of the relatne motion A as compaied to the niuleai si/e one can ticMt liea\-A 
ion nvKtioiis semi classicalh 
A t\i)ical classical pictuie of hea\\ ion reactions is shown m Fig 1 I^j 
As is cMclent in the scattering phenomena the iclentit\ of the target and 
projectile is not lost while m the transfer and fusion leactioiis then identit\ 
is completeh lost Elastic scattering 
direct reactions 
Peripheral 
collisions 
Grazing co l l is ions^L 
Distant collisionsv 
Incomplete fusion and 
dfeep inelastic coll isions 
Elastic (Rutherford) scattering 
coulonnb excitations 
Fig. 1. Trajectories showing peripheral, distant, graz-
ing and close collisions in the classical picture of heavy 
ion reactions. 
m 
In a hedw ion reaction when the center of ina^^ energ\ of the partneis 
is oreat(>i than tlie harrier lieight tlie\ o\ercoiue the barrier and nia\ fose 
some of the refatne eiierg\ throngfi friction to get trapped m tlie pocket and 
ultimatel\ it -will lead to the formation of the coniponnd nucliMis 
The (hiiainics of c olhsion between th(> nnch-oiis of target and piojectih 
nucleus ma\ hv described b\ the two ion effectne potential depending on tli(> 
distance and lelatnc^ angulai momentum ha\ing the sunple foim 
\i{i) = \,Ai ) + \,{i) + \,,„t(n ( 1 ) 
w here 
\„( / ) i s thes t rongh a t t rac tne nuclear potential \c{') is the repulsn« Coulomb 
potenticd and !(?„((/ ) is th(^ lepuKne centrifugal potential 
\ t low energies when the two ions pass ea( h othei at distan((>s largei 
than thf> lange of the nuchar niteiaction (and hence large impact param(> 
t(^r) th(>\ interact onh through their Coulomb helds and elastic scatteimg 
nia\ tak< place as onh If and Xtrm Aie impoitaut Foi gia/ing impact pa 
lameteis bgr processes like inelastic statteiing and nnc leon tiaiisfei ma\ take 
place This nun he due to the c^\eilapping of th(> tails of mul(>ai wa\(> fuiK-
tions On fuithei leduction of iiniMCt paiaiiKnei the wa\e functions of tlu 
two mteiacting nuclei o\eilap coiisideiabh diid the relati\(^ kinetic (>nerg^ 
is comt^ifed into int(Tiial <^ \c nation hefoie th(^ two separate into target and 
pro]ectil(> like s\stems Thc^se deep inelastic collisions take i)lace at (mergies 
of a f(n\ Me\ \ abtne tlu Coulomb ban KM 
n 
At • t^ill lower \ allies of impact parameter the two ions ma\ come within the 
laiige of nuclear inteiac tiou^ ClasMc alh iincleai nit(>iactions can take plac( 
if the c( ntei of mass enei2,\ Ec \[ of the two ions is liii2,li enouoh to cnerconK 
the Coulomb harrier The pioiectile iiia\ fuse with the target and a numhei 
c^ f nucleai reactions ma\ occur Here there is a large c^\erlai) between the 
wave functions of the two interacting nuclei In the present stuch(>s we an 
mteresTcHl in this regime Some of th( possible leac tioii mechanisms that ma\ 
occur 111 this legime are ch^scnbecl below 
At lowei incident energies and foi lowei \aluc^s of impact paraiiuner thc> 
projectile ma\ completeh fuse with tlu^ target therein traiishniiiig the en-
tire angulai momentum to the coinjiosire nucleus This compositi nucleus 
1- fai fiom statistical (ciuihbiium as a Luge pait of its excitation ( nerg\ is 
in the foim of an orcleih coUectne tiaiislational motion of the iiuc leoiis of 
the projcxtile and the taiget This complete fusion of hea^^ ion with the 
target nucleus is assumcHl to procc^ed In a sequence of two boch mt(iactions 
which K^sults m the com(>ision of oideih kinetic «Mi(ng\ of flu nu id(mt ion 
into chaotic theimal motion of nuc h^Mis The landomi/ation ])io(ess ends 
when th(> composite nucleus leaches a state of theimal eciuilibiium making it 
a compound nucleus Once the theimal (^cimhbimm is leached tlic> accumu-
lation of sufhcient eiieigA on a single nucleoli/chistei iiia\ occui In a landom 
sequenc(M)f e\ents Thus it fa\ours the kra eneig\ particle e\apoiation aftc i 
long (^mission timers 
At highei excitation (^neigies and nda tneh laigei impact j)aianieteis 
the angulai momentum of the piojectik^ ina\ be too huge foi th<> composite 
•-v>tem To hold. In Mich ca>e>. onlv a part of The pro)('ctile ma\' fu^(' with the 
Target iiiu lou.s and the rnnaiiinio part gets ^trij^iKxl-off Thi> ro^nh^ m The 
mconiplcto fuMon of nuideiit hea\'v ion The angnlar momentum (arried b\ 
the comi^oMte nucleu-< now depend-- on the nia^-- of the fused fragmenT [2' 
Howe\-(>r. At higher excitation enfn"gi(>s and low iinpaet paraiiK^ters, a coin-
l)Osite nu( lens mav ho formed and it niav happ(>n TliaT during The process o{ 
Thermah/aTion. nucleoiis oi tlu.sTers STIU po.sst^ssuig c oiisiderahl(> c^nergv are 
ejected iiiTo contimiuni These nucleoli^ liave average energy liigh(>r than that 
of the nuc leons evaporated from the c oinpound nuc leus This ]ir(>-<X|Uilibriuin 
emi.sMon cousiderahh Knluces the excitation en(U"g^ • of th<^  conijxjund nu-
cleu.s. leading To an incrcv .^se of the width of the excitation function^. Also, 
the number of parTiclc^s thaT are .subs(>c[uentlv e\'aporatecl is rcxlucecl In ca.sc^  
of heavv ion reactioii> incomplete fusion may also ])e looked ris a kind of 
pre-eciuihbrmm reaction where the path of complc^Te fusion is inTeirupT(>d In 
the emission of a cluster Although. PE emissions is hkelv Tc^  1H< impc^irtaut 
at high eiic>rgies. but some r(>ceiiT expc-rimeiiT.s [3] have mdicaTed ThaT iT tan-
noT be iieglecTed compleTelv even aT (uicTgiCb onlv shghtlv grc>at(>r than the 
Coulomb barrier For the \-alues of angular momentum greater than critical 
value /,,,,. the composite' svsTem breaks apait iiistcvid of fusing As i-, clccu 
fiom the abov(\ angular inomenTum i)la\-s a ver\ important rolf> in heavv ion 
reactions Schematic illustration of tli(> / -dependence of partial cross section 
is shtiwn in Fig 2 
\ 1 
Evap 
/Angular An  
Pission 
momentum L= L cr i t 
Fig. 2. The / dependence of partial cross section 
for compound nucleus formation, deep inelastic colli-
sion, direct reactions. Coulomb excitation and elastic 
processes. The solid lines represents the geometrical 
partial cross section 'IirJ/k-. The vertical dashed line 
represent the extension of various / windows in a sharp 
cut off model. 
\ltli()uoh giear ad\aiK(>-- ha\<> been inado ro (lesciih(^ nuclei ni nioie 
fundamental renn-> U'^ uig QCD and the sruch of C[uark-ohu)n plasma lia^ 
been facilitated w^mg lelatni^tic llea^^ ion toUi^ion^ in the non-ielatiM'>t u 
leginie at mfKlium and low energies useful mfoimation on uuc leai reaction 
mechanism can be extracted from the stuch of the measured excitation func-
tions of se\eral nuclear reactions induced b\ hea\^ loiis [4] In the llcv\^^ ion 
leactioiis the hnal state has a heaw residual nucleus light ion and/Oi ~ r^  i \ 
In most of the expeiiments the piopeities like charge en(ng\ distiibution 
angulai distiibution etc of light paiticlc^s and or - ia \ s emittcnl m such 
\ 11 
roacTioii'- are s tudied HoA\ever considerable information abou t the nuclear 
reaetion inechanism ma\ also be obta ined b \ s t u c h m g the propcTtic^s of the 
h e a w lesidues These hea\ \ resicluc>s ma\ b<^  identihed h\ t hen (ha iac te r -
istics like (harp,e and mass usm^ an appiopiiat(> <uiah/er or b \ mcMsuimg 
then enel^^ loss ni a mediuin along, AMtli the t ime of flight T\\v\ nia\ also 
be identihed b \ their characterist ic X-ra^s and - r a \ s and if r a d i o a c t n e b\ 
measur ing then half In es 
Out of the m a m possible^ men hods of m e a s u n n g e\( na t ion functions one 
of the simplest but powerful me thod of e v t i a c t m g mio ima t ion on iinc 1( ai 
leact ion mechanism is a c t u a t i o n techniC[U(> wheie xhv act iMt\ induced In 
l a d i o a c t n e fragments ui the ta iget and cat(h(-i ass(>nibh is measured offline 
The m a m achan tage of the a c t n a t i o n tcKlimciue is the posslblllt^ of measur ing 
excitat ion functions for the product ion of a Luge number of rf^sidu(^s m one 
nrachat ion T h u s coiisideiable econonn of th(> acceleiatoi beam t ime can 
be acliie\(>(l 
In the h e a w ion icMctions at m o d e i a t e (nieigies seAeial channels a ie 
open and the exci ta t ion functions foi these channels nia\ p icnide informa-
tion on the complete and incomplete^ fusi()n/pie-(>(iuilil)uum emission 1 he 
slowh des( r n d m g tail of tlu excitat ion functions is a c 1(MI indication of ])i(^-
ec[uilibiiuni emission Because of the laige mass of hea\"v uni much larger 
\ a l u e of angulai m o m e n t u m is carried h\ it This results m (nihanced ~ emis-
sion at the end of evapoia t ion cascade \\hei(> the high angulai m o m e n t u m 
s ta tes at low eneigu^s ma\ inhibit pai t icle emission m the last stag(>s of de 
exci tat ion Recent studic^s indicate that such piocess(>s ma\ occui e\eii at 
\ ill 
incident energies slighth greaTei Than the Coulomb baiiiei [3 5] 
In the case of complete fuMon the compo'-ite -^^steln re( oiK ni thc^ IxMin 
direction to a larger distance Hc«\e\er m case of incomplete fusion the 
fragments recoil at largei angles and hence at distances that hc^come increas-
iiigh smaller with the decicvismg mass of the fused piojectilc fiagment \ s 
such mfoimation legardnig complete and mcompletf^ fusu)n m he a\ \ ion iv 
actions nia\ be extiacted fiom icxoil lange mc asnremeiits This method is a 
useful tool to understand the mechanisms of iion compound nuc lear reactions 
which dominate the collision chnanncs en en at energies around thc> Coulomb 
barrier 
I i ia l ieaw lonieaction diffeient niechaiiisins like coinplc>t(^ fusion mc om 
])lete fusion etc with different Imeai momentum tiaiisfei from pio]c>ctile to 
the target ccmipete m the foimation of a paitic ulai pioduct The icxoil range 
ineaMuements are based on the stuch of Imeai momentum traiisfcT from the 
pro]fvtile^ to the targe^t In the iiiconii)lc>te fusion process the Imeai mome>ii 
tuin of the entrance channel is not tiaiisfcTiexl complete^h to thc> composite 
nuclcMis while in the case^ of toniple>te fusion the entiie^ hne-ai niomcntum of 
the j^iojcKtile is tiaiistened to the composite nucleus which then mcne^s m 
the direction of piojectile motion It has been obser\ed from earlier studies 
[b 7 &> 0 10] that a careful lecoil range distribution stuck is cjuite helpful m 
sepaiatins, iiidn idual contiibution of complete and incomplete fusion piod 
nets e\eni at eneigie^s as low as 7 M(\ nu(l(o)i Signihc ant contiibutioiis of 
incomplete fusion m the total leaction cioss-scYtion has be>en obsened 
i \ 
A-> a i)arT of oui p iog ia in To •>Tu(l\ complcre and mcompleto fuMOii/PE 
omisMOii 111 h e a \ \ ion induced reaction^ actnaTioii Technique lia-^ been used 
To iii(vi--ui(> The exciTaTion fuiicTioiis for -^cneral rcvicTioiis m ' - ( r ' +^ ' " / / o and 
n V+^'^'^L)(/ ^^sTem•^ in The eiierj2,\ raiige fioiii j j McA To b4 M e \ Th(> same 
(oiiiposiTe s\sTeni ' Ta was populaT(Hl Ma Two (hffeieuT eiiTiaiue c liaiiiH^K 
Ml " \ -r"^'* D ( / a n d ' - ' C ^ " " i / c ; aT n e a i h same eneigies T h e (>\p(>iinieiiTs 
were doiii^ using, The 13 UD PelleTron acceleraToi facihT\ aT The \ u c l e a r Sci-
ence CeiiTer Aew Delhi T h e cleTaiK of The pies(>iiT expeiuneiiTs j)eiforiiied 
and foiinulaTion USCHI a ie g i \en in chapTei II while The iiK^asureriiicniTs are dis-
( USS(H1 in (hapTei III FuiTh(>i c oiiipleT(> and incoinpl(>Te fusion of ' " C wiTli 
^''^Ho has also been sTucli(>d using Recoil Range nieasuiemeiiTs aT Two differ-
eiiT eneigies To obserAe wheTlier Tlieie is a m change m The Inieai moineiiTuni 
Tiaiisfei 111 The compleTe fusion and incoinpleTe fusion pioducTs as The eneIg^ 
changes 
The ( xpe iunenra l da l a has l)(>en a n a h / e d using tonipuTei codes \LIC 'E-
91 [ l l j a i i d C \ S C \ D E [12] ChapTei I \ is de\oTed To The d(>scripTioii of Tliesc^ 
codes The K^SUITS of rhe piesent mfvisuieineiiTs a ie disc USSCKI in ChapTci \ 
PreseiiT sTudies mdicaTe TliaT m The leacTiciiis iniTiaTed h\ caiboi i loiis 
boTli compleTe fusion and incompleTe fusK)ii has bcvn obsc>i\ecl while in The 
leacTioiis induced b\ niTiogen ions no mcompleTe fusion has b(>eii found aT 
These eneigies F u n h e i The icxoil range disTubuTion a n a h s i s mdicaTes ThaT 
on an a\(Tage 17 Vc leacTion goes Ma incoiiii)leTe fusion channel aT Thc s^c 
energies 
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Chapter I 
Introduction 
^ucleu^ of ail atom i-> a iiiaiu hcxh quantum s\sTeiii Its coii^tituf^nt 
aucleons diNpla\ both Miiglp-parncle AIHI colkHtiAe motions gowiuod domi-
nanth h\ thiee out of foui basic int(>ia( tioiis iianieh the stroiiji, the elec-
tromagnetic and the \^eak interactions Although the nucleous ha\e a c oni-
pobite stiucture nucleai pin sic s at lo\\ energies can be described in terms of 
nuclcx)!!^ \\ithout mentioning tli(>ii stiuctuie 
In contiar\ to the electromagnetic thec:)r\ and classical mechanics wheie 
one starts ^\lth a fe^ ^ fundamental ecjuations and sohes them ^\lth appio-
pnate mteiactions and boundai\ cc:)nditions m nuclcv\i ]:)h\sKs there is uo 
sucli s(>T of fundamental eciuatioiis Since the nucleus is a (luantuni s\steiii 
It cannot hv exploied duecth One has TO c^xtiact information indirecth In 
compaimg experimental results w ith propo^cxl theoretical models One of the 
\ \a\s of studMiig nuclear interactions and stiuctuie is th(> stud^ of nuc Icwr 
reaction mechanism 
A nucl(>ai reaction is ^aid to occui when the pio]ectile and the taigc^t 
nucleus come within the range of nuclcvu foicc^s of one another hiialh lead-
ing to the emisbion of nuc Icons liea\\ ions and or ladiations leaMiig bc^hind 
the residual nucleus In a nuclear reaction one has the infc:)rmation of the 
process before and aftei the ic^action has takc^ii place What actualh h<ii> 
pens duimg the leaction itself is not weh kncTOii \c(oiding to thc> \er\ 
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first theon of Bolir compound nucleu-^ formation (gnen m 1936) the mti 
dent projectile fu^e^ \Mth the target foimmg a composite s\steni The theon 
assumes that the energ\ and angular momentum of the projectile are shared 
bA all the nucleons through random two hod\ collisions tiU a thermodMiamic 
eqnihbnuni is established The compound nucleus so formed is expected to 
exist foi a period of ~ 10"^^ sec \ basu assumption of the theor\ is that 
the decaA of the compound nucleus is independent of its mode of foiniation 
\nothei almost opposite approach to the nuclear reactions i^  the direct re 
action mechanism \\here onh a few degrees of freedom are excited Such 
reactions are likeh to occur at consideiabh higher excitation energies It is 
expected to occur ^Mthm 10~~ sec Both intuition and recent experiments 
h.A\e indicated that paiticles/clusteis nia\ also be emitted from the excited 
composite s\^tem before the estabhshment of a thermod\namic ec|uihbriuni 
This is called pre-eciuihbrium (PE) emission 
The proposed sophisticated nucleai models foi nuclear leactum mech-
anism desciibe ccitam aspects of nucleai stiuctuie and niechaiiism \\liilf 
the\ aic contradictorA m some lespects This gnes an impression that oui 
knowledge of nuclei and nuclear reaction mechanism is still incomplete It 
is to some extent goxerned h\ the precision and limitations of the a\ailable 
instruments The new phenomena obsened add to oui knowledge Thus m 
mam lespects nucleai ph\sKs is still an experimental subject 
\ucleai pliAsics reseaich got a big boost with the ad\eiit of adAanced 
acceleiator technolog\ pro\idmg beams of higher energies and wider \arieti(^s 
mchidmg radioactne ion beams \ \ ith the modern accelerators hea\\ ion 
reaction branch of nuclear ph>-sics has captured central part of research ni 
the last couple of decades and is a rapidly growing area of nuclear science. 
Heavy ion physics deals with the reactions induced by nuclear projectiles 
whose mass number .4 > 4. The .4 = 4 (i.e.He) nucleus is known as lightest 
hea\y ion. Nuclei ranging from ^He to -•^•^[' have been accelerated to energies 
\'arving from a few Me\ ' /A to many Ge\"/A. Hea\'>- ion induced reactions 
gi^ •e wa>" to the possibility of producing nuclei with high excitation eiierg>" 
and high spin. Thus, it allows the stud>' of nuclear matter in the conditions 
that do not exist naturally. Heav}- ion induced reactions can be used to 
produce super hea\'>' elements and proton/neutron rich nuclei verv far from 
the proton/neutron drip hues. Models describing structure of nuclei and 
nuclear redaction mechanisms in different situations (at high, medium and 
low excitation energies) can now be tested. In India, experimental research 
in heaAw ion physics started in mid 80s with the establishment of the hea^w 
ion Pelletron accelerator facilities at Xuclear Science Center (XSC). Xew 
Delhi and at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research (TIFR). Mumbai. 
The study of heavy ion induced reactions starts with the extrapolations 
from the existing knowledge of nuclear structure and reactions, their gener-
alization or modification in order to encompass new experimental findings. 
The stud}' of interaction of two hea^'y ions is complex m nature because 
both the projectile and the target are mam- nucleon systems. The large 
Coulomb barrier between the interacting ions, the large mass of projectile and 
hence the large angular momentum carried in hv it makes hea\-y ion reactions 
quite special. Ho\^-ever. because of the small de-Broglie wa\-elength of the 
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relatno motion A as compared to the nuclear Mze one can treat hea^^ ion 
reactions semi classicalh In semi classical aj^pioach one treats radial motion 
classic alh and anp,ular motion in the cential field c[uantum mechanic alh 
The scmi classical natuio of the hea\\ ion interactions makes it possible to 
gne an o\eiall description m terms of the minimal distance hetwcc n the t\\o 
interacting ions ;,„„, \\hich is related to the impact parameter 7/ In 
1) 
V[i 
-wheie \ (/,„,„) is the nucleai potential acting between the two ions and 
Ec M is the center c^ f ma^ss energ\ Further foi simplicit\ the nuclear held of 
the target nucleus is assumed to lla^e a sharp boundar^ of radius /?^ ^ 
Th< one dimensional baiiiei pcnietiation model assumes that no coinei 
sioii of eitli(>i le latne kuK^K eiicig\ oi th( angulai momentum into ( \citation 
of the mteinal degicn^s of fieedom of the colliding nuclei takes place in the ap-
pioach phas(^ Moiecner it also assumes that once the s\stein passes o\ei the 
fusion barriei fusion is imminent \ ssuc l i m the one-chmensional sharj) c ut 
off appioach \ane t \ of phenomena ma^ take [)lace d(>pending on th(> impact 
paranietei nnohed Some of them aie 
Elastic scattering (the Coulomb legion with /,„,„ > R\ ) 
Dcvp inelastic scattering and incomplete fusion (i{>gion with /?/ < / ,„ < 
Tran-^fer reaction'^ (the penpheial legion with Hpjc < '„,,„ < /? \ ) 
FuMou leactioiis (tlio fuMon ie<i,i()n with 0 < ;,„,„ < i?/. ) 
whene Hf i^  the fuMon radius =:: 1 0( 4 i ' ' + 42^ )^ A. large nunilxT 
of mea.Miiement& suggest that Rj. is some\\hat sniaUer than \\iv sum of th( 
t^^o-lon half-densit\ ladii 
\ t\pical classical picture of heaw ion reactions is shown in Fig 1 1 |1 
As is eMclent m the scattering phenomena the identitA of the target and 
projectile is not lost while m the tiansfei and fusion reactions then identiT\ 
is completeh lost 
Elastic scattering 
direct reactions 
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collisions 
Grazing cotl.s.ons^^;^.;.-^;;^;;;;^^^ ^^^.^^ ^^^ 
dftep inelastic coll isions 
Distant collisionsv 
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Fig 1.1 Trajectories showing peripheral, distant, graz-
ing and close collisions in the classical picture of heavy 
ion reactions. 
In a hea^-^ ion leaction when the center of mass energ\ of tli<> partneis 
is greater than the barriei height The\ o\erconie the barrier and nia\ lo^e 
-^ ome of the ielatn(> energ^ through fru tion to get tiapped in the pocket and 
uhiniateh it \\ih l(v\d to the foiination of the compound nucleus The paitial 
cross-section for suth a coUision at a gwcn en<ng\ E is gi\(>n b\ 
a,"{E)^-:X'{2l + l)Ti[E) (2) 
Ti(E) is the tiaiismission coefficient for the pot(>iitial !/(/ ) at ('neig\ L 
The (iMianiKs of coUision bet\\e(ni the nucleous of taiget and pio)(\til( nu-
cleus ina\ l^ e desciibed b\ the t\\o ion offectno potential (h^pending on th( 
distance and relatne angular monientuin haMug the simple form 
\\ hei e 
\ „ ( r ) Is the strongh a t t rac tue uucleai potential which ina\ b(^  taken as 
Woods-Sa\on form "neii ii\ 
!„( ' \ 1-f ( / ; ) ( ^ ^ ) 
with 
/? = /„( 4 ; ' + \\/'] 
\ , ( / ) is The lepuKne Coulomb potential 
r, ( , ) = - ^ ^ (b) 
4-c„ ? 
for ; > i?<: 
1 ZpZye'- ^ ;-' 
for ; < R, 
and 
Vfen^(' ) 1"- fhp repnlbive centrifAigal potential 
y. .^ ^^ i^  
2// ;-
The s\mbols used ni the abo\e expie^sion^ stand for the folkwnig 
Zp Zj are the atomic number of the piojectile and the target lespectueh 
/ lb the lelative separation between the ions R^ the radiub of the target 
nucleus (abbumed spherical) / the angular momentum // the reduced mass 
of the nuclei \'o is the depth of the potential a it> the diffus-eness paiametcT 
and ; „=1 SIfni Giaphical plots of effectne potential as a function of relatne 
separation bet\\een incident lon^ for '-C+^*^^i/o and ^"'.V+^^'^D;/ s\ stems for 
different \alueb of / are shown m Fig 1 2(a) and (b) 
As can be noted from the hguies foi the smallei angulai moinenta / 
there is a potket in the effectue potential ^^hKll dmnnishes \Mtli iiureasing / 
and dlsappear^ at Z ,^,, It is assumed that the fusion bet-ween the two hea\A 
ions lna^ occur onh for those partial wa^es wliRh allow the two ions to come 
sufficientlv close to get trapped m the pocket 
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\ t low energies when the two lou^ pAs-< oach other at distances largci 
than th(^ range of the nuclear niteraction (and hence large nnpact paiani(>-
ter) the\ niteract onh thiough their Coulomb helds and elastic scatt(>iiiig 
ma\ tak(^ place a^ onh \c And \c,nt MO important For gra/ing impact pa-
lameteis 6 ,^ process(N like melastu scattering and nucleoli tiansf( i ma\ tak( 
place This ma\ he due to the o\(^rlapping of tli(> tails of nuckvu ^\a^e tuiu 
tions On furthei reduction of impact paranif^tcn the ^^a^e fuiutioiis of th( 
two inteiacting nuclei o\erlap consideiabh and the relatne kinetic eiieig\ 
is coii\eit(>d into mteinal excitation before thf> two separate into taiget and 
pro]ectil(^ like s^stenls These deep inelastic collisions take place at eneigiis 
of a few Me\ / \ aho\e the Coulomb bairiei 
\ t still lower \Alues of impact paiametei the two ions ma\ come within 
the range of nuclear interactions Classicalh iiucleai interactions can take 
place li thc> centei of mass eneig\ (Ec M) of th(> two loiis is high enough to 
o^erconle the Coulomb baiiiei The piojectile nia\ fuse with tlic> taiget and a 
numbei of nuclear leact ions ma\ occur Here therc> is a large cneilap betwec>n 
the wa\e functions of the two mteiactmg nuclei In the present studies \\( 
are mteic^sted m this legime Some of the possible leaction men hanisnis that 
ma\ occui in this legime aie desciibed below 
At lowei incident energies and foi Iciwei ^alues of impact paiametei the 
pro)ectil(Mna\ conipleteh fuse with the target th<neb\ tiaiisfcrring the c n-
tire angulai momentum to the composite nuc lc>us This coinj)ositc> nucleus 
is fai fioiii statistical cH[uilibuuiii as a laige pait of its excitation eiieig\ is 
m the toim of an oideih collectne tiaiislational motion of tlic> nucleoiis ot 
the proioctile and the Target Thl^ tompletf^ fu- i^on of hea\ \ ion \\\\\\ the 
target uutlens i^  a>-^uniecl to proceed b\ a sequence of two hod\ niTeiaction--
which lesuhs m tlie comerMon of ordeih kmetu eiierg\ of the incid(>nt ion 
into chaotic theiinal motion of nnc leoiis The landomizatioii pioces^ (nid^ 
when the conipoMte nucleu-> leache^ a state of thermal eciuihbiium making it 
a compound nucleus Once the thermal eciuihbnum is reached the accumu-
lation of sufhcient energ'A on a single iiuck^on/cluster ma\ occur In a landom 
secjuence of e\eiits Thus it fa\ouis th(^ low energ^ particle e\apc)iati<)n aftei 
long (miission times 
At higher excitation eneigic>s and relatneh largei impact paramc^ters 
the angulai momentum of the pio)(>ctile nia\ be too laige kir the composite 
s\stem to hold In such cases oiih a pait of the piojectile nia\ fuse with th* 
taiget nucleus and the lemaimng pait gets stiipped-off This lesults ui th< 
mcomphte fusion of incident heaw ion The angulai momentum caiiKHl In 
the composite nucleus now depends on the mass of the fused fragment [2] 
Hcwe\ei at higher excitation energies and low impact paiaiueteis a com 
posite nucleus ina\ be formed and it ma\ happen that duiiiig th(> piocess of 
thcnniali/ation nucleons cw (lusteis still possessuig coiisideiable (n(ig\ ai( 
ejectcxl into continuum These nucleons ha\e a\eiage eiieig\ higher than that 
of the nuclc^ons e\aporated from the compound nucleus This pie-eciuilibnum 
emission consideiabh reduces the excitation enelg^ of the compound nu-
cleus hading to an incnMs(> of tli(> width of the excitation functions -Xho 
the numbei of paiticles that aie subseciuentU e\apoiat(Hl is I(H1U( ( d In c as( 
of hea\ \ ion rcMctioris incomplete fusion ina\ also be looked as a kmd of 
pre-pqnilihnum roacTion wheie Th(> path of complete fuMOii is interni])te(l In 
the emission of a chister Although. PE emissions is hkeh to be important 
at high energies, hut some recent expeuments [3] have indicated that it can-
not be neglected tompletelv p\en at energies onlv slightIv gieatei than the 
Conloinb barnei Foi the values of angular momeiitnin gieater than t r i tual 
value /f,,/. the composite svstem breaks apart instead of fusing As is dear 
from the above angular momentum plavs a ^'er\ important role m lieav\ ion 
reactions Schematic lUustration of the / -dependence of paitial cross tectum 
is sho\Mi m Fig 1 3 
Ang 
Pission 
momentum 
Fig 1.3 The / dependence of partial cross section for 
compound nucleus formation, deep inelastic collision, 
direct reactions, Coulomb excitation and elastic pro-
cesses. The solid lines represents the geometrical partial 
cross section 'Iirl/k-. The vertical dashed line represent 
the extension of various / windows in a sharp cut off 
model. 
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\lTh()ugh great ad^alKP^ ha^^ been made TO de-^trihe nutloi m IUOK 
fundaiiK uTal t(Tlll-^ uMiig QCD and the stiuh of quark-ghion plasma ha^ 
been facilitated uMng relatnistit lieaw lou collisions in the non-relatnistu 
regime at mednini and low encTgic^s usefnl iiifoiniation on nuclear leactioii 
mecliaiiisin tan be extrac ted from the stuch of the measuicHl f^xcitation tunc 
tioiis of se\eral nnclear reaction^ induced b\ hea^^ ions [4] In the hea\ \ ion 
leactioiis the hnal state has a hea^ \ rc^sidual nucleus light ion and/or - la^ 
In most of the experiments the propertic^s like charge energ^ distribution 
angulai distribution etc of hght paiticlc>s and oi ' ia \s emitted m siuh 
icMCtions aie studied HcTOe\ei coiisideiablcMnformation about the iiuc leai 
leaction mechanism nia\ also be obtained b\ studMug thc> propeities of the 
hea\A lesidues These hea^^ residues ma^ be identihed b^ then character-
istics like charge and mas;^ using an appiopiiat(> anahzei oi b\ iiKvisuiing 
then en(ng\ loss in a mechuin along with the tune of flight The\ iiia\ also 
be identihed h\ tluni cliaiac teiistu \ - i a \ s and • i a \ s and if ladioac tn(^ In 
mea.suring their half li\es 
Out of the mam possible m*>thods of measuimg (^ \c itation func tions one 
of the simplest but powerful method of extiactmg information on luic leai 
KMttion mtxhamsm is actuation tcHhniciue wh(>ie thc^ actiMt\ mduccMl b\ 
radioactue fragments m the target and catchei assembh is measuied off Imc 
The mam achantage of the actnation tcxhmciue is the possibiht\ of measuiing 
excitation functions for the j^roduttion of a laige number of iesidu(>s ni one 
iriadiation Thus consideiable econonn of th(> ace eleiatoi bc^ani tunc (cui 
be achi( \cxl 
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In rlio heax"^ lou reactions at moderate euer<^ies se\eral channels au 
open and the excitaticni functions for these channels ma\ proMde infornia 
tion on the complete and incomplete hision/pie-ec[Uihbrinm emission TIK 
slo^^l^ dc^scending tail of the excitation functions is a clear indication of pre 
equilibrium emibsion Because of the large mass of hea\"\ ion much large i 
\alue of angular momentum is cani(>d In it This lesults m enlianc(>d - eniis 
sion at the end of e\a])oianon cascade wlieie tlu high angulai momentuni 
states at kn\ eneigu^s ma\ inhibit particle emission in the last stages of d< 
excitation Recent studic^s indicate that such piocesses ma\ occur e\en at 
incident (meigies shghth gieatei than the Coulomb harrier [i 3] 
In the case of complete fusion th(^ composite^ s\stem recoils m the beam 
direction to a largc^r distance Ho\\e\ei m case of inconipl(>t(^ hision tlu 
fragments recoil at laigei angles and hence at distances rhat IXXOIIK mere as 
mgh smaller AMth the clecreaMug mass of the fused i)ro)ectile fragment \ s 
such mfoimation regaidmg complete and incomplete fusion m hea^^ ion le 
actions iiia\ he extracted from recoil lange measuienients This method is a 
useful tool to undeistaiid the mechaiiisnis of non c ompound iiiu 1( ai leactioiis 
^^hlch dominate the collision dMiamics e\eii at eneigies aiound th( Coulomb 
bariiei 
Inahea^^ ion reaction different HUHhanisnis like complete fusion incoiii 
plete fusion etc with diffeient hiieai momentum tiaiisfer fioni pio](ctilf to 
the taigcn c compete m thi^ ioimation oi a paiticulai pioduct TIK K C oil range 
meaMirements are based on the stuck of linear momentum trausfen fiom the^ 
projectile to the target In the incomplete fusion piocess the liiuvu momeii 
12 
rum of rlic onnante channel l^  not nan-^fpiied ( oniplcteh \o the (()nip()sit( 
nucleu-> while m the case of comploto fu--ion The entire hnear momentum of 
the projectile is transferred to the composite nucleus -which then mo^es ni 
the direction of projeetile motion It has been obs(T\ed from earhcT studies 
fb 7 ^ ') 10] that a c an^ful recoil ianp,e distribution sTuch is (juit( he Ipful in 
sepaiatiiij; mdiMdual contiibution of complete and iiicompl(t(> fusion prod 
nets. e\eu at energies as kw as 7 \I(\ luicleoii Sigmhcant contributions of 
incomplete^ fusion m the total reaction cioss-section has been obser^ed 
As a part of oiu piogram to stuch complete and mconipletc- fusion PL 
emission in hea^^ ion induced reactions actuation tc^hmcjue has been us( d 
to measUK- the excitation functions foi scleral leac turns m ' - r ' + "' Ho and 
14 -\ j^iu>,jji^ s\stems 111 the energ\ laiige fiom 33 Me\ to 84 Me\ The saiiK 
composite s\stem ^ Tn was populated Ma two diffc^rent entrance channels 
MZ ^^  \ +"'^ Dij and '-(f'-i-i*" Ho at iiearh same cmergies The iiieasui(d 
excitation functions foi diffeient deca\ channels ni these two easels aie com-
pared 111 chapter \ Fuithei completf and nuomplete fusion of '"C with 
^^'^'Ho lias also been studied using Rex oil Range measurements at 2 diffei-
ent eneigu^s to ol^senc^ whether theie is an\ change in the liii(\\i momentum 
transfei in the complete fusion and incomplete fusion products as the eiieig-\ 
changes The details of the experiments perfoinuxl and measuiements an 
gneii 111 chaptei II and III lespectneh The ( xpcnmieiital data has IXH ii 
anal^zcHl using computer codes \LICE-91 [11] and CASCADE fl2] Chaptei 
I\ is de\oted to the desciiption of these codes The lesults of the piesent 
mea-surements are discusscxl in Chapter \ 
1] 
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Chapter II 
Experimental Procedure and Formulations 
111 the piPMMit work the (^xciratioii fuiutioii^ foi the diff(>ieiit (>^aporatK)ll 
rosidiiev procliKed ui heav\ ion icacTuiu^ ^"C+" ' ' / /o and ^^X-^^'^^Dij svstoui^ 
in the eiiergv range from 53 Me\ ' to 84 Me\ ' have been measured uMng ac-
tivation technique The measured excitation functions ha\e been compaied 
with theoieticaUv (alculated excitation functions In the case of ^'C+^*"Ho 
sAstem i(H oil lange distributions of ^allous (naj^oiation K^SKIUC^S haAP also 
been measured The experiments \\eie done using the 15 UD Pelletron ac-
celerator facihtv at Xuclear Science Center (XSC) New Delhi A schematic 
diaaram of the \arious beam lines is ^ho-wn in Fig 2 1 
'&^  
The expeiimeiital •^ot up us(\l m the pieseiit stuch is descubed in section 
2 1 The essential ciuaiititi(>s needed foi the measuiement of e\aporation 
H^sidue cioss sections are discussed l)iiefl\ m spcticra 2 2 A brief discussion 
on the ni(>thod of " ia\ identification foi the measurenient of fusion products 
is given 111 section 2 3 The eneigv and effici(Mi(\ calibration of the detector 
are disc usscd in scx tion 2 4 Sec tioii 2 5 describes the method of aiiah sis of -
ra\ s])ectrum used m present mea.sureinents The method of stuching Recoil 
range distributions i^  described m section 2 6 The experimental unceitamties 
that aie likelv to introduce error m the measurc^d excitation functions aie 
discussed in section 2 7 
lb 
Fig. 2.1: Sketch of the Experimental Beam Hall 
2.1 Experimental set up 
The experimeiiT.s were carried out uMiig the PeUeTron accelerator iac il-
iTv of XSC. Xew Delhi. India The taig,ets backed b\ ahimmiuiu tatchei 
folk weie hxed m an ahimmmm ladder The a.-^^embh' wa.s irradiated lu the 
General Purpobe Scattering Chambei (GPSC) of 1 5 m diameter havni" in 
vacuum transfer faciliTv of the targets to reduce the delav time beT\\een the 
stop of iiiadiation and the beginning of couunng The rvpical expeimiental 
M't \ip UM>d m the present ineaMueineuts is shown m Fig 2 2 
Fig. 2.2 Experimental set up for heavy ion irradiation. 
The target backed bA- thick catcher wa^ placed normal to the beam direc-
tion so that the recoiling nuclei coming out of the target ma\ be trapped in 
the carclun foil 
Th(> r\\() MIICOII -^uifaco harruT (l(^te(tors D\ and D2 k(>pT <U ±30 to 
the beam direction were used to monitor the flux of the mtident heav^ ion 
beam The collimator and the Farada\ cup dcmiistream were connected to 
the current integrator The incident flux wa.s deteimmed from th(> (.omits ol 
the two Rutherford monitois (Dj and DO as ^\ell as l-)\ the (hai<z,(^  colle(t(>d 
m the Faiadav cup Thev were found to agree with each other \\ithin j'/i 
An accidental beam interruption during the irradiation and anv appreciable 
fluctuation of the beam mtensit\ \\as taken into account foi tli(> accurau> 
cro.ss-sec tion meaMirements Keeping 111 view th(> half lives of int(nest the 
irradiations were perfoimed foi 4 to 3 houis dmation each 
2.2 Nuclear reaction cross section 
The (loss section for a nucleai Kvution 
X + a •} +b I 1 
lb dehiied as. "the number of events of a given tvpe X(a b)Y pei unit arcvi 
per unit taiget nucleus j)er unit tini(> 
Xujvhciof(i(nt'^X{(i h)] 'diui 
a = ') 
If th(^ lesidual nuch^is Y is radioactive then th<^  number of e\cuts X(a b)^' 
may be dehiied bv the activitv iiidiued m the sample At a gnen beam 
energ\ in the lab frame, the reaction croht. section m buch ca.seb is gnen b\ 
the formula 
rr. AXvxp(Xt.) 
""' A ' A > / ? ( G r ) [ l - e x p ( - A f i ) ] [ l - e x p ( - A / , ) ] 
where. 
A ih the observed counting rate of the mciuced activit\ of deca\ constant A 
A'o the number of target nuclei irradiated for time f\ with a particle beam 
of fliLX o f? the time lapse between the stop of iiradiation and the stait ot 
counting. 3^ the data accumulation time 6 the branching latio of the diai-
acteristic " rav and Gs the geometry dependent efhcienc\ of the detector 
The factc:)r [1 — eip(—\fi)] takes care of the decav of evaporation residue 
during the irradiation and is known as the saturation correction The coi-
rection tor the decav of the induced activit\ due to the dela\ between the 
stop of uradiatiou and the start of counting and during the data accumu-
lation is taken into account Ma the factors e;/)(A/j) and [1 — eip( — Xf^)] 
respectivelv A' is the correction for the self absorption of the radiation and is 
given bv [[1 — exp(—fid)]/iid] here d is the thickness of the sample and // is 
the • va\ absorption coefhcient 
2.2.1 Beam Energy (E) 
Accurate measurement of the beam energA is essential for precise mea-
surements of the excitation functions The beam energ-\- o{ the accelerated 
ions is decided In the charge state of the ions and the terminal potential 
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IC The 15 I D PelleTron accelerator IN hea^^ ion Tandem t \pe of electro^tat 
accelerator In the hrbt ^tage of acceleration the >ingh charged iiegatne ion--
from the ion source are accelerated from ground potential to a high j)ositne 
terminal potential \ The eneIg^ gained in the piocess is f \ The beam is 
then made to pass through a strippei foil \Aheie the electrons of the ions are 
stripped off therein making them positne ions Since the carbon strii)per 
foilb ha\e a limited life time thus there is a foil changer \\hich ahows about 
200 foils ro be kept readA for use The average charge of the ion depend 
upon tli( t\ pe of the ions and the terminal \oltage If qf is the tharg(> on 
the positne loiib after pabsmg through the stripper foil the energy gained h\ 
accelerating it from the terminal to the ground potential is qp] Thus after 
pabbing through the t^^o stageb of the Pelletron accelerator the hiial ellerg"^ 
of the ion m election ^oIts is gi\en In 
E=(q+l)e\ (4) 
In tli(> case of \ S C Pelletion the maximum \alue of the terminal potential 
\ is n M \ 
Excitation functioiib are generalh measuied In the stacked foil techmciue 
Ho^^e^eI m the piesent measurements the sample and catcher foil assemblies 
were indnidualh irradiated at diffeient eneigies because of the consideiabl(> 
energ\ loss of the hea\"\ ions m the target material The ^*"//o samples \\ei( 
irradiated with '•-C beam of chaige state j ~ at j j 62 /I and bO Me\ w i t h 
beam cunents ss jQ to 50 i i \ while '^'*D</ samples were irradiated with '"* \ 
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beam at 65 70 /5 and 84 Me\ with cuirenTs ^ b To 18 n \ and of charop 
states 3~ ib~ 
2.2.2 Target preparation and thickness mea-
surement 
Self supporting ^^^Ho targets were pi(>pared b\ rolhng natuial Holnnum 
of pu^lt^ better than 99 OVt \^hile ^'^'"'Dij taigets were prepared l:)^  \a(uuni 
(napoiation t(xhni(|ue In this KXIUIKIIK aluminium was hist lieated m \ac 
uum and the \apois wore allowed to coiuleiise on a glass slide coated with 
a releasing agent kept at a lower temperatuie The thin aluminium hlnis so 
formed were remo\ed b^ floating the coated slides on distilled wat(>r Tlu 
floated hhiib of size 1 2 x 1 2 cw- weie hftf^ d on the aluinmium fianies ha\ mg 
concentiK holes ot about 1 cm diam(>tei \himinium holders weie used foi 
dehnmg the target area geometn and also foi rapid heat dissipation T\\v 
^^'^Dij samples weie then formed b\ heating the material in \acuuni and al-
lowing the ^apors to condense on the thm aluminium backing mounted on 
aluminium holdeis Aluminium foiK weie cliosen both toi backing mate 
iial as well as foi catcheis since the mtc^iaction of caiboii and nitiogen ions 
with ahunmium pioduces neghgible actn ities which do not interfere^ with the 
actiMties of e\aporation residues of mteiest 
A pi<>cise knowledge of the largest thickness is esseutial foi cross section 
measuiements The thickness of each taiget was measuied b\ the o tiaus 
mission method which is based on the measuiements of the pneig\ lost b\ 
a particles while passing thiough the sample The -^M/;; a source^ was 
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ii^ed foi thiN purpose Four Holmnmi samples of thukiiessps 1 91 iinj/dii-
1 70 iiK) cur 2 02 ing/cirr and 1 90 niq/ciu- and alunnnnnn (atchei foils 
of thickness =s 1 wq/an' were used In oidei to measure the thickness 
of ^^^Di/ deposited in the samples thickness of aluminium hackin<^ foil was 
meaMired separateh and assuming that the backing foil was of uniform thick-
ness the thickness of the lat(^r was subtracted from the composite thickness 
of Dij -t- Al sample Fi\e ^^'^Di/ samples of thicknesses 0 37 ivg (jir 0 09 
mq/cni~ 0 67 niqUm' 0 43 mqUiv' and 0 3b ivqUnr were prepared In 
the case of ^acuum p\aporation method as a chc^ck the target thicknc^sses 
were also measured with the quartz thickness monitor and were found to he 
within JVI of the transmission method Catchei foils of diffeient thicknesses 
langmg fioni b T'jmq/cnr to lOtng an- depending on the target thickness 
and thc> beam energ\ were used to collect the residues recoiling out of the 
target Tlie\ were placed downstream with each target 
2.3 Measurement of reaction residues 
The composite^ s^steln foinied following complete and oi incomplete iu-
sioii ma\ deca\ b\ cnnitting one oi moic^ o-particlc^s protons and/or neutions 
leaMng liehmd the e\aporation rebidues which are geiieialh in the excited 
states These excited residues deca^ to the giouiid states h\ emitting cliai-
acteristic ^ la^s 
In oidei to determme the fusion cioss sections m the case of e\apoia-
tion residue formation two methods ma\ be used Eithc^r the n^sidual nuclei 
themsehes are identihc>d and counted dnc^cth (m bc^am or off beam) oi the 
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electloiuAg,netR ladiATiou'^ emittod b\ th(> leMcliidl nuclei AIKI then daui!,liteis 
are detec ted off hue if the leMclue is radioactne This method of followuio the 
actnities induced m the irradiated samples from their characteristu - ra \s 
m the case of radioactne residual nuclei of measurable half Inc^s is kiicn\n 
as the actnation techmciue It is an aiiahtical approach Each ladioactnc 
isotope has a unique deca\ mode and that piciMdes a sj^^ihc \\a\ foi its 
identification and measurement Thus the measurement of the intensit\ of 
induced actnit ies is a measure of the production of that paiticulai e\ai)o-
ration rf>sidue The mam achantage of this method being the re la tneh low 
background as compaicKl to the on line nieasuK meiits and iKnice b<>tter seiisi 
tiMtA Further as alreach mentioned the cioss sec tions foi se\eial KMCtioiis 
can be determined m a single irradiation and hence it is less exj^ensue and 
lesb time consuming also Proper choice of taiget material projectile Upe 
incident ellerg^ duration of irradiation half Ines of induced actiMtu^s and 
good deflectors aie some of the essentiahtic^s foi accurate iiK^asuiemeuts b\ 
the actnation techmciue \c tnat ioi i t(Khiiic[ue has l^ x^ en used in the pies(>iit 
measurements 
2.3.1 Gamma ray identification 
The method imohes identihcation and \hv iiKvisuiement of the nit( nslt^ 
of the cliaiactenstu ~ ra \s emittcxl b\ the excitc^l residual nucleus oi b\ 
the daughter nucleus m the cas(> of radioactne e\aporation lesidues Thus it 
recjuires prior kno^\ledge of the decaA sch(^me of the daughter nuclides foinuxl 
after the e\aporation of particles 
Sp\eral activiTiPs were mdiued in the samples and the followiii" catdiei 
foil bv uiadiatmg them with the flux of hea^^ ions for about 4-j hours 
each, dependiiio on the half lues of interest This was followed b\ off hue 
meaMirement of the activities induced m the target and catcher a.ssembh 
The off line measurements uuolve the following ST(^ })S 
(i) Recoidmg of the - rav s])ectrum of the nradiat<>d sample at increasing 
time 
(n) Identihcation of c^ ach radioactive isotope piodiued bv their characteristic 
- radiations and their uniciue decav mode i e half life 
In some ca.ses. - ravs emitted bv two different residues weie of lUMrlv same 
energv The concentration of each isotope m such ca^-es was separated on the 
basis of their half h\-es. b\ fc:)llowing the induced activities for a coiisidera])l\ 
long peiiod 
In some cases, the same residual nucleus was ]X)pulatecl through mon* 
than one reaction channels i e bv the activation due to inadiation and b\ 
the cle(a\ of a higher chaige isoba: piecuisoi nucleus thiough ?"= (>niission 
electron capture or deca\ of the isomeric state to the grc:)und state In such 
cases, the mteiisitv of the characteristic - ra\ ha.s contributions from all th(> 
channels Further, the relative contributions from different reaction channels 
change with time depending on the half In-es of the residual nuclide Foi 
such castas cumulative cross sections has been determined if the half \\io ol 
the precursor is coiisiderablv smaller than that of the residue. b\ analv/mg 
the induced activities at times greater than about eight to ten half Ines of 
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The prccuisors The cumulatne cioss section of the givvu lesidue is the suni 
of (i) Its independent prodnction cross section and (n) cros'^ section foi tlie 
independent prodnction of its precnrsor miUtiphed bv a nninerical coefhcient 
which depends on the branchuig ratio for precursor decaA to residue and tli(> 
half h^es of the pr(>cnrsc:)r and the residue In such caM s^ the foUcwinp, deca^ 
analysis oivpn b\ Cavmato et al [1] has been used m order to obtain the 
precursor decav contributions 
If a precursor P is formed with cross sectum ap during the irradiation, and 
decays with half life Ti > And a branching ratio Pp. to a daughtei nucleus 
Z) which is produced with cross section rrp duiing the irradiation and deca\s 
with half life T\ 2 ''lif' cumulatiye cross s(>ctioii cTf for the pioduction oi 
the daughter is giyeii h\. 
T ^^ 
1 -(Tc^(TD + Pp~—p ' —p(rp iJ) 
- ' 1 2 - -L] 2 
The branching ratio Pp has been taken from :> 
The lesidual nucleus of a particular reaction ma\ in genc^ral emit - rays of 
more than one enc^rgy In such cases, the cross section for the same reaction 
is determined separately from the obser\ed intensities of - ra \s of diffenmt 
energic^s ongmatmg from the same residual nucleus The weighted ayerage ot 
cioss sec tions is taken as the hnal experimental \Ahic Following foimulation 
[3] ha.s ])een used for determining the weightc^d ayerage 
If A'i±AA'i A'2±AA'2 A^=bAA:i are the different measurc^d yalues 
of the same quaiiTiTv then the weighted average is given as 
here 
A.V,-' 
an d the internal error ( I E ) is gnen b\ 
I E = \U\,]-^ -
while th(> external eiioi (E E ) is gnen b\ 
niji — 1 )Lll , 
Equation 8 depends entireh on the errors of individual obser^atlons wherea.s 
equation 9 depends aKo upon the diffeieiues between obserxations from the 
mean \alue As such the internal erroi depends on the internal <:onsisten(\ 
w•herea^ the external erroi is a function of what might be called the external 
consistellc^ of the ob^e^^atlOlls A computer programme ba^ed on the abcn(> 
formulation ha^ been used for the calculations of excitation functions 
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2.4 Detector calibration 
In the cas.e of activaTion technique tliere aie a large nunibei of e\apoia-
tion residues and each has a uumbei of - ra \s Heiue in ordei to (ori(>cth 
identif\ the chaiacteristu - ra \s of e\aj)oratioii lesidues ni the complex ~ 
VA\ spectia a detector of good lesohition and proper calibration is reciuired 
Furthei m order to make quant i ta tne nieas.urementb the detector efhcleIK^ 
for the gnen bource-detector geometr^ must be known 
In the present measuiements foi c^xcitation functions the a t tn i t ies ni-
duced 111 the iriadiated samples weie folkwed off line foi scneral cla\s using 
high resolution (2 ke\ for 1 33 Me\ - ra\ of ''^'Co) HPGe detectoi of 100 
c c ac tne \olunie coupled to the ORTEC s PC based multichannel anahzer 
which was used fox recoiding the - ra\ spectia The HPGe detf^ctor \\a,s 
calibrated using \arious standaid " sources l e --\ a '^Mn ' Co ^ 'To 
^^^Ba '* Cs and ^^-Eu of known stiengtlis The ^^'Eu emits - ra \s o\ei a 
wide <>nerg\ range (120 ke\ ' to 1530 ke\ ) The prominent - ra \s of ^'-En 
used foi the cahbiatioii m the present measurements along with then abso-
lute intensities aie listed m Table 2 1 The leaction j)rodu( ts were identihed 
b\ then chaiacteustK - ia \ s \ t \ p i ( a l - Ia^ spec tia o f ' ^ ' / / o irradiat(>d b\ 
71 Me\ ^-C beam and ^^^Dy irradiated b\ 70 Me\ '^ V bcv^ni are shown m 
Fig 2 3(a) and (b) 
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Fig.2.3(a) A typical -, ray spectrum for ^-C +^^" Ho sys-
tem irradiated at 71 MeV energy. 
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Fig.2.3(b) A typical r^ ray spec t rum for ^^ .V +^ "^* Dy sys-
t em i r radia ted at 70 MeV energy. 
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Table 2.1 Prominent /^ rays and their abso-
lute intensities from standard ^ source ^^-Eu 
- Ia^  energ\ (ke\ ) 
121 78 
244 69 
344 29 
443 89 
778 92 
964 11 
1112 08 
1299 16 
1408 00 
AbbohiTe IntenMT\ (V() 
28 40 
7 51 
26 60 
2 80 
12 98 
14 50 
13 60 
163 
20 80 
The standard bources. were albo u^ed for determining the geometr\ depen-
dent efficienc\ (Gs) of the detector which at a particular energ\ E i& gnen 
b\ the exprcbbion 
Gc = 
\. 
^. .p<-^ ' ) /? 
10) 
\\here ^o ib the disintegration rate of the standard ~ source at the time of 
meabirrement .V o^ it- the dibintegration late at the time of manufacture A is 
the deca\ constant / is, the time lapse bet\\een the manufacture of the source 
and the stait of counting 0 is the branching ratio of the characteristic ~ vs.\ 
In the present measurements the standard --sources and the irradiated 
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sample-- and/or catcher foils \\ere counted iii the same geometn to keep 
the geoinetr\ dependent effitienc\ same for all measurements HtnAcncT the 
source-d(^tector distance for different irradiated samples ^^as kept difft^rent 
dependiuf; on the int(>nsit\ of the induced a(t i \ i t \ m order to k(>ep th< d( ad 
time of counting less than lO'X in each case The opometr\ dependent ef-
hcieiK\ cur\es for the - ra\s of different energies and for \arious source 
detector distances ^ere j)lotted using the program GRAPHER The t\pical 
geometn dependent efficienc\ cur\es for \aiious source-detector sc>paiatious 
are sho\\ n m Fig 2 4 
Expeiimental geometr^ dependent efhcienc\ data is found to he best 
httc^d \Mth a pohnomial of degree 5 haMiig the follc i^wing form 
G'r = rto + r/, \ + C72A - + c; i \ V c; J V^ + r7^ A"" (II) 
with the coefhcients c;„ c/] (12 o^ o^ o, (ha\ing different \aluc>s foi 
different source-detector distances) X being the eneig\ of the charac teiisric 
- ra^ 
2.5 Gamma ray spectra analysis 
In the case of ^-C + ' ' " / / o leaction the - ra\ spc^ctra recordcxl at mcrevis-
ing timers were anahzed einplc:)Mng the ORTEC s peak httmg program M C \ 
(Appendix I) In the case of " \ induced reac tioiis the actnities induced m 
the samples were low clue to the thm samples and low beam cuiient Vs the 
progiam MCA. mixes neailn peaks and does not gn(> good lesults foi low 
indue(xl actnities the channel number \ s counts eoiiespondmg to each 
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channel were plotted explicitly UMUg, the program ORIGIX and the area 
under the peak wah determined bv GaUbsian fitting The residues were id(>nti-
fied bv their characteristic ~ radiation.s and half lives The intensities of these 
- ravs were used to compute the experimental cross-sections corre-.pondino 
to the various radioactive residues 
2.6 Recoil Range Distributions 
In case of ^~C+^^^Ho ^vstein. the recoil range distributions for a number 
of radioactive residues recoiling into a stack of thin catchers of aluminium 
have been measured at incident beam energies of 71 and 80 Me\ ' In the 
irradiation chamber the target was mounted with aluminium backing facing 
the beam so that the catcher stack immediateh followed the Holmium la\-er 
The tvpual arrangement of target catcher assemblv is shown in hg 2 5 
Carbon 
beam 
• ^ 
At Stack of Al-catcher foils 
Ho 
Fig.2.5 The typical arrangement of target catcher as-
sembly used for recoil range measurements. 
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The duraTion of each irradiation m this ca^e was about 24 hrs with a beam 
fluence of xs 3500//C A .stack of 13 thin catchers of thickness =s 100//9/(//r' 
foUowed the target Thin holmium targets of thickness % 200fiq'cu>- \\(Me 
USCHI Both the targets and the catcher^ were prepared h\ vacuum e\d\>-
oration techinciue (discussed m section 2 2 2) The thicknessc^s of sampl(>^ 
and catchers were measured prior to their use. bv meaMinng the enc^rgv k)ss 
suffered m the foil bv 3 486 Me\ ' o particde from -^'.4n) source Stopping 
power tables of Xorthchffe and SchiUmg [3] were used for determining tlie 
thickness from the onergv loss measurements The activities induced in each 
thin catcher were followed off-line for s(neral davs using a precalibrated (Ma 
^^^Eu source of kno\Mi strength) high resolution (2 ke\ ' for 1 iS Me\ ' ~ ra\ 
of * °^Co) HPGe detector of 100 c c ac tne \olume of CANBERRA coupled to 
CAMAC based software FREEDOM (Appendix II) at XSC Xe^\ Delhi The 
same software wa.s used for anahvmg the data A t\ pical - lav spectrum foi 
one of the catcher foils of ^-C +^'" Ho svstem irradiated at 80 Me\ ' is shown 
m fig 2 6(a) and (b) 
The experimentallv measured cross-section (rr) for a particular reaction 
product 111 different catcher foils were obtained using ecjuation 3 In ordei to 
obtain the vield distribution as a function of cumulatne depth m the catcher 
stack, the vield in each catcher wa.s divided b^ its measurc^d thickness The 
resulting vield has been plotted against cumulative catcher thickness to olv 
tain the differential recoil range distributions As the excitation functions 
were not measured m this experiment the recoil range distributions weie 
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Fig.2.6(a) A typical -, ray spectrum for one of the catcher 
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Fig.2.6(b) A typical -, ray spectrum for one of the catcher 
foils of ^-C +1^ "^  Ho system irradiated at 80 MeV. 
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normalised uMiig the absolute crohs-^ectioiis meaMired m the earher ex-
periment The accuracy of the dibtrihutions i-> hmited b\ the un(ertaint\ m 
determining the catcher thickne^is 
2.7 Experimental uncertainties 
Critical evaluation of nllcertalntle:^ that are likelv to mtrodnce error m the 
meabured excitation functions reflect the cinalitv of measurements FoUowmo 
factor'^ ma\ introduce additional (Troi-^ m the present measurement-. 
1 Xon-umform thickness of the tax get material and an inaccurate estimate 
of foil thickness mav lead to the uncertaiiitv m the determination of the 
number of target nuclei This in turn will mtroduce error m the measured 
excitation functions To check the umformitv of the sample, the thickness of 
the foil was measured at different positions bv o-transmission method The 
values were found to agree within 1% Thus, the error m the thickness of the 
sample i-- expected to be < 1V( 
2 Fluctuation m the beam current ma\ result in th(> variation of iiu ident 
flux The beam current wa.s contmuouslv monitored and anv accidental stop 
of beam or appreciable fluctuation of the beam intensit\ was recciided and 
taken caie of while calculating the total irradiation time and a^•erage beam 
current 
3 Dead time of counting is hkelv to introduce error m determining the count 
rate In the present studies, dead time \\as kept < lO'/t h\ suitablv ad]usTing 
the sample detector distance 
4 Uncertaint\ m the htnng of the efhcienc\ cui \e (< SVi) and also the solid 
angle effec t ( < 2*/ ) [4] mav lead to maccuracv m the measurement of detector 
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officienc\ The meaMired officienc\ ma^ be inafciirate on accoTint of the 
^Tatihtical errors of counting of the standard source These were nnnmn/ed 
hv accumulatnig the data for a longer time (% JOOOsec) The statistical 
fluctuation in efficienc\ is estimated to he < 2V( 
J Losses due to the nuclei recoiling out of the target ma\ introduce eiroi 
m the meabured excitation functions These were minimized bv counting 
together the actlvlt^ induced m the sample and the catcher foil 
b Erroi m the incident beam energ\ has been determined b\ calculating tli(^ 
eiierg\ spiead m half thickness of the sample A\ith the help of stopping powc i^ 
tables of Xorthchffe and schilhng [3] 
Tlies(> errors exclude the uiicertaint\ of the nuclear data like bianchmg 
latio. cleca\ constant etc which ha\e been taken from the table of isotopes 
[b] 
The mea.surementb done m the present studies are described in details 
cabC wise m the next chapter 
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Chapter III 
Measurements 
The pu'>ent e\penmeuTs haxe bfen done with a MO^^ to ^Tnd^ (oniplftf 
and incomplete fiiMon in nuclear reactions induced h\ hea\•^ ions In ta 
hie III 1 are listed the s\stems studied with the eneroA range of incident 
projectile used 
Table III . l : 
S\steni studied 
IX +^^ Ho ~^r; To 
i^\+ir D,^r;Ta 
Eiierg\ range 
35Me\ to 80Me\ 
63Me\ to 84Me\ 
It ma\ be noted that the same composite nucleus is formed in the two 
cabes The recoil range distribution studies of the ^"C +1-' Ho s\st(>m liaAe 
also been carried out m order to stuch the change m the liiieai momentum 
transfer with the incident lab energ\ and to separate the contributions ol 
complete and incomplete fusion 
The excitation functions for the reactions " " / / o ( C Sny'^To '*"//o(C An)^~'^T( 
165 Ho{C 'jn)^~^Ta ^^'^HoiC pSny'^Hf ^^''"HoiC p':>n]^~^Hf 
Ib-^ , 
165 
163 
HoiC aInV'Lu i ' " / /o(C a4») '^ ' ' l ( / ^^'^Ho[C abn^''Lu 
Ho(C 2a2n)^'^''Tw ^^''Ho(C laAnV^'Tw ^^^Dy{\ iii]^'^Ta 
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Table III.2: (''i?elaTne abundance of characteristic ^ lineb) 
Reaction 
^^''^HoiC Sn)^~^Ta 
^^''HoiC An)^~^Tn 
^^'^HolC 3ny~-Ta 
^^'^HoiC pin)^~^Hf 
^6^/ /o(C;>5n)i ' i / / / 
^^'^HoiC alnV'^Lu 
^'"'''HoiC QAn)^^'^Lu 
^^''Ho(C abnV^'La 
^''''Ho(C 2a2n)^"~Tm 
^^'''Ho(C 2aAn]^^'''Tw 
^^^Di/iX Sn]^~-'Ta 
^^^Dti(\ An)^~^Ta 
^^^Di/{ \ -jn)^~-Ta 
"'^D;/( \ pSn)^'^Hf 
Residue 
i;'Ta 
Fs'Tn 
'-•?Hf 
^'Hr 
ll'Lu 
IfLu 
IfLu 
i:^Tw 
'^'Tw 
il-'Ta 
l]'Ta 
I]'To 
l7Hf 
Half life 
1 l^h 
3b5h 
5b Mn 
23 6h 
12 Ih 
8 24d 
142d 
51 jni 
9 24d 
1 25d 
1 18h 
3 63h 
30 Mu 
23 bh 
r 
3* 
5'2~ 
3^ 
1'2" 
7 2-
112-
7 /2 -
7 2^ 
1/2-
1/2* 
3 -
3/2 
3-
1/2-
£ - (ke \ ) 
20b 38 
172 19 1029 90 
180 38 701 12 
213 9b 
1109 23 318 73 
1083 38 1330 33 
139 b3 311 24 
162 02 30b 39 
311 24 
147 11 1071 ^1 
469 20 662 23 
1071 81 
739 83 
191 21 
239 14 
207 79 
218 79 
206 38 
172 19 
213 96 1109 23 
123 67 
\l:)niidance('-/ ) 
37 70 
17 00 160 
2 10 1 20 
32 00 
14 00 4 96 
7 60 7 60 
12 30 10 74 
6 30 6 -iO 
10 74 
16 20 36 0 
3.S00 100 0 
36 0 
48 10 
20 70 
s 2 0 
41 00 
2 40 
37 70 
17 00 
32 00 1100 
^ i 00 
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Rele\anT portions of the deta\ schemes for the residiial radioactue iso-
topes produced m theses reactions are sho\Mi m Figs 1 to 10 [2] Enei^ies 
2,nen m the scheme are m ke\ Le\els aie upiesentcxl b\ horizontal bars 
transitions h\ \ertical arro\\s Hea\\ bars denote ground states and mod 
erateh hea\A bars are used for long h\ed isomeric states - ra\ transitions 
to a gnen final le\el are represented b\ an arro^\ \\ith half circles as TIK 
tails beneath each le^el ^\hlch deca\s to that final le\el Each case has 
been discussed belo^^ m details 
1. ^''•Ho(C 3/0 channel [lesidm ^i]^ To T^ .,= 1 ISlir F = 3^] 
The e\aporation residue ^ ^Tn is foinied b\ the compk^te fusion of '"C 
with ^'^'^Ho followed h\ the e\aporatioii of 3 neutrons from the compound 
nucleus ' To The residual nucleus deca^s to -2^Hf h\ EC and ?~ TIK 
partial deca\ scheme is gnen m Fig 1 
2. ^'^ Ho(C 4») channel [le^idut =1^^ To 7, ^=3 65hr J' = 'j 2 \ 
The (\apoiatioii residue ' 7^~r; is formed In the complete fusion of '"C 
with ^^^Ho follo\\ed b\ the CAaporation of 4 neutrons from the compound 
nucleus ^ To The residual nucleus deca^s to -y^Hf h^ EC and F The 
partial deca^ scheme is gnen m Fig 2 
3. ^^^ Ho(C 3n) channel [i(^iditi = 1 ^ To Tj j = 30 8m J' = i ] 
The e\aporation residue ^ -To is formed b\ the complete fusion of ' C 
with ' ' " / / o followed b\ the e\aporatiou of 5 neutrons from the compound 
nucleus ' To The residual nucleus deca\s to ^ -Hf h\ EC and 3~ The 
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* 206.38 57.7'/, 
r g 
2* 
91.00 16 V. 
^ 
fvl 
LU 
0* 
297.50 
91.00 
58 V. 
^ 
17V. 
5.3 
6.9 
£ K\\\\\\\\\\\\\\V\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\^ 
Fig. l Par t ia l decay scheme for ipTa. 
7/2*. 
7/2" 
11/2"' 
9/2"-
7/2~ 
5/2' 
3/2-
1/2-
5/2 3.65h k W W W W V ^ 
173 
73 To 
1029.90 1.6V. 
UJ 
^ 1111.4 
Ec,n* 
2.4 V, 7.4 
1.2 V. 
701.12 t.34.3 942.5 2.2 V. 7.6 
< 
246-8 508.9 
_ 
252.1 
:k_/-
172.19 17V. 241.9 ^30V. 6.7 
}i^ % 81.5 1.4 V. 
« 
LU. 
81.5 
Ml 
_ 69.7 \ 
6.8 
\\V\\\V\\\\\\\\\V\\\\\\\\\\\\\V 
6 v. 
^m^ 
Fig.2 Par t ia l decay scheme for ~'>^Ta 
173 
72 Hf 
partial docA\ schoine i^  gneu m Fig 3 
The i:)rpseiiTlv meaMired cross-spc tioii^ for the production of Ta isotope-
111 the ^-C+^'''''Ho s\^tem are tabulated iii table III 3 
Table III.3 
Incident 
flux o 
( / n r se t ) 
1 489x10^5 
3 563x10^^ 
4 747x10'"' 
5 797x1015 
Target 
nuclei .VQ 
xlQi" 
7 19 
7 23 
5 42 
7 65 
Irradiation 
tune 
(^ec) 
20400 
20040 
18300 
20100 
Lab Eiierg\ 
(MoV) 
55 O i l 1 
62 0±0 9 
71 O i l 0 
80 OiO 9 
ai^'^Ta) 
(mb) 
4 6 i 6 
6 2 i 8 
l l i 2 
2 i 0 3 
(T{'~'Tn) 
(nib) 
1 3 i 2 
200i27 
336i44 
1 2 2 i l 6 
a{''-Ta) I 
i 
(nib) 
8 3 i l l 1 
2 8 7 i ^ I 
4. ^"''Ho{C pSn] channel [lesnlue =W Hf T, .,=23 bhr F = 1/2 J 
The e\aporation rcMdne ^'^Hf is formed h\ the complete fusion of '"C 
\\ith ^^'''Ho followed h\ the e^aporatlon of Ip and 3 neutrons from the coni-
pound nucleus ^"Tn The residual iiucleus deca\s to \\''Lu b\ EC The 
lesidue ma\ also be produced In the deca\ of the highei cliaige jHecuisoi 
Ta isobai 1 e i^^Tc; The paitial deca\ s( heni(> is gneii m Fig 4 The cuniu-
la tue (loss-bectiou of ^'^Hf has been determined In following the a(ti\ities 
at time-- longer than about 8-10 half Ines of the precursoi be(aus(> of the 
(ompaia tneh shoiter half life of the piecuisor L smg the formulation of 
CaMiiato [3] described m Chapter II the independent cross section fc:»r the 
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36 8 m 
L\\\\\\\\\\\N 
172Ta 
73 
EC n* 
1539.8 18V.6.(. 
3~ 1330.35 7.6 V. 
O.U)' 
(3)*_ 
4* -
1.6ns 2 * UJ\ 
1109.23 K'/. 
V V 
XH18-6 16'/. 6.6 
10 85.58 7.6 V. 
LU 
1180.8 5V. 7.2 
501.0 1129.7 4V. 7-3 
i 318.75 A.96V. 628.1 
LU 
N^ 
309.3 
95.26 17 V. 95.26 
1.8 y 0* k\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\V\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\V\\\\Nl72. 
Fig.3 Partial decay scheme for \'/To. 11 1/2 23.6h 
0.4ns 
3/2* 
311.24 10.74V. 
306.59 6.3 V. 
1/2* 
0.8ns 
5.2ns 
74>is-
3/2-
1/2' 
5/2-
7/2* 
434.95 
22 Vo 6 9 
y 
425-35 
•X 52 V. 6-5 
263 32 nV. 7.3 
^ 123.69 ft3V, 
El 
139.65 Ml* 14V. E2 
12(9.37 8% 7-5 
y 
123.69 
^ 
\f 
m^^ '"• k\\\\\\\\\\\\\\^NX-^\\\\V>\\\\\\\\\\\^^^^^ 
Fig.4 Partial decay scheme for -fHj 7r" 
production of ^ ^Hf has been determined using the expression 
a„„„ = aC'^Hf) + 1 l8296a{^~^Tn) (1) 
5. "^ Ho(C p'jn) channel [lesidtte = i p Hf T, ., = 12 Ihr F = 7/2 
The (>\aporation residue ^'^Hf is formed b\ the complete fusion of '"C 
with ^^"'Ho follo\\ed h\ the e^aporatlon of Ip and 3 neutrons from the com-
pound nucleus 1' Ta The rebidual nucleus deca\s to -^^Lu b\ EC and i~ 
The deca\ of higher charge precursor Ta isobar i e ^ ^Ta also contiibut(>s to 
the production of ' ^Hf The partial decaA scheme is gnen m Fig 3 Th(> 
cumulatne cross section of ^'^Hf has bc^en determined a.s described abcne 
Independent cross section for its prcxluction could not be obtained because 
the cross section fc^ r the production of its precursc:)r i e ^' 'Tn could not b( 
computed due to its compW mixing ^Mth th(> - i a \ s fiom other channels 
The piesenth measured cross-sections foi the production of Hf isotopes 
m the ^-C+^^'^Ho s^stem are tabulated m table III 4 
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Table III .4 
IiK ulonT 
flux o 
(/n?-sec) 
3 563 xlO^' 
4 747x10^' 
5 797x10^"' 
Tai get 
nuclei VQ 
x lQi ' 
7 23 
6 42 
7 65 
Iliad 
time 
(sec) 
20040 
lb300 
20100 
Lab 
Energ^ 
(MeV) 
62 0±0 9 
71 O i l 0 
80 0±0 9 
a{'''Hf) 
Cumulatne 
(nib) 
2A8±S.i 
^43± l l2 
547±73 
a('~'Hf) 
IiidepeiuleiiT 
(mb) 
11±2 
446 ±60 
404±54 
ai'-'Hf] 
Cuiiiulatne 
(lul)) 
-
145±22 
6. '*'''//o(C a2n) channel [ws/dm ^l]^ La Ti .,=8 24d 7" = 7/2^1 
The ^arlou^ chaiiiieL \\hich ma\ lead to tlie produttion oi^'^Lu isotopes 
are toinplote fusion of ^-C \\\\\\ ^'^''Ho followed h\ the e\aporatioii of an a 
]Mrti( \v And 2 neutrons and also h\ the nuonij^lete fusion of "^Be fia<;nient if 
'~C undeigoes bieakup into a and ^Bi fiagni(>nts) followed \)\ t\\v emission 
of neutrons and precursor deca\ of ^'^H f The contribution to this isotope 
from the precursor deca^ of ^ ^Hf at 62 and 71 Me\ ' is expected to b(> 
neghoilile becaubc of the le la tneh high \ahie of the thieshold en(^Ig^ of the 
lattei Ho\\e\er at 80 \lo\' the ineasuied (loss section foi the isotope is 
cumulatne The residual nucleus deca\s to ig'} /; b\ EC and 3~ Thepai t ia l 
deca\ scheme is given m Fig 6 
7. ^'''^Ho(C aAu) channel [icsidiK = i f Lu Ty >=l 42d /" = 7/2^1 
The '"''Z;/ isotopes ai(> pioduced h\ the complete fusion of '-(T' with " ' ' / / o 
follow(>d b\ the e\aporation of an o paiticle and 4 neutrons and also b^ fli(> 
7 / 2 * " • ' ^ 
171 Hf 
72 
EC *-n* 
7/2^9/2*. 
7/2". 
9/2". 
11/2*. 
9/2*. 
8.25d b; 
fM 
071.81 55.0 
UJ 
662.25 100 
459.20 
^ 
38 
UJ J47.11 16.20 
m 
1193.9 
662.2 
469.20 
269.1 
122.07 
\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ ^ 
171 
Fig.5 Par t ia l decay scheme for ^-^}Hf. "^^ Lu 
7 / , t 8.24d 
171 
7) Lu 
E c,n* 
9/2" 
5.2ns 
7/2"-
9/2*. 
7/2V 
1/2 
780.5 5 v. 
UJ 739.83 48.10 
6672 
UJ UJ 
95.26 
948.1 
834.87 
167,62 
lOV. 7 4 
95.26 13 V. 
< 
\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\v\\\\N 
Fig.6 Par t ia l decay scheme for -[^I// 171 70 Yb 
,66 V. 6.7 
8.1 
incompleTe fusion of ^Be fragment followed bv the emission of neutrons. The 
measured cross sections hiclude contributions from both the processes. The 
residual nucleus d(>cavs to l^^^Yb by EC and 3~. The partial decay scheme is 
given in Fig. 7. 
8. ^'""^//olCoG/O channel [res/due = i f Lu. T^ 2=-jT.jm. .F = 7 /2 ' ] 
The \'l~Lii isotope mav also be produced by both. complet(> and incom-
plete fusion processes followed bv the evaporation of neutrons and/or a })ar-
ticle. Both the processes contribute to the measured cross section. The 
residual nucleus decays to ^Q'Yb by EC and 3~. The partitil decay .sciieme is 
given in Fig.8. 
The presently measured cross-sections for the production of Lu isotopes 
in the ^'-C+^'"''Ho system are tabulated in table IILo. 
Table III.5 
Inc-ideiit 
flux o 
(//?rsec) 
3.563xl0i-5 
4.747x101^ 
o.TdTxUY'^ 
Target 
nuclei A'o 
xlQi" 
7.23 
6.42 
7.65 
Irradiaticin 
time 
(sec) 
20040 
18300 
20100 
Lab Energy 
(Me\') 
62.0±0.9 
71.Oil .0 
80.0±0.9 
ai^'^Lu) 
(mb) 
11±2 
19±3 
140±21 
a{^""Lu) 
(mb) 
14±2 
1!)±3 
21±3 
rr["''Lu) 1 
j 
1 
(mb) 
O i l 
7^1 i 
31) ±5 1 
9. ^""''HoiC.-Ia-In) channel [residue =1^ Tm. Ti ,=9.24d. .P = 1/2" 
48 
7/2 V l - ^ d 
169 
71' 
Lu 
5/2 
5/2" 
7/2^ 
- 375-6 2 . r / . 569-82 
EC^n 
^3V. 8.4 
191.21 20.70V. 191.21 
UJ 
8V. 8.1 
32.0 d "' k\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\^\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\V\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\^ 
169 
Fig.7 Partial decay scheme for |J^I?/. 70 Yb 
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KXWWWN 
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71 
Lu 
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5/2- 239-U 8-20% 
5/2" 
239-K 5.9V. 6-9 
< 
213.2 3.7V, 213.2 
9/2" 
5/2" 
3.5V. 7. 
- < 
\1%.%1 2 8 V. 178.87 4.8V. 7.0 
UJ 
>L^Ly 17-Snn " - K\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\^ 
167. 
Fig.8 Partial decay scheme for ^x Lu 70 Yb 
Complete fusion of -^(T \Mth ^^"//o followed h\ the emission of 2 o pai 
ncles and 2 neutrons leads to the production oi e^aporatlon residues jj-, Tni 
The lq~Tn> isotope ina\ also be formed h\ th(> incomplete fusion of n par 
t ide (if ^-C tuidergoes breakup uito n and ''Be fragments) followed In the 
emission of 2 neutrons The residual nucl(Mis deca\s to /,J^  Et In EC Tin 
partial dec a\ sdieme is gnen m Fig 9 
10. i(r> HoiC lain) channel liesidue =1^' Tm T, ,=1 25d / ' = 1/ 
Complete fusion of ^"C n i th ^^''Ho followed b\ the emission of 2 o parti-
cles and 4 neutions leads to the production of e\apoiation residues l^,\'Tni 
The l*c) Tin isotope ma\ aKo be formed h\ the iiuomplete fusion of ct j)articl( 
followed h\ the emission of 2 neutions The lesidual nucleus deca\s to j*^ Ei 
b\ EC and 3~ The partial deca\ scheme is gnen m Fig 10 
The piesenth measured cross--sections for th(> production of Tm is()top(>s 
111 the ^-C+^^'^'Ho s\stem aie talndat(^d lu table III 0 
Table III.6 
Incident 
flux o 
(//;rse( ) 
3 563x10''^ 
4 747x10'" 
5 797x10''" 
Target 
nuclei Vo 
xlO'~ 
7 23 
6 42 
7 55 
Irradiation 
time 
(^ec) 
20040 
18300 
20100 
Lab EneigA 
(Me\ ) 
62 0±0 9 
71 O i l 0 
SO 0±0 9 
cT(i^"rm) 
(mb) 
5±1 
34±4 
109±15 
(T('^'Tm) 
(mb) 
99±14 
336±47 
252±37 
11 . "^''Dv(.^ 3») channel [ic^idux = i ; ' Ta Ty , = 1 IMu F = 3 
49 
Ml* 9.24 d 
167, 
69 
Tm 
EC 
17ps 
a. 28 s 
Fig.9 Pa r t i a l decay scheme for H^'Tin 
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Fig. 10 Partial decay scheme for /oT 
165 
68" 
Er 
m. 
Th(^ p\apc)raTuni resKlue ^''Tr; is foimed In tho complore fuMou of " \ 
with '^ 'L>(y followed h\ the e^apo^atlOIl of 3 neutrons from the (onipound 
nn 
The partial deca^ scheme is gnen m hg 1 
cleus ^~~Tn The same residual nucleus is formed m ^-C +'^^ Ho reaction 
12. i'^^Dv(.\ 4)() channel [i (^idiu =1]^ To T, .,=3 bjlu 7 = 'J/I"] 
The complete fusion of ^^X with ^''^Dy fc:)llowed HA the e\a]X)ration oi 
4 neutrons from the compound nucleus ^''Ta leads to the production of 
e\apoiation residue ^'^Ta The residual nucleus deca\s to i , ' - ^ / *^'^  EC and 
3~ The same residual nucleus is formed m ^'C + ^ ^''Ho reac tion The paitial 
deca\ scheme is gnon m hg 2 
13. ^"^Dij[X 'jn) channel [lesidm =1]- To Ti .)=36 Sin J' = i'] 
E\aporation of 3 neutrons from the cc:)mpound nucleus ' ' Ta leads to the 
production of evapoiation residue ^'-Ta The same lesidual nucleus is foiuKxl 
m ^-'C -t-^ *^ "^  Ho reaction The lesidual nucleus deca\s to ^ -Hf In EC and 
5~ The partial decaA scheme is gnen in hg 3 
14. ^^^Di/{ V pin) channel [le'.idtif =1]^ Hf T^ 2=2i 6hr F = 1 2 ^ 
The e\aporation residue '^'^Hf is foimed In the cc^miplete fusion of " \ 
with ^^'''Di/ followed In the e^aporatlon of Ip and 3 neutrcoiis from the (oni-
pound nucleus ^ Ta The residual nucleus deca\s to -{^Lu h\ EC The 
deca\ of the higher charge precursor Ta isobar i e 7^'To also contribute to 
the production of ' ^Hf The partial deca\ scheme is gnen in hg 4 In 
the ^ ' \ ^^*'* Dy <^\perimeut the counting was done foi a le la tneh snidll 
30 
duration So The meabured cross sections are the cumulatee cross sections 
The piesenth nieabured cross sections for the production of Ta and Hf 
isotopes 111 the ^^  \ +^^-^Di/ s\stem are tabulated m table III 7 
Table III.7 
Inc flux 
(//??-sec) o 
xlO' 
2 02 
1 5f 
5 26 
0 972 
Target 
nuclei 
^oxlo'*^ 
7 49 
23 4 
l b l 3 
9 679 
Irrad 
tune 
(sec) 
12600 
8640 
9720 
11400 
Lab 
Energ^ 
(MA ) 
63 0±0 3 
70 0±0 3 
73 0±0 1 
64 0±0 3 
ni^'^Ta] 
(nib) 
0 9±0 2 
2 3±1 0 
cT('~*rfl) 
(mb) 
3 0±0 b 
8 1±1 8 
74 b=cl3 3 
30 3±6 7 
a{'~'Tn] 
(Uinulatnc 
(inbj 
-
40 2±13 0 
413 6±7b 2 
136 7±n 7 
a{^~'Hf] 
(nib/ 
3 0±1 1 
11 2 i l 7 
41 0:r7N 
27 2 ± s 1 
Recoil range measurements 
In the experiment performed to stuch lecoil range distributions the ac 
tiMties induced m the mdnidual catcher foils ha\e been follo-\\ed off-line OIK 
b\ one The lesidues \\ere identified b\ their chaiacteristu ~ ladiations and 
half Ine^ The e\])eiinienfal cioss sections coiiespondmg to \aiious ladioac 
t n e residues m each catcher ha^e been computed h\ using the intensities 
of identified - ra-\s ni mdiMdual catchers The cross section for a pai tu-
ular e\a]wration residue m each catcher ^^as obtained using ecjuation 3 of 
chapter II In order to obtain the lecoil range distributions th( measuied 
cross-section for each e\apoiation residue m mdiMdual catcher was d n u k d 
31 
h\ the iP'-ppctive thlckne^^ of that catcher aiui plotted ap,ainst the cnniu-
la tne catcher thicknebt, As the excitation functions \\ere not inea-sured in 
this experiment, the recoil range chs-tnbutions were normalised using the al> 
solute cross-sections mea.sured in the earlier experiment In tahle III b are 
tabulated the sample mass incident flux etc foi the lecoil range distribution 
expenment 
Table I I I . 8 
Lab 
Eiierg\ 
(Me\") 
80 0 
710 
Target 
thickness 
(nig/(/;r') 
0 188 
0 255 
Inc flux 
(/nr'sec ]o 
x l O " 
3 614 
4 170 
Irrad 
time 
(sec) 
86770 
87519 
The lesults of lecofl lange distribution measurements for (,C^' +^7 Ho^'" 
s\btein at bi) Me\ and 71 .Me\ mcidcnit lab eneigies are tabulated table 
III 9(a) (b) and III 10(a) (b) respectneh 
Table 111.9(a) 
Cuniulatne 
catcher 
tliK kiie^s 
{fi(j cm-] 
I T J 1 
21b 9 
i22i 
410 6 
494 3 
5730 
673 3 
77b b 
bb6 3 
974 3 
a{^~^Ta] 
(nib/ 
inq/cnr] 
jb 7 
90 8 
284 3 
342 2 
368 9 
143 8 
36 17 
3 
3 
3 
a('''Ta) 
(nib / 
mq/cni-) 
3 
5 
678 8 
1414 3 
903 7 
3 
63 0 
3 
3 
J 
<T('''Hf) 
(nib/ 
niq/()V-) 
2ib 3 
347 3 
1131 9 
1601 2 
1333 4 
710 4 
224 7 
3 
3 
3 
a{'~'Hf] 
(nib/ 
wqiciir] 
31 3 
136 6 
286 3 
444 4 
301 9 
lb4 4 
36 7 
3 
3 
3 
(T('"'I(/) 
(mb/ 
1 b t 
134 9 
280 9 
414 4 
492 7 
190 3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
Table 111.9(b) 
Cumulative 
catcher 
thickIles^ 
(^ig/cni-) 
30.9 
135,4 
218.9 
322.3 
410.6 
494.5 
573.6 
675.3 
778.8 
886.5 
974.5 
a("^'^Iul 
(mb/ 
mg/cm-) 
8.9 
16,7 
34.0 
42.5 
29.5 
43.8 
15.4 
11.5 
6.7 
5 
5 
a{^^''Lu] 
(mb/ 
mg/cm-) 
5 
5 
5 
190.9 
5 
193.8 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
a{^^''~Tm] 
(mb/ 
mg/cm') 
186.5 
284,1 
337.9 
53.1 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
a ( ' "T / / ) ) 
(mb/ 
mg/cm-] 
5 
151.4 
5 
449.6 
623.9 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
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Table Ill.lO(a) "J'h^ o.;r.'t:-^' 
CAuuulaTue 
catcher 
thukne^t^ 
(//g en;-) 
1110 
205 9 
302 7 
399 3 
308 1 
502 6 
694(3 
rT('~^ro) 
(mb/ 
iiig/cnr) 
3 
3 
3 
38 3 
38 0 
12 8 
3 
(T('"^rn) 
(mh/ 
n),g/cn)-) 
136 6 
313 0 
347 3 
685 4 
331 6 
62 6 
3 
a(^~-'rn) 
(nib' 
mq/av-) 
3 
234 0 
3 
369 3 
207 8 
23 9 
'' 
(rC'^Hf) 
(mb/ 
/7i(^/cnr ] 
686 3 
1221 3 
1642 5 
2942 7 
1536 4 
363 9 
95 8 
(T('"'L(/) 
(mb/ 1 
mqUm-] 
1 1 
95 5 1 
91 7 ' 
1 
5 
1 
5 1 
5 
1 
J J 
Table III .10(b) 
Cumulatne 
caTchei 
t hic klips'-
[^ig cnr) 
111 0 
205 9 
302 7 
399 5 
50b 1 
602 6 
694 6 
8b7 4 
(T('^''I») 
(mb/ 
mq CIV) 
26 3 
39 0 
34 6 
22 7 
154 
9 2 
4 9 
5 
ai'^'Lu) 
(nib/ 
mg/ ciir) 
5 
4 b 
5 
61 5 
5 
5 
5 
6 0 
ai^^'Tni] 
(mb/ 
ii>q/( n r > 
16 2 
24 5 
191 5 
21 5 
5 
5 
28 7 
5 
fT(i^T//0 
(mb/ 1 
iiig/di)-) 
392 4 ^ 
56b 9 
664 4 
1133 2 , 
593 6 
5 1 
5 
5 
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Chapter IV 
Computer Codes 
In ca>e of a hea\-A imcleu'^ (nenatlo^^ bombarding eno^g^ a large nnmb(n of 
different e\( iTed configurations are aAailable foi the composite s\ stem This i-, 
becans*^ the a^  erage \e\el spacing in the c ompound mu lens i^  Miiall ((^mpar( d 
to the a\erage leAel \Mdth The densit\ of the qnaiitum niechanu al states 
increase rapidh \\ith the excitation eneig\ and soon becomes \ ( i \ laig< 
Moreo\ei m the emission of particle from the compound nucleus numerous. 
residual states can be reached As such a separate stud\ of each state is 
complex and therefore models bat-ed on statistical methods are import<mt 
tools fc^ i the stud\ of nuclear reaction iiicxhanism 
Tlu eaih mode K de\( loped b\ Beth(> \\(isskopf and Ewmg 1^ (l*)i7 
1940) were based on Bohr s independence h\pothesis for the formation and 
d(^ca\ of the compound nucleus These inodeK neglected the angular mom< n 
tum imparted h\ the pro]c^ctile to the composite s\sTem and were therefoif 
suitable loT the stuck of nuc leai reaction mechanism based on light ion stud 
les as such wheie the angular momentum effects are small due to the low 
mabs of the pro)ectile In 1932 the models -were modihed h\ Hausei and Fes-
hbach [2] to include angular momentum effects m nuclear deiisit\ expression 
and m the theor\ of compound nucleai leactioiis \ \ i t l i the achent of heaw 
ion beams m late 1930 s the new model of compound nucleus thc^on found 
applications to the hea\A ion fusion leactions 
Basrd on these modek. a \-ariety of com])uter codes ha\-e been developed 
over the vears in order to studv the nuclear structure and reaction m(>cha-
nism. A list of some of the computer codes along with the type, authors, an 
indication whether the code includes - ray com]>etition. fission and whethtn-
angnlar momentum coupling is neglected or included is givcni m Talilc I\M[3j. 
Table IV. 1 
Code 
ALICE 
CASCADE 
ICARUS 
PACE 
Tvpe 
MSGR 
MSGR 
MSMC 
MSMC 
emission 
no 
>'es 
\'es 
yes 
n.p.a 
E\'ap. 
W E . 
H.F. 
H E . 
H.F. 
Fi.ssiou 
yes 
no 
no 
ves 
Angular 
distribution 
no 
no 
no 
yes 
Author! si ! 
j 
M. Blann and 
F. Pla,sil 
F. Puhlhofer 
M. Wakai and 
i 
A. Faessler \ 
A. Gavron ' 
The codes based on statistical models a,ssume initially, in general, a coin-
pound nucleus, having a certain excitation energy and angular niomentuni. 
The formed compound nucleus decays by multiple emission of particles (n. 
p. t. o and others) and ~ rays. \'arious decay modes are considered, till the 
decay is energeticallv forbidden. At the beginning of each d(>cay step, the en-
ergy and angular momentum distribution is calculat(>d. eg, one can consider 
one neutron enifssion as the V step and calculate the emission ])rol)abilit\-
Hi competition with other decay channels. The emission probabilities arc the 
05^  
ones piechctod In the statistical tlieor\ Similar aiialog\ follows for proton 
and o emission Th(> procedure imohes formation of a grid of \arious de< a\ 
modes leading to different e\aporation residues (kncwn as multi step gnddcxl 
method) 
Out of the mam a\ailahle statistical codes \\e ha\e used ALICE-91 and 
CASCADE for excitation ftmction calculations and for compansou \Mth the 
experimental measurements The two codes are based on multi step giidded 
(MSGR) method The method imohes the construction of a gxid m Z and 
\ and foi each nucleus Population distribution o\er a 2-dimensional giid m 
excitation energ"A and angular momentum is calculated The code \ L I C t -
91 takes into account pre-eciuihbrium emission together with the compound 
nucleus calculations It is ba^ed on Weisskopf Ewmg model which doc^s not 
take into account the angular momentum imohed m the hea\\ ion induced 
reactions On the other hand the c odc^  C \ S C \ D E is hasc^d on tlic^ Hausci 
Feshbach theor\ which takers mto account the angular momentum effects 
Thus 111 order to look for pre-eciuihbrium emission if an\ and also to s(>( 
the effect of angular momentum calculations with two different codes hdw 
been peiformed The same calculaticms can be done b^ Monte Cailo sunula-
tions on which the code PACE is based The achantage of the giid cakula-
ticms is that the Melds of wcxikh poj)ulated ic>sidual nuclei ma\ be calculated 
with precision A clisad\antage is that such codes generalh do not calcu-
late angular dit-tiibutions of the emitted particlc^s oi residues The comj)ut( i 
codes \LICE-91 and CASCADE are briefl\ described m section 4 1 and 4 2 
respcH t n e h 
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4.1 ALICE-91 
Th(Mode \LICE-91 [4] can calculate both ocimlibnum and pr(--pciuilil)unni 
pml^^lon (io^s-Nectuni-> The pre-^ent \er->ion ha^ th(^ facilit\ of \arMng tin 
nie^h ^\/( and theiefoie cio-^s-section^ upto 300Me\ x A E can be (alculated 
Here AE i-^  the energ,\ me^h Mze selected The niodeK used aie respcx-
t n e h \ \ eisskopf-E-w nig model [1] and H^brld geometn dependent h \ b n d 
model fj b] for compound nucleus and pre-ec[uihbrnim component calcula-
tions Enntted particles ina\ eithei be n and p ii p and o or n p o oi 
d It does not take into account the j^ossibiltn of incomplete fusion but < an 
compute statistical hssiou crobs-sections utilizing Bohr-\\ heeler approach us-
ing angular momentum dependent ground state and saddle point energK^s 
Rotating hnite range hssion barriers due to A J Sierk [7] or Cohen et al 
[8] based on rotating liciuid drop model ma\ be chosen The code does not 
take into account the sec[uence of emitted particles Residual niu lei of a giid 
11 mass units \Mde IIA 9 atomic number deep maA be calculated MACIS-
SAMatecki/L%sekil mass formula [9] is used for calculating Q-\alues and bind-
ing eneigu^s of all the nuclei m the e\apoiation chain Default option if 
chosen calls a table of kno-\\n experimental masses [10] \Mth paiimg term foi 
the nu< lid(>s eithei (i) /eio for odd-e\(Mi nuclei /^  foi e\en-e\en nuclei and (^ 
for odd-odd nuclei \Mth 
^ = ii 
V 
[9] oi (n) zeio foi e\en-e\en nuchn assuimng back shifted le\el den 
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-^ lT^  pan mo TreaTmeiiT [11] 
Imei-^e crobs-section for the emitted particles m the code aie calculated 
using the- optical model [12] subroutines althounh there is an option of das 
sical shaip cut off model also For llea^^ ions the transmission coefhcieiits 
are calculated u&mg the parabohc model of Tliomc\.s [13] 
The e\aporatioii calculations paitition a compound /composite leactioii 
cross sec tion amongst mam channels (products) This total fusion cioss-
section comes from the parabolic model routine P \ R \ P It makes an as 
sumption about the radii then uses the Hill Wheeler imerted parabola ajv 
proximation to calculate an approximate transmission through the haiiHi 
This sulnoutme is expected to gne poor reactum cross-sections near th( 
Coulomb barrier 
Like all semi-classical models \LICE-91 calculations assume^ the ecjuipai-
tition of energ\ amc^ng the initial exc itod paitic 1< s and holes whuhmt lK c as( 
of hea\\ ion reactions ma\ not b< a good appioxiination Impoitaut input 
parameteis that must be gnen are the initial exciton nuni}>er //„ the mean 
free path (MFP) and the le\el densit\ parameter a The hrst t^\o large h 
goAern the pre-eciuihbnum emission while the third affects tlic^ eciuihbnum 
component The MFP for mtranuc leai transition lates ma\ be calculated 
eithei fioni the optical potential parameters of Beechetti and Gie^eiilees [14] 
or from Pauh corrected nucleoli-nucleon cross-sections [15 16] The MFP 
is multiplied b\ an adjustable parameter COST to adjust the nucleai mean 
free path in ordei to reproduce the experimental data It accounts foi the 
bl 
differpiicp if anv between The calculated MFP and the actual MFP for two 
bodv residual interaction'^ 
Level deiiMtiC'^  of nuclide involved in the evapoiation chain can he cal-
culated eithc^r from the Feimi Gas model oi horn the constant t(>inperatuie 
form The Fermi "as model 2,nes flTl 
lAU) = (U -f)" ' e x p ( 2 \ aa - f)) i2) 
-w heie f Is the j^airmg term and U is the exc itatioii energ\ oi the nuc lens 
The level densitv parameter 'a" is taken as A/K. A being the mass number 
of the nucleus and K is an adjustable parameter In the present calculations 
the value of a" foi the svstem ha.s been taken from Dilg tables [lj>] foi the 
back shifted Fermi gas model Default value of a is A *) being the mass 
numbei of the compound nucleus and not the lesidual nucleus 
The constant tcunperature form gives [19] 
Level densitv options of Katana/Ramamurthv [20] or Ignatuk [21] are 
available The former takes mto account shell corrections 
The diffc^rential cross-section foi emitting a paiticle \\ith channel <>n(ng^  
s nun be written as (cioss-section pei unit (>iierg\ to emit a paiticle of t \pe 
02 
" - ' ^ ' / = 0 /= n / = 7 / 
wheie A is the de-Broglie \\a^elenp,Th of the iiuident ion Ti rhe Tiau--
misMoii cooffitient of tlie 7 '^'' paitial \ \a \ r of tli(> iiuident ion /Ac 1] TIK spm 
dependeiiT lo\el denMT\ for the reMdual mulcus D the iiiTegral of nunicia-
Tor o\er all particles and emission energies r the excitation eiieig\ of the 
compound nucleus S, is the intrinsic spm of the particl* ;/ T', {-] is the 
transmission coefhcient for the particle ;^  \Mtli kmetic eneig\ r and oihital 
angulai momentum / 
The pure \\eisskopf E^Mng calculations of the code assume that th(^ nu-
clear moment of inertia is mhmte and hence there is no energ\ tied to lota-
tion ^\hlch means no le\el densit\ cut oS at high spm and all i)opulatioiis 
abo\e the hmdmg ellerg^ of paiticle can (>mit aiiotlun particle and population 
belcw the particle hmdmg energ\ cannot emit further particles de-e\citing 
instead h\ ' ra\ emibbion It does not take into account the angulai momen-
tum imohed m hea\"\ ion reactions The hea\\ ion i)ro]ectile imparts huge 
angulai momentum to the composite s\stem luumg a hiutc moment of mei-
tia and hence gieatei rotational eneig\ Due to nuclear lotation a nucleus 
\Mth a gnen angular monientum J cannot ha\e eiierg\ helo-\\ a mmimuni 
\ahie Ej' 
t-2 
£"/"""-/( 7 + 1 ) ^ 
03 
/ being the moment of mertia of the compoMte nncleus 
If m the last stages of nnclear de-e\(itation higher angular momentum 
of the nucleus inhibits particle emission more than it does - emission then 
the peak of th(> excitation functions coiiespondmg to partule emission mod( 
\M11 be --hifted to highei energ^ [22] \ smiilai shift Ina^ also be produced 
if the mean energ\ of the eAaporated particles lncrea^es -^ Mtli increasing nu 
clear spm One \\a\ of obtaining an estimate of the o\erall en(Tg^ shift 
is from the nuclear rotational energ\ For a rigid bod\ moment of inertia 
E,ot ~ ('" \[)Eiah "\^h(re m M is the latio oi the pro](xtile and targ(t 
masses and £";„(, is the incident eneigA [22] To account for the large angulai 
momentum imparted to the compobite s\stem it is desirable to shift the 
calculated excitation functions h\ the amount approximateh ecjual to £",„, 
\LICE-91 calculations assumes a compound nucleus \\hich is toiined at 
some excitation eneig^ and \\\x\\ some cioss section The e\apoiation of a n 
p o or d is then performed using the Weisskopf calculations The ic^sidual 
nucleus population is stored m an appropiiate bm The contiol then mcnes to 
the next bm (i e \ - l ) the bm foUo^Mug neutron emission The cross section 
m the highest energ^ bm of \ - l is then ledistnbuted m the same niannei 
Then it mo\es to the next residual excitation bm until it has ledistnbuted tlu^ 
cross-section and summed it m the appropriate bins of the residual nuclides 
The logic is repeated across the \ as gnen m the input (upto 11 mass units) 
and then drops m Z to the nucleus \ - l Z 1 and it lepeats the process The 
pictorial lepresentation for the seciuence of flo^^ of code \LICE-91 is sho\\ii 
111 Fig 4 1 
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I A = 3 IA = 2 IA = 1 
A - 2 A - 1 
I Z r l 
Z-1 
I Z r 2 
Z-2 
IZ = 3 
Fig. 4.1 Sequence of flow of code ALICE-91 . 
4.2 CASCADE 
The code CA.SCA.DE [23] i^  pureh a sTatistual code used for staTisTical 
anahsis of the fusion data The basic assumption of the code is the foima 
tion of ,1 compound nucleus after the projectilo-targpt interaction ^^huh is 
111 statistical eqiuhbnuiii \\ r t all the degrees of freedom It coni\)utes tlu 
reaction cross sections for Ion" h\ed or stable product nuclei m the oround 
state foimed b\ the d(>-e\citation of the compound nucleus b\ multiple par-
ticle (n ]) or a) and ~ ra\ emission The number of product nuclei that can 
be populated \Mth the usual 3 t\])es of paiticle emission increase with th< 
increase m the initial excitation energ\ The name of the code derncs its 
name fiom this C \ S C \ D E of daughter nuclei The intensities of ^allous 
deca\ chains m the deca\ of the statisticalh ecinilibrated compound nucleus 
are calculated from Hauser Feshbach formula [2] together with the statistical 
nuclear model The spin distribution is usualh derned fiom the known fu 
sion cross-sectioiis using a strong absorj)tion model The deca\ probabihtic^s 
are deteimmed b\ the le\el densities of the daughter nuclei (i e statistical 
weight of the hnal states) and the barrier penetrabilities for the \arious < haii 
nels In the c:)riginal \ersion of the code fission as a possible de excitation 
mode pie^-ec[uihbrium emission and/oi incomplete fusion possibiht\ ha\( not 
been taken into account Howe\er the \ersion used he r^e also includes fission 
competition The partial width for fission is taken to be gnen b^ the total 
number of a\ailable states at the saddle point which are allowexi b\ angulai 
momentum and energA conser^atlon The hciuid drop fission baiiier is as 
simied Input data like the mass of iiuc hde and the tiansnnssie)ii coefficients 
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for the pmitted particles have been compiiTed using codes MASS and TL-
CALC respecTivelv for the region of interest and stored permanenth on the 
disc Note that in the code the traiismibsioii coefhcieiit aie calculated for 
ever\ Z The optical model potentials of Becchetti and Greenlees [14] were 
used for calculating the transmission coefficients foi protons and neutions 
and optical model potential of Satchler [24] were used for o particles 
To begin with the excited compound nucleus with a pre-specified spm 
distribution decavs with the emission of n p a particles and " ra^s and 
generates matrices containing the population of the daughtei nuclei as a 
function cjf excitation energ\ and angular momentum \ formula dernc^d 
from the Fermi gas model is used for calculating the level densities for the 
product nuclei \t low excitation energies the parameters can be deter-
mmed empiricalh but special attention is rec[uirecl for the spni dependence 
of level densities m the region of high excitation m the case of IIPAW ion 
induced leactions This is because of the high angulai momenta iii\ohc>d iii 
heA\-\ ion reactions The information about the population of the daughter 
nuclei as a function of the excitation energ\ is contained m the generated 
matrices The procedure is repeated following all possible deca\ seciuences 
until the c^xcitatioii energ\ falls below the particle threshold The si/e of the 
population matiix is taken as S2Me\ x 64/? when 1 \IP\ eiierg\ step si/e is 
chosen the size is taken as 32Me\' x S2h for 0 'DMP Tenergv step The later 
is important m the la^t stages of the de excitation process Tlic> zero point 
of the energ\ and angular momentum is suitablv chosen so that the matruc^s 
alwa\s comprise the region of interest 
bb 
Formalism used in the code 
The partial cro^s-section for the formation of the compound nucleus of 
spin J and parit\ T from a projectile and a target nucleus of sjnns /,. and 
Ir resj^ectneh at center of mass eneigA E is >^\\e\\ h\ [23] 
- \ ^ ( 7 /• 4- n h ~h 7 - s 
4;.- {llp+l)[llT + l)^^ lr-/rL=J-s 
\\ heie Ti are the transmission coeffic lents asMuned to be dependent onh 
on the (meig\ and the orbital angular momentum L S = Ip+ Ij is thf^  channel 
spin In the cabc of strongh absoi bed h(\n A ions T/ as a function of angulai 
momentum is approximated b\ a Fermi distribution 
n^ 
l + exp[-(I-IJ/r/l 
When d is the diffuseness With the paiameter Z.^  chosen so that the 
meaMiied fubion crosb-section 
I -
i> lepioduced The ^alues of d are chosen to be similar to those obtaiiK^d 
from the optical model calculations The parlt^ selection rule - = '^}>~j[ —1)^ 
ret-tricts the summation o\er L 
\ccoiding to Thomas [26] the late of emission of particl(> \ fi om an 
'xcited nucleus K E j . J\. -\) leadnig To a product nuclei 'KEj. Jj ~i) i'^  gn<'n 
where, ib the summation o^er L. parlt^ conservation has to be taken into 
account Sr iS' the kinetic enero\ of the particle x (= £"1 - £"_, - separation 
energ\ ) S= I2+ '^^ is the channel spm The traiisinibsion coefficients Tj' aie 
obtained from optical model using a\erage parameters s, is the spm of the 
particle \ and L is itb angular momentum 
The ' rav emission rate from the same nucleus is oiven h\ [27 28] 
„ , 1 I>I(ET. }> 77)) ^ - ^ 
here L denotes the multipolaritv of the - ra\. and O / / (^-) AVP the energ\ 
dependent strengths The energv dependence is assumc^d to be / / ( r - ) = 
The high angular momentum at high excitation energies has ieniaikabk> 
influence^ on the de-excitation cascade Thus 111 the case of hea^^ ion induced 
reactions choice of proper parameterization c^ f the level densities is ciuite 
crucial 
b^ 
The le\el dell-^lt^ p dt an exciTatioii Piierp,\ E and spm J is gweu h\ f29 
l>(E !)=-.{£ M= I]-^(E \I = 7 + 1) (11) 
\MTh the knel densiTips 
^(E U) =u,(E- M'inB 0) ^ ( £ 0) = — — — - e x p ( 2 v / « f ) (12) 
12x//Trt-r* 
and the equation of state 
I =E- \ = nf- -\f a\) 
Heio V;'is the le^el denMtA parametei which determines the enero\ dc 
pendente A is the pairing enero\ which deteimines the zero point of the 
effectne excitation ene^o^ [ = £" — A and 'f' is the thermod\namic tem-
perature gnen b\ the eciuation of state Tfie spm de])endence is determiiKHi 
b^ the parameter nR = 21/h' where / is the effectne moment of inertia 
obtained fioni the low h iiig states of the isotope 
2 
I=-nii- H) 
with ; = /o A 1 ^ 
Th(> le\el densit\ foi inula implies a Ma^t line 
£• ,„ , ( / )= 7 ( / + l ) / c 7 i ? + A = ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ + A (11) 
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^^llen large rang,p of excilaTion enrrgies ai< nuohed the parameTer-^ ii^ed 
should h(^  enprg-\ dependent therefore the entire energ\ region is dn ided 
into 3 
Region I (Low excitat ion energy E < 3 to 4 M e V ) 
Here the expeiimentalh kno\\7i le\els are used 
Region II (Medium excitat ion energy 4 < E < 1 0 M e V ) 
Heie the anahtic le^el deiisit\ foiinula is applied The paiaineters a 
and A can be deteinnned empnualh foi each nucleus as \\as done h\ \oiiach 
(t al ^0] and Dilg et al [31] 
Region III (High excitat ion energy E>£"//^v) 
In tills legioii \ e i \ little is known about the le\el densities So it is 
assumed that at a sufRcienth high excitation energ\ Eio\i all nuclei belia\( 
as predicted b\ liciuid drop model \ n a h tical form of Fermi gas le\el deiisit\ 
is used here and both panties are assumed ec[uiprobable The paianietci 
^="/ / )V 1"^  Taken to be (1 b ) \ \[e\ " ' The pairing shift A//^v i^  talc ulated 
assuming that th(> Mrtual ground state for the le\el denslt^ in this r( gion 
should coincide with the ground state energA of a spherical liciuid drop which 
c an be calculated from one of the follow mg options (1) M\ers-Sw latec ki mass 
formula (2) Dilg et al (3) Kataria The moment of inertia which determines 
the spin dependence is taken to be that of a deformable liquid diop with 
g\TOstatic motion 
The level density parameterization is based on the ass\imption that above 
some excitation energy ELDM- the influence of the individual shell structure 
of the nucleus on the parameters 'a' and A vanishes [32]. 
Ho\ve\-er. m case of liea\-y ion induced reactions, mcreasing excitation 
energy is connected to The increaaiiig a^-erage angular momentum and the 
effects of both cannot be separated. The high angular momentum may re-
sult in the deformation of the nucleus and the effect nia\- be more effpctn-e 
m suppressing shell effects than excitation energy. The deformations can be 
included by inrrodudng an angular momenfum dependent moment of iner-
tia. The >Tasr Ime so obtained then de\-iates from that of a rigid sphere. 
In heav.^- ion reactions abo^-p the Coulomb barrier, the CX. spin extends to 
large values and appreciable fraction of the de exciration cascade takes place 
in the vicinitv of the yrast line and will, therefore, be sensitive to its shape 
and the spin dependence of the level densities m this region. 
>]Q0 
0 10 20 30 40 
Angular Momentum [h] 
Fig.4.2. Yrast line curve showing excitat ion energy as a 
function of angular momen tum. 
Another important parameter ni the code CASCADE which affects the 
c alculated excitation functions c onsiderabh is Fo It is the ratio of the ac tual 
moment of inertia to the iifi,id hod\ vahie of the excited s\stem 
To summarize the paiameters iiecessar\ foi dehning the le\el deiisiti(>s 
/?(E J) are 
Reoion I IndiMdual le^els for each nuclei i s 
Region II a A ;„ (radius parametei foi effectne M I ) Parit\ distiibu-
tioii and c^xperimental \Tast le\elb if a\ailai)l(> 
Region III Transition energ\ EIQ\[ virtual ground state ellerg^ ^i D\I 
le^eldenslt^ parameters o^^^^; ( = (1/8)A UeV^M deformabilit\ c*'and radius 
parametei )oiDM 
The next chapter is de\oted to the let^ults and discussions of the expeii-
ments caned out foi the picbcnt \\oik 
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Chapter V 
Experimental Results and Discussion 
Results 
Excitation fiuutions foi the foUo\Mug retutiou channeK ha\< lx»en UM a 
->urod (^xpciimentalh at UKideiir (nioip,if-belcw 7 M(A nnclron 
^^'''HoiC inV'^Tn ^^''^Ho(C iny'^Ta ^''''Ho(C vi)^'-Ta 
^'''''HoiC 2nAn)^'''Tw ^"'Dy(\ in)^~^Tn ^''^Dij(\ Any^Ta 
'''^DiK \ -jn]^'-Ta and ^"'D(/( \ pin)'''Hf 
Th(> measured excitation fuiu tioiis for Ta Hf Lu and Tin isotopc^^ an 
sho-wn j^iaphicalh m figs 1-9 
With the Me\\ of studMiig pie-cHinihhimni einisMon and augulai nioiiieii 
tuni (>ff((ts the ineaMued excitation function^ ha\e been (onipaied \Mth 
theoretical piedittioiis of code \LICE-91 m hp,^  1-4 and \\ith thcx:)ietual 
prediction--of code C \ S C A D E m hgs j-9 In some cases \^hc^re the - ra\s of 
the resuhial nuclei ha^e energies close to each othcT (e g ^ ^Ta T^ j = 1 1"^ /; 
E- = 20b ibhe\ and "' '7;)) Ti _, = 9 24c/ E = 207 79Ap\ ) thcMi mdiMclnal 
contiihutioiis weie si^paiated honi th( anah sis of d(Ha\ cunes on rh(> basis 
of then half Ines The excitation functuDiis for the reaction residuc^s formed 
from same deca\ channels occunng in (,C^- +tr Ho^'^^ and - \ " +,,,-, Diy"'' 
rb 
" r-S9^r 
rpacTiou^ ha\p ])(H>n compared in fig 10 as \\\e-\ both lead ro tlu forinarioii 
of same coiuposito nucleus (' Tn] In order to look for t}u> compU^Te and ui-
complete fusion effect:? the recoil range distributions of \arious exapoiation 
residues foimed m the interaction of '-'C ^^lth ^^'Ho ha^e been measuKHl at 
t\\o diffeient incident lab eneigies of the projcxtile i e 71 and bi) Me\ and 
aie giaphi(an\ sho\Mi in hgs 12 and l i lespcctneh 
Discussion 
1. Analysis of excitation functions with code 
ALICE-91 
The code \LICE-91 a^sumes ecjuipartition of energ\ among the mitialh (>\-
cited paituk^s and Iwles Out of the mam input parameters the thre< im-
portant input paiameters are initial e\c iton numbei ;?„ the mcMii fiee path 
multiphei COST and the le^el densit\ parameter a The hrst two paiam-
eteis laigeh go\eiu the pi(>-eciuihbnum contnbution whilc^ the tlurd affects 
the cxiuilibrium component The initial excitoii number //„ dc^cides the c oiii-
ple\it\ of the initial conhguration and a high(T \ahie of /v^  is hkeh to reduc e 
the contnbution of pre-eciuihbrium emission if an\ The \alue of a foi the 
s\stem has been taken fiom Dilg tables [1] foi the back shifted Feimi ..as 
modf^l The le\el denslt^ jiaranieter constant K has been calculated form 
the expipssion K=A a w here A is the atomic nla^s of the rc^sidual s\ stem In 
the pn^sput calculations the e\pc>nmeiital data is satisfactonh np iod iued 
lu gencnal \Mth I \=9 3 The option that substitute's Go\( mass tables 2 
for M\(i^ S\\iar(>(ki L\^ekil ma-^ -^ cs [31 iiicluduif^ ^hell (OIKH tion^ ha-- Ixfii 
Used foi rh( •-epaiarion piieigie-^ and \v\e\ deiisit\ ;iround statr shifts Op 
tical model suhrouTnie with The parameners of BefchotTi and Greenlees lias 
been used for m\eise (ross-section calculations \ssuming that the inc id( ur 
proiecTil(> breaks uj) iii the fiekl of taiget nucleus and the nu< leoiis oc c up\ 
excited srates abo\(> the Fermi eneiL!,\ the initial e\( iton numbei /; has b( ( u 
taken to lie 12 (/;„ = b i^p = b i>h = 0) in case of ^-C as jMojectile and 
14 {n„ = 7 lip ~ 7 /'/, = 0) in case of ^^\ as projectile With this set ol 
paranietcns the calculated excitaticni fiuictioiis were obser\(xl to be shifted 
towards the lower enelg,^ side in comparison to rhc cc^jrrespondmp, measuifd 
cross -^(H noils This iua\ be due to th(> fact that in c ase of hea^^ ion mdiu ( d 
reactions the projectile imparts large angulai momentum to the composite 
s\stem \ s such this high angular momentum imparted to the compos 
ite s\sr(Mn inhibits particle emission m the last stages of de-e\ciTatioit \ s a 
result th<^  peak of the experimental c-xc nation func tion corresponding to p<u 
tide emission mode is expected to shift tow aids higher eneig\ The o\(iall 
estimate of the possible energA shift has been obtamc^d using the foimulation 
described m section 4 1 erf chaptei I\ In the legiine of incident e^nengies e on 
sidered m the present we)rk the rotational eneig\ shift {E,ot) \aiies fiom 4 re) 
5 8 Me\ Since the angular momentum effects ha\e> not been ((Misicleied in 
the piiie Weisskopf Ew iiig calculations e)f the piesent \eisie)n of the code it 
Is desiiat)le> te) shift the' calculated e'xc nation funetioiis b\ an anie)unt appie)x 
imateh eHjual to iE,ot) A.s can be sevn clearh the> e^xcitation functions fe)i 
(C3n) and (C4n) channels are satisfacte^rih reproduced h\ the chosen se>t 
of parameters aftei taking into account the rotatie)nal energ\ shift Herae \e i 
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Fig. 1(a) Excitation function for '"Vf()(C.3n) ' ' ' / i ; re-
action. Filled circles represent the experimental data. 
Theoretical predictions of code ALICE 91 are shown. 
The dash-dotted curve represents the compound nu-
cleus calculations. 
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ELab(^^V) 
80 
Fig. 1(b) Excitation function for ''"'//o(C,4n) ^'^7 a re-
action. Filled circles represent the experimental data. 
Theoretical predictions of code ALICE-91 are shown. 
The dash-dotted curve represents the compound nu-
cleus calculations. 
60 70 80 
ELab(MeV) 
Fig.1(c) Excitation function for '•"//o(C,5n) ' -/r/ re-
action. Filled circles represent the experimental data. 
Theoretical predictions of code ALICE-91 are shown. 
The dash-dotted curve represents the compound nu-
cleus calculations. 
Tho ALIC'E-91 cakulaTion^ foi (C 5ii) K^piodiuos onh the cnriall ^hapt of 
the exciTanon fuiKtion buT does not reproduco Tiir expenniental data As 
Mich no KM'-on could be a-^ -^ ii^ ned foi it 
The < hannel (Cp3n) i-^  populated \ ia two modes one In duect mode 
111 \ \huh the compound nucleus ' To deca\s to ' ^Hf h\ <'nuttino a pioton 
and 3 neutions while othei is the precuisor mode iii which the higher diaige 
precursoi isobar ^ ^Ta deca\s b\ emitting 3* As can be seen m hg 2 the 
experimentalh mcvisuied excitation functions foi this channel are two oideis 
of magnitude higher than the ALICE-91 i)redictioiis E\en after subtirU tmg 
the pie( nisoi contiibution using the formulation of C'a\ mato d(>sc iibed m s(>( -
tion 2 3 1 of cliapt(>i 2 the expeiimentalh measuKnl cro&s-'-.ec tioiis ATV higher 
than th(>oietKal piedictions The channel (C pjn) is also populated \\A two 
modeb described abo^e But m this case at 71 Me\ the measured (los-,-
section is the independent Meld because the thieshold foi (C 6ii) channel is 
highei than 71 Me\ Foi ^0 M(A incident energ^ th(> measuicxl c ross-s(H rion 
is (umulatne one The independent cross-^e( tion could not be s(>paiat(Hl out 
because of the complex mixing of (C bn) channel - - ra \ s with that of othei 
(hannels 
In cas(> of (C oxii) channels x=2 4 b the nieasuied cross-^cc tioiis ex( < ed 
the theoietical piedu tioiis laigeh Moieo\ei foi (C 2oxn) (hannels x=2 4 
th(> theoietual piedictioiis of ALICE-91 show negligible cross-^x tions while 
the measuied expeiimeiital cioss-sectioiis aie appieciable (= fvw tens of mb) 
This ma\ indicate that these channels are j;)opulated not onh In complete fu-
sion followcni b\ th(> e\apoiation of n p and o but also b\ some othei piocess 
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loV 
173 Hf 
JD 
b 
10 ' -
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+ 
J^5Ho(C,p3n)^% 
/ ALICE-91 (no=3) 
/ -—ALICE-91(noJ2) 
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ELab(MeV) 
80 
Fig.2{a) Excitation function for "' '7/r;(C.p3n)' 'V// re-
action. The experimental data including the precur-^or 
contribution is indicated by filled triangles. The filled 
civcleh reprebenth the cross-section for the independent 
production of the " ' / / f isotope obtained by the proce-
dure described in the text. Theoretical predictions of 
code ALICE-91 are shown. 
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'65Ho(C,p5n)17lHf 
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ELab(MeV) 
Fig.2(b) Excitation function for i^'"'f/o(C,p5n) ' 7 / / re-
action. The cumulative experimental cross-section is 
represented by filled circles. Theoretical predictions of 
code ALICE-91 are shown. 
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Fig.3(a) Exci ta t ion function for " '7 /o (C,a2n) ' ' 'Lu reac-
tion. The filled circles represent the exper imental data . 
Theoretical predict ions of code ALICE-91 are shown. 
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Fig.3(b) Excitation function for ^^'''/fo(C.a4n) ^''7.;/ reac-
tion. The filled circles represent the experimental data. 
Theoretical predictions of code ALICE-91 are shown. 
(IP iiK oinplere fusion of '-'C \Mrh "" / /o) A (l(vu picture of the (outiihu-
tion of UK ompletp fuMon ro the total leactioii (io^s-->ection can he obtaiiKxl 
h\ sru(l\ mg the recoil range distribution-- The lesults of the measured rec oil 
ranges ui ^~C + ^^''Ho s\stem are discussed latei 
In ( as(> of nitiogen induced leactious the induced actnitK^s and hvw ( 
the ohs<'ne(l c c:)unt iat(>s \\eie ciuitc^ small due the thin taiget samples and 
lo\\ heaiu intensities Hence the measured cioss-sections are suhiected to 
soniew hat larger errors 
Complete fusion products ni this s\sTem aie Ta and Hf isotojx^s foim(>d 
lespectneh h\ the (>niissioii of lUMitioiis and piotoiis follcmcxl In the emis-
sion of one oi moie neutioiis The c ale ulated e\c itatioii func tioiis foi ( \ p in I 
channel uiideiestimatc^s the measured excitation fuiutioiis This ma\ be du( 
to the contribution of higher charge isobar precuisor ^'^Ta to tli(> measuied 
ciObb-sec tions which could not be sepaiated Moiecncn an impoifant point 
to be noted is that iii the (>\citatioii function iiKvisuiements foi ' ' \ --^ '"^ D(j 
s\stem incomplete fusion channels like ( \ oxn) and ( \ 2o\n) (\ being an 
integei) lia\ e not been observed \ s sue h it nia\ b(> an mdic ation that w Ink 
^-C und(>igoes breakup into *//e and ''Bf there is no breakup of ' ' V at th(>s(^  
energies TO gi\e use to incomplete fusion In gcnieial with the same set of 
input j)aiaineters except ii„ though tlic> matching of the theoietual predu 
tioiis of the code \LICE-91 with thc> experimental excitation functwiis foi 
14 A- , I d ! \+ Dtj s^-^teIn is not good but then shapes AW reproduced satisfactoiil \ 
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Fig 4 Experimentally measured and theoretically calculated 
excitation functions for '"NH-^^ Dy reaction residues 
Theoretical predictions of the code ALICE-91 are shown by dot 
solid, dash-dot and dash-dot-dot curves respectively for "*Ta, 
1 7 3 T - 172— , 173. , , 
Ta, Ta and Hf 
2. Analysis of excitation functions with code 
CASCADE 
The (odo C A S C \ D E is pureh a statistual code based on Hausei H s-
liba( h T1I(>OI\ IT does HOT Tak(^  into a( count the i)ossihiht\ of hssioii pn -
equihbiium emissu)!! and or incomplete fusion The code has been discuss(>d 
111 details 111 chapter I \ ' The \alue of the le^el denslt^ parameter constant A 
chosen here is the same as the one chosen iii the code ALICE-91 \ s can be 
seen fioni hg-^ 5(a)-lc ) the measuied (>\c itatioii func tions aie not c oiisistc nth 
lepioduc ed In the c ak illations done \Mtli the default set of paiamc^ters In an 
attempt to coiisistcnith leproduce the measuied excitation functions usiiif; 
this code tlie seiisitneness of the calculations to the \alues of input paiam-
eters has been studied In paiticulai the paiameter Fo which is tlie latio 
of thc> actual moment of uieitia to thc^ rigid bod\ moment of in(>itia of the 
excited s^^tem has bc^eii found to affect the calculatf>cl excitation functions 
consideiabh Foi both the s\stems '-(T + ^'"//o and ^ ' \ +^*'^Dv the \aiia-
tioii of tli(H)retical predictions with tlic> \aluc> of Ffi(= 0 8 J ) has been studicnl 
Thrc>e ^aluc^s of F«(= 0 ^3) ha\e been chosen for this purpose i (> Fo=i) 11 
0 30 and 0 85(default \alue) The measuied excitation functions and the 
thcnnc^tical ]:)redic tioiis of the code aic> shown m hgs 3-9 The default \<ilu( of 
Ff)(= 0 83) does not reproduce the measured c^xcitation functions Moicnnei 
a \alue of Fa ec|ual to 0 30 obtained from the rotational energ\ bands of the 
' Fn nuclcMis [4l also does not leproduce the measuied excitation functions 
Howe\cn as tan be seen fioni hgs foi the '-'C -r ^*''Ho s\stein a \alu( of 
Fi) ecjual to 0 13 gnes satisfacton ic>pioduc tion of the mcasuKcl (^xcitation 
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Fig.5(a) Excitation function for ""f/o(C,3n)^''7 a reac-
tion. The filled circles represent the experimental data. 
Theoretical predictions of code CASCADE with differ-
ent Fii are shown. 
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Fig.5(b) Exci ta t ion function for ^^"Ho{C,4:n)^'''Ta reac-
tion. The filled circles represent the exper imental data . 
Theoret ical predict ions of code C A S C A D E with differ-
ent Ffi are shown. 
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Fig.5(c) Excitation function for ""Ho(C,5n)''-rfl reac-
tion. The filled circles represent the experimental data. 
Theoretical predictions of code CASCADE with differ-
ent F() are shown. 
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Fig.6(a) Excitation function for ^''''//o(C,p3n)i'^//f re-
action. The experimental data represented by filled 
triangles include precursor contribution, while the in-
dependent cross-section have been represented by filled 
circles. Theoretical predictions of code CASCADE with 
different Fo are shown. 
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Fig.6(b) Excitation function for ^'^'^//o(C,p5n)^ ' / / / re-
action. The experimental data represented by filled tri-
angles include precursor contribution. Theoretical pre-
dictions of code CASCADE with different Fo are shown. 
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Fig.7(a) Exci ta t ion function for ' ' " / /o(C.n2n)^ ' ' I?/ reac-
tion. The filled circles represent the exper imental data . 
Theoret ical predict ions of code C A S C A D E with differ-
ent Fii are shown. 
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Fig.9 Excitation functions for nitrogen induced reactions. 
Theoretical predictions of code CASCADE with FQ=0.15, 
0.30 and 0.85 (default) are represented by solid, 
dash-dot-dot and dotted lines respectively. 
fimcTiou-- for (C 3ii) (C4n) and (C 5n) cliaiiiK^s Thi^ largo drMatioii of 
The \alu( of Fo fiom the default \aluo iiia\ he due to the fa< t that in caM of 
hea^^ ion induced leattious laige amount of aiif2,ulai monientuin i-- inipaiT( d 
to the (oinpo'^ite -\stein \\hich th(>n de\iates (oiisiderabh fioni a iigid hoch 
conftouiation leadint^ to Mich an anomalous \alu(> of the {)aiani(>tei Fo In 
this code also the theoietical predictions for (C pin) (C pjii) (C n \ n ) and 
(C 2o\n)(liannels do not match the (experimental hndinfj,s In the (as( of 
14 Y _|_i(ii £)y s\steni also the default \ahie of the parametei Fo does not 
leprodiue the measui<>d excitation functions foi the channels \-> such no 
\alue of Frt reproduces the measuied excitation functions o\(n the \\\u)\( 
range of eiierg'^ ho\\e\er Ff)=Q 30 gnes a bett(>r representation of the expei-
imental data m general In case of ( \ p3n) channel the measuKxl excitation 
functions are ordeis of magnitude higher than the theoretical piedictioiis as 
the foimcn includes piecuisoi c ontiibutic:>n aKo 
Fuithcn in peifoinnno the th(H)ietical calculations using th(> two codecs 
hssion channel has also l^een mc luded but is found to ha^e negligible effect 
on the calculated c^xcitation functions 
\ s lia^ l)efm mentioncxl earhei tlic> same composite s^stem ' ' ' ^^as po])-
ulatcnl \ la t\\o diffeient eutiance channels i e '-'C -r ^''^i/o and ' ' \ +"'^ Dy 
at n(v\ih same eiieigies The measuied cross->,e( tioiis for diffc^ieiit dc c a\ 
channels m rhe two cases ha\ce I^PPU compaicnl m hg 10(a)-(d) The lines 
diawii ai( cne guldens to the expcnimcnital data \ compaiison of thes(> ('\( i-
tation functions indicate le la tneh smaller \alu(es of (loss-sec tioiis m gcnic i^al 
for all thc> leactioiis m "'*D(/ Smallei cioss-s(>c tioii foi tlic> samc^ exit c li< 111 
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nel m The case of ^^X induced leacrlon-^ i-^  largeh due To The large \ahie of 
Coulomb barrier (t'c.)for ^ .^V +^^^ Dy ^Vbtem (L'c s;70Me\') as, compared To 
The ^-C +^^^ Ho svb,tem [L'c ~51Me\ ') Ah Mich The meaMiremeiiTs m the 
ca-^ e of '*.V induced reacTion^ are generalh belo\\ The Coulomb banier ^\hile 
m ^-C induced reacTions The\ are mo^Tlv abc^ •^e The Coulomb barriei In 
order To illut-TraTe Thi'^  poinT calculaTed cross--^ecTion-< for The formaTion of 
compound nucleus acC'C) and ad^'^X) for The carbon and niTrogen induced 
s\-sTeins are ploTTed aganisT The difference of The cenTer of iiia.ss energ\ £„„ 
To The Coulomb barrier L'c m hg 11 AT mimmuin mcideiiT lab energies The 
calculaTed \ahie of (Ec\i-l'c) for ^'C +'^^'^ Ho svsTein is -0 4 Me\ and foi 
^^ .V +^'' ' Di) s\>Tein ih -10 3 Me\ ' Furrher The maximum \ahie of (Ec \/-
L'c) lb approximaTelv 21 Me\ ' and 6 Me\ ' respecTivelv for ^'C -1-^^'' Ho and 
14 Y _|_ibi £)y svsTem!^ Ah ih clear from The figure m The case of "^'A induced 
reacTions nieasuremenTh are done aT energies belo\\ The Coulomb barriei 
where cr, (^"'A')ih much lowei and \aries rapidh \MTh energy Fuiihei The 
angular momentum dihtribuTion mvohed in The T\\o cases is also differeiiT 
Eg AT 71 Me\ ' ^'C beam and 70 Me\ ' ^^X beam (exciTaTion energy =SJ3 
Me\') The orbiTal angular momeiiTum m The incidenT niTrogen beam is higher 
Than ^-C beam bv 4/? 
In oidei To separaTe The conTribuTion of compleTe and mcompleTe fusion 
processes m ca^e of ^"C \MTh ^'^'Ho below 7 .MeX'/nucleon The lecoil lange 
dibTnbuTion of varioub e\aporaTion reMduet: formed m The iiiTeracTion of ^"C 
with ^'^^Ho. have been meat-ured DifferenTial recoil range di^TribuTious (as 
deTailed m chapTer II) for various evaporaTion residues formed m The niTerac-
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Fig. 11 Calculated cross-sections for the formation of 
compound nucleus a, C'C) and a, (^^.V)for the carbon and 
nitrogen induced systems plotted against the difference 
of the center of mass energy Ec\[ to the Coulomb bar-
rier I'c . 
Tion of ^-C \Mth ^*'^//o at 71 and SO Me\ iiKidoiit energA ha\p hcM'ii plotrfnl 
and are -^hown m Fig 12 and Fig 13 re'-p(Hti\oh Dotted lines guidc^ tin <\( 
to the e\j)erinieiital data \ s can he se(^ n fioin the hguies at a gn( n \ahi( 
of incident energ\ the recoil range distributions for Ta and Hf isotopes (i ( 
(C \n ) and (C p\n) (\ being an integer) (hannels respectneh ) ha\( a p(vik 
at onh one \alue of cumulatne catchei tlii(kn(>ss Ho\\e\er foi most of the 
Lu and Tin isotopes (i e (C a \ n ) and (C 2n\ii) channels respec \i\v\\ ) < ithc i 
t\AO peaks oi onh one peak at a relatneh Xowoi \alue of cumulatne ( a t d u i 
thickness ha\e bcMni obser\ed The Recoil lange distributions foi tin Ta and 
Hf isotojM^s are nearh Gaussian pcMkcxl at a depth nearh ccirn'spondmg to 
the expcxted rex oil lange of the ^ Ta nucleus (%400-500//(^ cur] calculated 
using the classical approach and the stopping pc^wei tables of \oith(liffe and 
Schillmg ineaning thereh\ that these pioduc ts aie foimed In comi)let( fusiou 
process onh foUowed b\ the e\apoiation of u oi and p The KHOII iaug( 
distributions for (C'nxn) (; = 2 4 6 ) e\aporanon residues shciw two s( pa 
rate peaks at two \ah\es of cumulatne catchei thickness one ccorresponding 
to the complete fusion (~400-500//g/c7;r) and the other at a \o\\v\ ^alu( oi 
range (=200-300//f//f/?/") This indicates that these pioducts ai(^ not ouh 
populated In th(^ complete fusion piocess but aKo b\ some othei j^iocess m 
which the linear momentum traiisfei is Ic^ ss than that for coin]:)let( fusion 
process This is possible when onh a pait of piojectile fuses with th( taigt t 
Uncomplete fusion) and rest of it goes with a \elocit\ nearh fcpial to tin 
\elocit\ of th(^ piojectile The two peaks m the lange distributions mduatc 
that the products aie pai th formed h\ incomplete fusion also In sonu of 
the cases c(5nc>sponding to (C 2n\n) ( \=2 4) theie is onh one peak but tin 
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mean range it> cons.iderablv lower than the value expected for complete fu-
Mon In these ca^e^ the residues are probabh formed onh h\ the process of 
incomplete fusion 
As a lepreseiitatne case m order to separate the relative contributions of 
complete and incomplete fusion m (C.o4n) channel at 80Me\ ' the two peaks 
m the lecoil range distributions were fitted with a Gaussian distiibution 
and there area.s ^Aere computed (Fig 14(a) and Table \ ' l ) The relatno 
contribution of the t\AO processes are obtained bv dividing the area of the 
corresponding peak bv the total area The incomplete fusion contribution in 
this case is found to be around 72Vc \Mth an uncertamtv of 5/{ The total 
contribution of incomplete fusion which is the cuinulatne sum of ICFs for 
^arlOus channels oliserved m the piesent experiment is found to be =il7Vi 
with an uncertamtv of 59?at these energies However for the same leactioii 
at 71 Me\ ' the recoil range distribution shows onh one peak which maA he 
fitted with a Gaussian distribution as shown in Fig 14(b) This maA indicate 
that at 71 Me\ ' . (C a4n) reaction is b\ complete fusion onh 
Table V . l : 
Peak no 
1 (Incomplete 
fusion) 
2 (Complete 
fusion) 
Aiea 
9136 7 
3432 9 
Center 
297 
501 
contribution ('/c) 
72 
27 
85 
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Fig.l4(a) Gaussian fit to the recoil range distributi 
data for the reaction (C,a4n) at 80 MeV. ion 
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Fig. 14(b) Gaussian fit to the recoil range distribution 
data for the reaction (C,n4n) at 71 MeV. 
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APPENDIX I 
MCA: Data Acquisition and Analysis System 
Tlif piograiii locords data a> block t\ po histograms The nxordrd raw 
data peaks are hrst smoothened b\ 3 point binomial weighted smoothing 
algorithm b\ using the following 
MI) 4 ( / - 2 ) + 3 x 4 ( / - l ) + "jx A(/) + i x 4 ( / + l ) + A ( / ^ 2 ) l 13 (1 
wheie \[[) is the number of counts at channel number / 
It tends to en en out the background while at the same time piesc^Mug 
the peaks as much as possible Smoothing affects onh the Msual displa\ 
of the sp(>ctium and does not change the integration of the data Double 
smoothing operation is of no use a.s tiic smoothing is alwa\s cioii(> on the law 
data 
The i)eaks are then searched b^ automatic pcMk search option Foi that 
one has to hrst dehiic the conhdence \v\c\ l\ factoi 
Conf lex el 
0 99 
0 90 
0 70 
K 
2 326 
1 2bO 
0 323 
K tactc:)! selection permits one to determine at what statistical le\(l of 
significance a peak must appear abo\e the backgroimd before it is identihed 
as a peak 
Automatic peak search progiam \\orks for sharph rismg i)eak^ and not foi 
broad •^peaium The algonthm scau'- through the entire spectrum channel 
b\ channel perfoimmg a 3 point binomial \\eight slope deteimmation of the 
cur\e at each point using the follo\Mng formula 
S( / ) = [2x 4 ( / + 2 ) + 4 ( / + l ) - 4 ( 7 - 1 ) - 2 x 4 ( 7 - 2 ) ] 10 ,2) 
The slope is compared against the scjuare loot of the counts m (haim(4 I 
and a possible peak is identihed \\hene\er the follo\Miig ineciualit\ exist 
S{I)<I\ x^qi 4(7) ( ]) 
whnc K is the K-factc:ir (conhdence le^el) 
At each point \\liere a peak is deteimined the algorithm integrates undc^i 
the peak determines an a^erage background from the gross peak area The 
VAw data i^  ah^a\^ used foi both the ^oaich algoiithm and mtegiatioii 
The background under the j)eaks is determined b\ taking the a\erag(^ of 
the counts m the 3 channels on each side of the peak identihed pieMoush 
7?(7?) = f 4 ( 7 ? - 2 ) + 4 ( 7 ? - 1 1 + 4(7?)1/J (4) 
•s,s 
B(S) = [A(S) + A{S + l) + A(S + 2)]/3 (3) 
where R it. the channel number for the begninmg of the peak S i^  the 
channel number for the end of the peak 
The peak centroid is. determined h\- hndmg the channel with the highest 
number of counts m the region immediately abo^•e the channel number for 
which the iiiequalit\- ih triie Then the program determmeb the edges, of the 
peak bv hndmg the point at which the inequalit\ cea.se-. to be true on each side 
of the peak identified At each place where a peak is found and identified 
the curve is shaded on the gxaph (region of interest) The propagation of 
errors calculation is done m the following wa^• 
If the ineciualit\ 
MI) - [B{R) + B{S)]/2 < [Kx sqr[A{R) + .4(S)]/4 + .4(7)] (0) 
is true, then the peak i^  determined not to be a true peak and is thro\\n 
awav If the meciuahtv is. not satisfied, then a true peak is. as>s.umed to occur 
In addition to this, the peak^ can be searched manuallv als.o For this one 
has to fiisT define the region of interest Res.t is the same as the automatu 
peak seaich 
89 
Energy Calibration 
IT is porformed b\ making a loa.st square straight line fit to the channel 
numbei \ersus. energ\ data entered Upto 13 different calibration points iiia\ 
be enteied for the (>nerg^ calibiation 
The (niergT recalibrate data entr^ screen induates the current point nnin-
ber and the nnmber of points that remain to be entered The (liannel nnnibei 
and the (t)rrespondiiig energy \-alne is enteied in ke\ ' After the entr\ oi all 
the talibiation points and the channel nnmbei. the new calibration cnr\(^ is 
calculatcxl and displayed \'alues for the intercept and sr-lope of the straight 
Ime fit and the standard error of the estimate ATO calcnlatcxl 
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APPENDIX II 
FREEDOM: Data Acquisition and Analysis 
System 
The sofT\\are FREEDOM is designed To support The acceleiaTor ])ased 
experiiiuniTs at The \ i u l e a r Science CenTer It is a Linux based soft\\ai( 
^\hlch can handle high data collection rates abc:)Ut 400 kb\tes/M'c 
In the recoil range measm-ements studies oiih one detector was used to 
follo\\ the actiMties off-line and so the data collected \\as as singles data 
Most of the time the piocesMug done foi these signals are to geneiate a his-
togxani and to lecoid the total counts lecened during the data accumulation 
The block t \pe is histogram of S2 klntes m size i e SKx4b\ tes 
A biief debcnptioii of menus is gnen belo^ A 
1. O N L I N E menu It contains the options to START and STOP th( 
data collection process It also contains options to open and close disk hk^s 
for baMiig the ra\^ data 
(a) START option prompts foi a one line text from the usei and tlum 
stars th(^ collection picxes^ 
(b) S T O P option commands the ser\er to tell the trigger generator not 
to take further e\ent triggerb and transfers, the contents of the buffer to th(> 
computei memor\ 
91 
2. C O M P U T E menu 
(a) FIT The program can fir 10 prak^ simulTaueoush Tln^ oj)!ion •\\lion 
selected pops, up a dialogue box with the follo\\iiig parameters foi selection 
The htt(xl spectra is (iispla\ed \Mth error bars at (vicli point 
(i) Selection of the background m o d e (A) constant C (B) Imeai ht 
ULx+c iC) Quadratic rv;- + 6? + c In the present case option (B) ha.s ])(H'n 
used 
(ii) Weight mode (A) Statistical absolute \ahies as \\eights (B) Xon 
weighting (C) Instrumental root of X method In the present case option 
(C) has been used 
(iii) Full width at half max imum For multiple peak httmg the 
softwaie a.ssumes single FW'HM for all the peaks to be htted 
(iv) Tailing on left and right If selected tiies to apph an exponential 
tailing for the ht after the limit \alues from the ceiitroid 
(v) Functions (A) Gaussian (B) Lorent7ian (C) Exponential (D) I'sci 
defined function •with j parameter maximum Gaussian function ha.s IXH'II 
Used 111 the piesent c as(> 
(b) A U T O FIT 
Initial cahbration of the spectra is reciuired here For this the steps of 
the FIT from (i) to (\ ) are follo\Afxl Then the exi)ected FW HM of the peak 
at know 11 eneigies are to be supplied together w ith a sensible anvi The ^ahd 
92 
peak 1-^  a^->umed To ha\p a minimum area of this \alue Tlu^ entiie r(> \^ilT'-
are .^axecl to the disk in a file named freeantoht dat 
(c) C A L I B R A T E 
Foi calibrating the spectra m oidei to read the iiitensit\ (onespondmp, to 
a " ra\ (Miergv direr th Initialh one has to do two point calibration Itgi\(>s 
marker channels mitialh the enero\ and inteiisit\ which can bc> modihed In 
the (xlit command Match command is used if alread\ an AUTO FIT is 
run Th(>se \ahies of AUTO FIT aie matched with the entric^s from a hie 
contamiii" standard energies and intensities Calibrate hnds the c alibi at ion 
and rej)oits the V" V' and A'" and the errois at each and e\ei\ point i--
added to the spectrum conhguration 
3. C O N F I G U R E menu The sa\e cc:immand of the sp(>ctiuin con 
figuration dialogue box under the CONFIGURE menu sa\(^s tli(> calibration 
\ allies 
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Complete and incomplete fusion of ^^ C with ^*''Ho below 7 MeV/nucleon: Measurements 
and analysis of excitation functions 
Sunita Gupta ' * B P Smgh ' M M Musthata" H D Bhardwaj,^ and R Piasad' 
' Department of Pin SIC s Ahgaih Muslun Uni\etsit\ Ali^ath 202002 (UP) India 
~Sii S\ed Collei^e Thalippannba Kanmbam Canannoie (Kerala) India 
^DSN College Unnao 209801 (UP) India 
(Received 22 June 1999 published 19 May 2000) 
This experiment has been done with a view to studying complete and incomplete fusion in heaw ion 
induced reactions Excitation functions tor several re ictions induced bv '^C''* ions on "'''Ho at incident 
energies from 55 to 80 MeV have been measured using the activation technique The analysis of the dat i h is 
been done using the codes ALICE 9i and CASCADE The parameter F„ the ratio of actual moment of inerti i to 
the rigid body value has been found to play an important role in the calculations done bv the code ( \sc ^i)l 
Significant contributions from both the complete and the incomplete fusion channels have been observed 
Further in the case of the reaction (C p3/0 considerable contribution from the decav of higher charge isobir 
precursor has been observed 
PACS number(s) 25 70 Gh 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The study of nuclear reaction mechanism in heavy lon-
(HI) induced reactions has attracted nuclear physicists for 
many years Recent literature reports that complete fusion 
and incomplete fusion are the possible reaction mechanisms 
iji Hl-induced reactions [1-4] At lower excitation energies 
the decay ot compound nucleus after attaining the thermal 
equihbnum is the dominant reaction mechanism However, 
at moderate excitation energies, preequilibnum (PE) emis-
sion also starts competing The evaporation of the low-
snergy nucleons may follow PE emission PE emission re-
duces the excitation energy ot the compound nucleus 
considerably, leading to an increase in the width of the ex-
citation functions Further, the number of particles that are 
subsequently evaporated is reduced 
Depending on the angular momentum carried by the pro 
jectile, the process ot complete fusion or incomplete fusion 
of HFs may take place In the former process, the entire 
angular momentum of the projectile is transferred to the 
composite nucleus However, in the latter one, only a part of 
the projectile may fuse with the target nucleus and the re-
maining part IS stnpped off This process is also known as 
breakup fusion In the process of incomplete fusion, the an-
gular momentum earned by the composite nucleus depends 
on the mass of the fused fragment [2] The higher the angular 
momenta, the smaller the mass of the absorbed fragment 
Previous studies of the interaction of '"C with '^^Au and 
"'Ta by Parket ei al [3] and Vergani et al [1,5] provide 
indications of carbon breakup and fusion of ^Be and a frag-
ments with the target nucleus Also, the emission of PE 
nucleons below 10 MeV/nucleon from the composite nucleus 
created in the complete fusion reaction has been indicated 
As a part of a program to study complete and incomplete 
fusion m Hl-induced reactions an activation technique has 
*Electronic address sunita_gupta@mailcity com 
been used to measure the excitation functions foi the produc 
tion of \anous isotopes in the interaction of ' C vvith the 
'*^Ho system at incident energies starting below the Cou 
lomb bamer (—55 Me'V) to well beyond it ( — 80 MeV) In 
the present study theoretical calculations haxe been done 
using the computer codes ALICE 91 [6] and CASCADE [7] The 
code ALICE 91 performs the compound nucleus calculations 
along with PE emission while the code CXSCADL performs 
pure statistical model calculations 
A brief descnption of the expenmental details and tonnu 
lation IS given in Sec II Section III is devoted to the experi-
mental uncertainties that are likely to introduce errors in the 
measured cross sections Results obtained from the expen 
ment are presented and discussed in Sec IV Conclusions 
drawn from the present studies are given in Sec V 
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS AND FORMLl \ I ION 
The experiment has been carried out using the Peiletron 
accelerator facility at the Nuclear Science Ccntei (NSC) 
New Delhi, India Rolled natural Holmium toils (purity 
> 9 9 9%) of thickness —2 mg/cm" were used as target The 
a transmission method based on the measurements ot the 
energy lost by a particles while passing through the sample 
has been utilized to measure the thickness ol each target 
individually The calibrated "" '^Am a source was used tor 
these measurements Individual samples backed b\ alumi-
num catcher foils of thickness —1 mg/cm~ were irradiated 
with a '"C^^ beam of current —30 nA at four ditterent en 
ergies viz, 55, 62, 71, and 80 MeV Keeping m view the 
half-lives of interest, the irradiations were performed tor 4 - 5 
h duration each, in the one meter general purpose scattering 
chamber (GPSC) having invacuum transfer facility The in 
cident flux ot the '"C beam was determined from the chaige 
collected in the Faraday cup using an ORTEC current inte-
grator device, as well as from the counts of the two Ruther 
tord monitors kept at ±30° with respect to the beam direc 
tion They were found to agree with each othei within 5^c 
The activities induced m the target-catcher assembly were 
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TABLI 1 Radii 
Isotope Half-life 
7 Ta ^ 1 I S h 
oa t tne pioperties of lesidues identilied 
r E^ikeV) AbundanceC^) 
^ 206 U 37 70 
•„Ta' "i 6^ h ^/2 
(72 19 
180 5S 
701 12 
1029 90 
17 00 
2 10 
1 20 
I 60 
,Ta 
Ht 
7.Hf' ' 
i 6S m 
2 ^ 6 h 
12 1 h 
S 
1/2 
7/2 
2 n 9 6 
1085 5S 
1109 2"^  
i r , o " i ^ 
n 9 6S 
162 02 
i l l 24 
147 11 
469 20 
662 2^ 
1071 SI 
52 00 
4 96 
7 60 
14 00 
7 60 
12 M) 
6^0 
6 30 
10 74 
16 20 
38 00 
100 00 
56 00 
7 ,Lu> ' 
8 2 4 d 
1 42 d 
11 5 ni 
9 24 d 
1 25 d 
"7/2 
7/2 
7/2 
1/2 
1/2 
739 83 
191 21 
239 14 
207 79 
21S79 
4S 10 
20 70 
S20 
41 00 
2 40 
•'Relative abundance ot characteristic y lines 
followed off line using a high-resolution (2 keV for 1 i3 
MeV y ia\ of "'Co) HPGe detector of 100 cm active vol 
ume coupled to the ORTEC s PC-based multichannel ana 
lyzer The HPGe spectiometer was calibrated using various 
standaid sources l e " N a '"'Mn '^Co *°Co ' " B a ' ^Cs 
and '''"Eu of known strengths The y-rav spectra recorded at 
increasing tunes were analyzed employing the ORTEC s 
peak htting program MCA The residues were identihed by 
their charactenstic y radiations and halt lives The intensities 
of these y rays have been used to compute the experimental 
cross sections corresponding to the various radioactive resi 
dues The halt-lives ot the residual nuclei charactenstic 
y ra\ energies abundance etc are taken from the Table of 
Isotopes [8] and are given in Table 1 The geometry 
dependent ettioencv (GF) of the detector tor different 
source-detector distances was computed using the relation 
Gt = V „ / A of 
where \V, is the disintegration rate at the time of measure 
ment A',o is the disintegration rate at the time of manufac 
ture \ IS the decay constant t is the time lapse between the 
manufacture of the source and the start of counting $ is the 
branching ratio of the y ray The standard y souices weie 
used tor this purpose The values ot Gs thus obtained were 
plotted as a function of energy using the program GRAPHER 
r \ B l l II Mi.asurLd cioss sections for IIK prdduit: in )f fi 
isotopes 
F (Me\ ) (7(^ 'TA) (mb) IT( Td) (mbi ai Tdi iwh) 
i5 0 i 1 1 
62 0 ± 0 9 
''1 0± 1 0 
S0 0±0 9 
46±6 
62±8 
11±2 
2 = 0 3 
r i = 2 
200-27 
3 36 r 44 
122i l6 
Si~ 11 
^S' '_ iS 
\ polvnomial of dcgiee 5 having the followIHL tomi was 
found to give the best lit foi these cuives 
C/f •(j|X + a X +(i \ + r t , \ " ^ « \ 
with coefhcients UQ « I a^ a^ a_^ a having dittcient 
values tor different source detector distances \ being the 
eneig} ot the chaidcten'itic y ra\ 
In the case of mixing ol y lavs ougmated Iroin dillcicnt 
isotopes the contiibufion liom each isotope has been scpa 
riled on the basis ot their half lives bv tollowing the in 
duced activitv tor a considerablv long pciiod Fuithu tlu 
same residual nucleus mav be produced bv the aLtivation and 
b\ !he dei^y oi higher ch.trge isobdr pi etui ^oi nutleii^ 
through 13 emission or election capture (EC) In such cases 
the chaiactenstic y-ray intensity has contributions troin both 
the channels In the case presentlv studied the h ilf life of the 
piecursor is considerably smaller than that ot the lesidue 
Theietore the cumulative cross sections have been deter 
mined bv analyzmg the induced activities at times greater 
than about eight to ten half-lives of the piecuisoi The cu 
mulative cross section ot a given lesidue is the sum of (i) its 
independent production cross section (ii) ooss section tor 
the independent production ot its precursor muitiplied b\ a 
numencal coefficient which depends on the bi inching rauo 
for precursor deca) to residue and the halt-lives ot the pre 
cursor and the residue The following decav analvsis given 
by Cavinato et al [9] has been used in oidei to obtain the 
precursor decay contributions 
If a precursor P is formed with cross section a/ during 
the inadiation and decays with half-hte 7f , ^"^ '' blanching 
ratio Pp to a daughter nucleus D which is pioduced with 
cross section ap during the irradiation and dec ivs with halt 
lite /"i/, the cumulative cross section (j^ toi the production 
of daughter is given bv 
T\BLE HI Meisured cross sections (or the pi iduetion ol Hi 
isotopes 
(T('"Ht) (mb) in Ht) (mb 
£i t, (\leV) Cumulative Independent Cumulatnt 
62 0=0 9 248±33 11 = 2 
7 1 0 = 1 0 S43±112 446+60 
80 0=0 9 547±73 404± s4 14S±22 
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case of the residual nucleus eni,. 
., " in 
In the 
fan one eneig\ the cross section tor tbj g viavs of mou 
^ same reaction has bn determined separateh from the ob^„ , 
„, , , , ,^, , . , ^er\ed intensities of i the identified y ia\s The weighted. ^,^,-, 
, , , , \ ^foss section 110 IS den as the hnal experimental \alue 
The expenmentallv nieasuied reaclio,, 
, , . ,, cross sections a 
nconipuieci iisiiii; the iollouiim c\prc\ , , , , 
(T = A\ e\p(\f;l/N,i</'^;'A(G(- ) 
^ { | - c \ p ( \/,}\{\-c\ 1^1 Ki )\ i4) 
mere/I is the oiiscived counting late /V-
irget nuclei c6 is the incident beam fluv" 
iiadiation \ is the deca> constant of the 
A^e time lapse between the stop of irT(\, 
wmtmg. t^ IS the data accumulation timsj 
Btio of the charactenstic y ra> Ge 
fcpendent efficienc\ of the detector K n 
ffltrection term 
fi IS the time ot 
("esidual nucleus t2 
Elation and start of 
- 0 is the branching 
IS the geometr)-
the self-absoiption 
III. EXPERIMENTAL L^CERTAI^. 
i\IE\SLRE\IENTS 
Apart from the errors due to the uncert, , , 
L. 11 .u i_ u . 1 '^inty ot the nuclear 
tea, like the branching ratio decay const ^ , 
, , i .u t 1 .u 1 "ints etc the mac-
•sa te estimate of the toil thickness ma\ , 
.—.. , . ,, u f . lE'id to an uncer-
Staty in deteiminine the number or tar^ 
I ,, , '^ et nuclei and mav 
^•roQuce errors in the measured cross se^ ^. 
. , » .t, ^ ( , 1 ^tions Iheeiroi m 
!BKthicKness of the sample material is cx^ 
A , a , u k c t e d to be < I ^t 
jors may arise due to fluctuation in b^ 
E minimized by continuously monitOb'''^ current These 
(Stop of beam (.1 ans) and anN appiec " V ' . ' ^ " '' 
. „ , , J ' ,1 ' . , 'able fluctuation ol [beam intensit\ duiinu the iiiadiatioii 
, „, , . ,1 , .^  1 1 . . ^^as taken caie ot 
de caicuUUmii the tvual inadiation tiu 
. ,1 ", , , . ,u u Me It IS estimaied 
tinttie present experiment the beam 
^ . A ^T.a „ II . . surient fluctuations By introduce <^vr errors Unceitaintv , 
• „ i^'irr^ 1 1 .V,' h the httina of the 
iciency curve «V/c] and also the , .'^ 
2CN r m \ A , , Solid ansle ettecl 
%) [12J ma\ lead to inaccuiac\ in fi, 
, , , I. -ri . , , I 'e measuiement ol 
lectorefficienc\ The statistical eiroi in [^B^j , ' , , the couniins: ol ihe 
• b m r d source vvas minimized b\ accuK , ^ 
p^aratively longe, time ( -1000 s) Th^ ' -^^ '" - '^ f'^  ^°^ '' 
inefficiency is estimated to be <29>, ^''"'^'''^''' '^"^'^''' 
,,„ I . , .. r I In order to mini-
ttie loss due to the nuclei recoiling Q, , , 
^ b . - „„ J ,. „ , , , , , , Ut of the target the 
•pi^le and the catcher toil were counteq ^ 
•kiicident beam energ\ has been deterrn, ' ^ f ' " « ' ' Z^™'' ' " 
^energy spread in halfot the sample x'j'f ''•> ^^^^^^^^^^-^ 
) of the stopping power tables of N o r t f f ™ " ' T o , , 
[13] In addition, there may be an inheP^''^^^ ^"^ ^chiU-
in the beam energv '^""^ ^"^'-y ""^^'•-
pIV. EXPERIMENTAL RESLLTS AND 
DISCLSSION 
A. Results 
^Reaction cioss sections at different cid 
«Dearthe Coulomb banic, to well a^ m energies start-
«..r.d for the reactions o^'^ " ^^ -^ e^ been 
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TABLF I\ MuMsurcd tross ^ectlons tor the piodiiLtn n U lu 
isoiopes 
r,,(\leVi (r('•"! u) (mb) fr('""l «; 'mb; fn linimh) 
6 2 0 = 0 9 11 = 2 
^ 1 0 - 1 0 1')-^ 
s o o i o y 140-2) 
14:2 
10= . 
6 1 
"^^HolC vM'"'''Ta " ' H o ( C 4 ; i ) ' Ta "^•'Hoi C ^//i 1 i 
" ^ H o ( C / r v n ' 'Hf ' ' • ^Ho(C/n ; i ) ' ' H t " ^ H o i t o2 ' ; Lu 
" > l o ( t a 4 / i ) ' " l u """Holt a(-,iii^ 1 u 
'^ "•Ho* C 2<a-2« > ' " T m "^'Ho( C 2a4n )" ^Tm 
A brief description of how these isotopes ma\ be toimed 
through different reaction channels is given heic These iso 
topes can be formed b> the complete fusion ot C with 
""^Ho followed by the emission of the n, p and/oi a panicle 
In addition to this Ht isotopes mav also be pioduced m the 
decav ot the higher charge piecuisor Ta isobais In the ease 
of ' Ht the cumulative cross section has been dcieimined 
b\ following the activities at times longer than about 8- 10 
halt-lives ot the precursor because ot the eomparativelv 
shorter half-life ot the piecuisoi [repiesented bv Idled tii-
angles in Fig 2(a)] The independent cioss section lor the 
pioduction of '"'Hf has been defeimmed using the 'ollowmg 
expression 
''"cum=CT('^'Hf)+l 182 96o-(' ' Ta) (^1 
obliiined Irom Fq (1) and are shovcn bv Idled ciicles in Fig 
2(a) In the case ol ' 'Hi onlv ihe ciimulalive eioss seetion 
loi Its pioduction has been obtained because the eioss see 
tion foi the production ot its piecursor i e 'Ta could not 
be computed due to its complex mixing with y i i\s lidni 
other channels Similarly the Lu isotopes mav also be 
loimed m the decav of the highei charge isobai piceiiisois ot 
Ta and Ht \nothei channel loi the pioduction ot these iso 
topes mav be the incomplete fusion of **Be fiagnient Mf ' C 
undeigoes bieakup into o and ^Be tragnienis) lolloued b\ 
the emission of neutrons The contribution ot ' 'l u isotope 
trom the precursor decav of '^'Ht at 62 and 71 MeV is 
expected to be negligible because of the lelaiivelv high value 
80 MeV the measured cioss section for ' 'Lu is cumulative 
Moreover the Tm isotopes may be formed bv the incomplete 
TABLE V Measured cross sections tor the pioeluelion ol Tni 
isotopes 
£bh (MeV ) o-('"Tm) (nib) <j( ^''Tiiii Hub I 
62 0±0 9 
71 0=1 0 
80()±0 9 
14 ±4 
109= IS 
99 14 
^ Vi - 4^ 
2S2 ^X] 
06461^ ^ 
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FIG 1 ExcitJiioii tuiKtions tor "^Ho(C^/;) "Ta 
" 'Ho(t4);) ' Ta and ' ^ Ho( C S;i )'^'Ta reactions The tilled 
circles lepiesem the experimental data The dashed cur\e coire 
spends to the theoretical piedictions ot the code AI ict- 9i uith ;!,, 
= 12 The compound nucleus calculations aie lepresented b\ the 
dash-dotted cur\e 
''Be tragments) The presentK measured cross sections tor 
the production ot Ta. Ht. Lu, and Tm isotopes at ditterent 
incident eneigies are given in Tables II. III. IV, and V le-
spectnely. and are shown giaphitallj, in Figs 1-7 
15. Discussion 
/ Anal\sis Hith code uict 91 
The code \i ICI 91 lacilitates the calculations toi both 
equihbnum and PE emibsion cioss sections In this code the 
Weisskopt-Euing model [14] is employed tor compound 
10 
10 
10 
10 
( Q ) 
1 7 3 H , 
T 
4- t ^ 
f 
f, 
/ 
- ^ - ^ 
(b) 
+ 
50 60 70 80 
EiQb(MeV) 
MG 2 1 \citation functions tor the Ho ( / ' Ht in I 
' ^Ho(C/O/O'"'Hf reactions The cxpeiimciilil J il i iiiLliiJinj (he 
precursor contribution is indicated b\ hlled tiiaiijks In ( il the 
tilled elides represent the cross section toi the indepcikleni ]irodiie 
lion ot the HI isotope obtained b\ the piocctiuic (.lesLiibed iii ihe 
text The dished cur\e corresponds lo the theoietie il piedietioiis i* 
the code \l 1( i ')l with /; = 1 2 
nucleus calculations and the PE compoiicni is si milated us 
ing the Hvbiid model [IS] Fuithei it does not take into 
account the possibilitx ol incomplete tusmn Like all senii 
classical models in \L1C1 41 calculations the ci|uipaitition ot 
cncigx among the initial excited panicles and noles is as 
sumed which in the case ol HI leactions ma\ imt be a \ci\ 
good approximation In geneial the input patanieteis initial 
exciton numbet ii(, and the mean tiee path multipliet COST 
large!} go\em the PE contribution while the le\el densit\ 
paiameter ci altecls the equihbnum component The !e\el 
densitx parametei constant A' has been calculated tiom the 
expiession a - MK. vvheie 4 is the atomic mass ot the com 
pound s>stem The value ot u tor the system has been taken 
fiom Dilg tables [16] lot the back-shifted rcimi gas model 
In the piesent calculations the expeiimental data is satistac 
toiiK reproduced with K=9^ Foi the scpiiatMn cneisies 
and level densitx ground state shifts we ha\e used the op 
tion that substitutes Gove mass tables [17] loi \ l \e i s 
Swiatecki Lvsekil masses [18] including shell collections 
Inveise cioss sections have been calculated b\ opiiciil model 
subiouime and the parameleis ot Becchetii and Gieenlees 
have been used The initial exciton contiguiaiion /; ,= 12 
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FIG "* f xcitation tuiiLtions tot ihc ""HolC n2;;)'' ' 'l u imi 
'"HOIC a-\n) ' Lu ic.iLtioiis 11K lillcd i-iicles icpicseiit IIK i-\ 
penmental dal.i The dashed time Lorrespoiids to the theoretieal 
[redictioiis ot the tode ALR l m with ;;„= 12 
(n,= 6. iii,-(). ;;/, = ()). v>.hich is equivalent to the bieakup ol 
mcident '~C ion in the held ot the nucleus and the nucleons 
jccupying excited states abo\e the Feimi energy has been 
aken in the present calculations The calculations done as-
niming /io= 12 satisfactoril> reproduces the measured exci-
ation functions for (C.\n) ( i = 3 . 4 ) reactions at higher en-
igies Fuither, the peaks ot the nieasuied excitation 
iinctions weie observed to be shitted towards the higher 
inergv side in comparison to the coiresponding calculations 
Kith the code ^L1CE 91 This mav be attubuted to the tact that 
J HI reactions the projectile impaits large angular momen-
um to the composite svstem It. in the last stages ot nuclear 
leexcitation. higher angular momentum inhibits paiticle 
mission moie than it does y emission, then, the peak ot the 
mitation tunction corresponding to the particle emission 
node will be shifted to higher eneigv f 19] A similai shift 
nay also be pioduced it the mean eneigv ol the evapoiated 
larticles incieases with incieasing nuclear spin One may 
ibtain an estimate ot the possible si/e ot an oveiall eneigv 
hift tiom the nucleai lotalional eneigv Foi a iigid-bodv 
Boment ot menia E^^—inilM )Ei^i, wheie mIM is the ratio 
if the projectile and taiget masses and £i,|, is the incident 
uerg) [19J In the present case at incident eneigies 55. 62 
1, and 80 MeV the rotational eneigv vanes trom 4 to "^  8 
4eV The eltect is more pionounced in HI leactions as com 
E 
10 — 
10 
10 
10' 
10 
Ta \ \ 
50 60 
E lab 
70 
MeV) 
FIG 4 ExLitation tunttions toi the \lo C "v "Ta 
'"^H()(C4/))'"'Ta and '""Hot C v n ' "Ta aatlions The hlltd 
eiri-les represent the experimental data The iheoiLtied piedKlions 
ot the code CASCADE with F„ = 0 1^  F =0 s() and F =0 ss iJe 
tault vakie) are repiesented bv dash dotted dashed and solid 
euives, respectivelv 
paied to the light ion leactions since the lotational eneigv is 
much gieater in case ot HI leactions Since the angular mo-
mentum eftects have not been consideied in the puie 
Wcisskopt-EvMiig calculations ol the picscni veision ol the 
Lode, It IS desirable to shitt the calculated excitation tunc 
tions bv the amount appioximatelv et|ual to / , as calculated 
above It has been obsened (hat the \l ic i vi c ilctilations 
satislactoiilv leproduce the expeiimental data when the en 
erev scale ot the calculated excitation luiictions aic shitted 
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FIG 'i E\Litation tuntUons tor the " 'Ho(C/; i;i)' 'Ht and 
"•^HolC /)'i/!)' 'Ht reactions The figure caption is the same as that 
tor Fig 2 with the theoretical predictions ot the code CASCADE vuth 
F„={) IS f-^=0^0 and f „ = 0 85 (default \alue) represented by 
dash dotted dashed and solid cur\es respectiveh 
b\ iespccti\c £roi ''JIUCS The e\peiinientail\ nieasuied and 
theoreiicalh calculated excitation tunctions are shown in 
Figs l (a)- l (c) for (C\ii) (\ = 3-5) reactions Surpiis-
ingK the \LICE 91 calculations for (C ^/i) do not match with 
the expenmental lesults but the oveiall shape of the excila 
tion function is leproduced 
2 Anahsis Htth code C4SC t/)f 
The statistical code CASCADE [7] is based on Hauser 
Feshbach theory [20] It does not take into account the pos 
sibilitv ot fission. PE emission, and/or incomplete fusion A 
fonnula derned from the Fermi-gas model is used tor calcu-
lating the level densities tor the product nuclei The general 
input data like the mass of nuclides and the transmission 
coefficients for the emitted particles have been computed us-
ms the computer codes .MASS and TLCALC, respective)} Jor 
the range of interest and stored permanently on the disc The 
transmission coefficients in these calculations were cenerated 
iQb MeV) 
FIG 6 Excitation tunctions tor the ' 'HoiCal/i) Lu 
""HotC « 4 ; J ) ' " L U and "'Ho(C a 6 / n " Lu u icli ms The tilltd 
Clicks iepres<.nt the LxperiiiiLiU il d it i Ih^ thmalu \\ [iiLdictioris 
ot the Lode CASCADE with /• ,-() Is F ,= ()s() md h 0 8s ide 
fault \alue) Me represented b\ dash doited dished md solid 
cuives respectneK 
using the optical model potentials of Becchetti and Greenlees 
[21] tor neutrons and protons and that ot Saichlci |22] tor a 
particles The \alue ot the level densitv pai imcici constant k 
choMjn here is the same as the one used in the code ALICL n 
As luav be observed from Figs 4(a)—Kci the measured e\ 
citai on functions aie not consistently repioduced bv the i il 
culd ions done with the default set ot paiameieis in dn it 
tempt to consistently repioduce the measuied excitation 
fun tions using this code the sensitiveness ol e ileulation ii 
the values of input parameters has been studied In particular 
the parameter F f,, which is the ratio ot the actual moment ot 
meHui to the rigid body moment ot mciUd ol the excKed 
s y em has been found to affect the calculated excUaiion 
functions considerablv The default value of f ,( = 0 8S) does 
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G 7 Experimentally measured excitation functions for the 
f^o(C2a2;i)'*''Tm and ' " H O ( C 2a4/7)'"Tm reactions 
W reproduce the measured excitation functions Moreover 
lvalue of Fg equal to 0 50 obtained from the rotational 
'aergy bands of the '^^Ta nucleus [2^] also does not repro 
lice the measured excitation functions However a value of 
f|equal to 0 15 gi\es satisfactory reproduction of the mea 
•ed excitation (unctions It may be pointed out that this 
HOmalous \alue ot the parameter F„ is unlikeK in such 
HCtions 
It may be noticed from Figs 2 and 5 that both these codes 
ib not satisfactorih reproduce the experimental data for 
tp3n) and (C p5n) leactions Figures 3 and 6 also indi-
^ that the experimental results for (C axn) (A = 2,4 6) 
iannels do not match with the theoretical predictions Fur 
ler, the expenmentally measured cross sections for the pro-
- 2 4) reaction channels respectneh arc shown m F u s 
7(a) and 7(b) Both the codes ALlCh and CASCADF predict 
negligible cross sections for these leaction channels md is 
such coiicsponding theoietical calculations ue not shown in 
these hgures The enhancement in the expeiimental cioss 
sections for (C axn) and (C 2a\n) channels is compared to 
theoretical predictions may be attributed to the tact th it these 
channels are populated not only b} the complete fusion ol 
'"C with "'''Ho but also through the incomplete tusion of ''Be 
and •'Ht with "'''Ho icspcctively 
\ CONCI USIONS 
The excitation functions for ten reactions induced b\ C 
incident on '^^Ho have been measured emploving acti\ ition 
technique In the anahsis with code ALICF 91 theic aie indi 
cations ot some PE emission A value ot /!()- 12 is kiund to 
satistactorilv reproduce the measured excitation functions foi 
the complete tusion channels In the calculations with eodc 
CASCADE which does not include PE emission the default 
set ot parameters do not reproduce the measured exeitation 
functions and the role ot the parametei lequiied tor sealing 
the moment of inertia is found to be quite important Further 
the theoretical calculations suggest that at highei incident 
energies the Lu isotopes formed via (C a\n) leactions may 
be produced by the evaporation of one a particle and neu 
trons However the enhancement in the experimentallv mea-
sured cross sections for Lu and Tm isotopes at incident en 
ergies 62 71 and 80 MeV as opposed to the theoietical 
predictions indicate that the maioi contribution to then pio 
duction may come from the incomplete fusion ot ^Be and a 
fiaaments This is also supported bv the a cluster struetuie ot 
'-C 
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1. Introduction 
riie inultiplidU of procps-ic-^ likf foinj^lete fusion iiuoinplete fusion dirct I li IIIN1(I 
ott lla^ made the studv of the hf a\ \ ion H a( tion of ( onsidorable niterest to IUK k ai 
jjliNMU^t^ Tlic (iiano;e in tliP mode of evolution of the heaw ion leaifion with the 
\ariatioii m the IIK ident be.iin eiKiu\ \\ith (iiti<ui(( (liannel augular IUOIIK iii luii 
et( ai(> SOUK of I lie topK^ of U U H 111 inteHsi 
liiere are \<iiiou-i \ \a\s of (lassif\in<^ tlu diffcTent puxf-^^es in\ol\(d m IK I\ \ 
ion reaitioiib One of them I'M l)a^ed on tlu def^iee of linear momentuni ii ui^fei 
"C orri-pondine \uthor 
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from the piojectilc to Ihc c()ni]jositp .system In case of complete fusion. Ilie entire 
Imear momentum i^  transferred, while hi case of incomplete fusion, only a i>Hrt uf 
the projectile fuhcs with the target (and the rest behaves as a spectator) leading; 
to tlie fractional transfer of the incident momentum. The fraction of the nioiiienla 
transferred m such cases dei>ends on the mahs of the fused fragment Ye! aiKJther 
process involves siiiole nucleon/cluster transfer hi a grazing collision. Tlii.s process 
of direct reaction involves relatively less momentum transfer. Recoil velocities of 
tiie heavy residues, and hence their recoil ranges in a stopping medium can be used 
to detemiine the momentum transfer for indi\'idual channels. When the ])roje(tile 
fuses completely with the target, the composite system carries the entire linear 
momentuni and hence travels a larger distance, while in the ca.se when only a part 
of the projectile fuses with the target, the composite system travels a rolati\ely 
smaller distance in the stopping mediiun and at an angle with respect lo the in-
cident direction. Previous studies' '^ show that incomplete fusion starts competing 
with complete fusion at energies above the Coulomb barrier Several models like the 
l>reak up fusion model, sum rule model, promi^tly emitted ])articles. excilon model. 
hot spot. etc.. have been proposed to explain the incomplete fusion proces.s.' *' lie-
cause of the large angular momentum involved in the ca.se of heavy ion read loiis. a 
proper understanding of entrance cliamiel jyarlial \vavs»s is !inj>ortant m the --tudy 
of incomplete fusion. In heavy ion reactions involving higher angular momentuiii. 
the compound nucleiib formation is hindered due to the rapid rotation of the roin-
pcjsite system which cannot exist as sucli ami hence only a part of the pro|ectile 
can fuse with the target. In terms of the partial waves, only a few lower ]wrtial 
waves contribute to complete fusion at higher angular momenta. The higher order 
partial waves contribute to uicomplete fusion thereby reduchig the complete iasiou 
cross section. 
Although particle-gamma coincidence studies' and time of flight measurements 
of evaporation residues** contribute a lot to the understanding of the mechanism of 
incomplete fusion processes, in a simple experiment, the individual contributions 
of complete and incomplete fusion can be separated by studying the recoil lanae 
distributions of various evaporation residues. In the recent past, such experiments 
ha\'e been carried out with medium mass nuclei targets ' ' " ' ' with projectile (ner-
gies as low as 7 MeV/nucleon Thf^  calculations of angular momenta of frapincnts 
formed l)y incomplete fusion indicates the i)eri])heral nature of collisions leadiiie to 
incomplete fusion.'^ 
In this paper, the results of an experiment performed recently, at the Nudear 
.Science Center. New Delhi. India, are presented with a view to measuring the 
recoil range distributions of a number of evaporation residues formed in the inter-
action of '^C with ""Ho below 7 MeV/uucleou. This is an extension of our earliei 
experiment'-^ where the excitation functions for evaporation residues formed m tlie 
i2(-A ^ ic^Ho system were measured below 7 MeV/nucleon. In this experiment en-
liancement of experimentally measured cross-sections was observed in compauson 
to the theoreticall}- calculated excitation functions for (C, axn) {x - 2. l.(i) and 
Meaburement of Recoil Ranges m the C -i- Ho Sysierxi ? 
(C, 2axn) [x = 2, 4) emission products, indicating contributions from complete and 
incomplete fusion channels It may be pointed out that the residues formed through 
the alcove mentioned channels may be produced by complete fusion as well as m 
complete fusion processes Thus, in order to separate tlie tontribution of < omplel( 
and incomplete fusion m the individual channels, in the present experiment the re 
coil range distributions have been measured at two different incident lab energies 
71 aiKi 80 MeV 
2. Experimental Details and Formulation 
The experiment was carried out using the 15 UD Pelletron accelerator farihty at 
the Niulear Science Center, New Delhi, India Alummium-bafkcd thm targets of 
Holmium (purity > 99 9%) were prepared by the vacuum evaporation tethnique 
1 he thi( kness of Ho deposition on the Aluminium backing was ^ 200 //g/( ni"^  Thin 
dluinimum catchers of different thicknesses were prepared f>v vacuum e\apoialion 
of Aluminium on glass slides and then floating the film on water A stack of 1 \ 
catchers mounted on holders with concentric holes of diameter ^- 1 2 ( m Wm used 
downstream of eadi taiget to trap the recoil products A typifal target (atelier 
arrangement is shown in Fig 1. where the recoiling nuclides are trapped in the 
stack of Aluminimn catcher foils The catcher thicknesses used m the experiment 
are given m Table 1 
The thickness of catchers and targets were measured indivi<luall\ prior to tluir 
iLse by the a transmission method, where the thukness is measured bv determm 
mg the energy loss suffered by 5 486 MeV a particles from an ^""Am sourt e w liih 
traversing thiough them Stopping power tables of Northcliffe and Schilling'^ were 
ased to determine the sample and catcher thicknesses from the energy loss mea 
surements The targets with Aluminium backing facing the beam were irra<liated 
with a ^^C beam in the GPSC (General Purpose Scattering Chamber) for a dura 
tion of about 24 hours each The incident beam energies for the two irradiations 
were chosen in such a way that the beam hittmg the Ho material had the d<sind 
Carbon 
beam 
Stack of Al-catcher foils 
Ho 
Al 
I IB 1 \ tjpiral target catctier arrangement \i«e<i for measuring recoil ranae di-.tributi<)n-
l)o(|cttfc™iii3^r2Wil 2C«|1 'VM'^lm^^/#|I^'rilP^^'00(,^^^(^J^,^ 
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eiK ig\ of 71 diid 80 M( \ rospe< 11\( l\ \ Iwaiii (iilioiit of-- x^ ii \ Ix liiml tli* I ii j( 
rattllt r ass(>mhl\ w AX iiiea-xuicd w ith an (lc( Iron xm)prexx( d 1 n id »N ( up 1 lu lot tl 
bt'aiii lluentp for e.u li inadiation \\a.x alxo IIK axiircd l>\ a x( il ir iiitefii itoi md \\ >^  
~ 3500/JC Aftei llu itradiation tlip adivilicx m each < aU her foil \\( n f()llo\s(d 
one In one off line, for five da\x using a liigh rexolution HPCH d( te( toi of 100 ( n i ' 
Kti\( volunif of ("ANHERK4 <ouple<l to CAMAC bas(d xoft«are I HI 1 DOM 
I he detector uab pre ( rtlihratfd using a ' '^1'u souite of kliouu slreiiglh (he r u 
spe(tra were recorded asing th( ONLINl optioii of the { f^ l i DOM softwaK I lii 
residiKx were identified l)\ tlieir tliarae t( rislic radiations iiid lulf li\( s 1 IK {\ 
peiiinental cross-se( tioiis (orrfxpoiidmg to tlie various iadioi(ti \( ns iduis m ( idi 
( atther vveie < omputed In using the intensities of these - ravs in indnidu \l < at < IK is 
1 he lialf lives of the i( sidual imtk I charai leristi< lavenciglfs ahuiiduui (t( 
aif \\( 11 established and are taken fioni tin Fable of lsotoj)( s ' llu < los-, ^(( t lon^ 
foi a i)artirular residui in carh (at<her vvdc obtained tismg 
/F^ l \<xp(V2) 
T, (7?) /v',jV„0(nG'c)|l - e \ p ( - V , ) l [ l - e x p ( - ^ ,)] 
vviiere /I is the ol)sei\ed tountmg late of (he indiued ac tivitv ofd((av (onstant \ 
Ao th< nuinlwr of taig( t nu< 1< I iiiadiated for tiiiif i\ with ipi r t ick IK un of tlu\ 
* (2 the time lapse b(lwe(nth( flid of irradiation and the st trt of ( ounting fitiK 
data accumulation tiiiu 0 th( branching ratio of the (hat u tn i s tu i iv and (. 
tlieg(onietr\ <lependent ellicieiRV of the detector 1 he factoi |1 - e \ p ( - \ ' j ) ) tak(s 
( are of the d( (ay of eva])oration residue duimg the irradiation .uid is kiitnvn is ilu 
saturation correction ] he (oni (tion for the de( a\ of llie indu< «d ictivitv du( lot lit 
delav between tlie end of irradiation atid the start of counting md diinni; th( dita 
D<>(finl)f'i 13 2001 0 1 WSl^ C / l l i 1JMFL OOOf,' 
Meahurcvu ni of Hrcml Rariyf ^ n) tlit '"C i- */Yo Si/s/r r?; 
ACf uiiiiil ilioii Is taken iiilo a( (ount via Die fa( tors ('\p( X/^ ) '>inl [1 - < \p( ^ \ i) 
rf spf(tiv( l\ k\ Is tlu (inrcc tion for sf'lf .ibsorj^tioii <jf tadialioii HI th( sa!iij)l( and 
is cjivdi i)\ 1(1 - <'\i)(-//^/)| ii(l\, wliorc // is the " ra\ .lUsoiption (OCKKKHI for i 
p;i\eii ciH r<^ > iii the in.itciial of the sainpl( and J is I IK thu kiicss of tin saiiipk 
lo o!)tam the re( oil riui^o distributions the measured cross section of < i(\\ 
fvapor.ition residue iii in iii(h\idual ratdiei wa.s divided l)> the res))e(ti\e thukiKs-, 
of that catcher and |)loltecl against the cumulative (atelier ihitkness 1 he iccoil 
raiific distributions wcic noriualued usiii<; (he cross section values nic isiiu d l)\ 
eailicr c \pc ument ' ' 
3 Result.s and Discussion 
Differential ret Oil range distributions for vanoiLs eva|)oiatic)ii residues foiincd in 
the mteiaction of ' ' ' ( ' with " ' 'Ho at 71 and hO Me\ incident energv aie shc)\Mi in 
(^) Pijis >{d) (i) anel ](^ <5 (i), respertiveh 1 he size of the sciu.ires inrludc the errors 
ill the experiment A1 cl it » \ detailed disc ILSSIOH abeiiil the various factois due to 
which errois iiiav aiisc is j^iveii m one of oui earhei ))ul>h( ations ' ' Dotted hues 
guide the (>ve to the- expenmental data \s can be seen from the fitjuies it i 
y;iveiivalu( of mc leleut eneIg^ tlie rec oil laiige disttibut ions for Fa and II f isotope s 
(1 ( (C en) and (C ;un ) (i being an mte-crei) rhaniic-ls iespe>e tivelv) hav(> i pe ak 
at onlv one value of c umulative catcher thickness Howevei for most of the 1 u -iiid 
I in Isotopes (i e {( iw e)) anel {C 2'w ;i) ehannels ies])( c tivelv) eit he i two peaks 
oi onh one peak at a lelalnelv lower value of e uiiiul itiv (• catther tluekiiess have 
been observeei I h e Recoil range distributions for the la and Hf isotopes are nearlv 
(laussian peakeei at a dejilh nearlv corres])ondmg to the e\])ee ted reeoil ran<;( of tiu 
' lani ic leus(~ 100 ''M) ji^/cm^) e ale ulated using the classical approac li and the 
stopjjing pcjwer tables of Northcliffe and Se hilling, meaning thereby that these piocl 
nets are formed In the coiiijjlete fusion pioeess onh followed b\ the ev ij)oiaiioii 
of « and or p Ihe recoil range cJistributioris for (( njn) (t 2 4 d) c v.cpotatioii 
residues i)eak at two \alues of cumulative catcher tluekness one eonespondiiiL to 
the complete fusion (" 100 SOO /eg/ciii"^) and the otIicM at <i lower v iluc ol i iii£i 
( 200 }00 ^g/em^) I his indicates that these products ,ae pcjjjulated not onlv 
In the (omj^lete fusion ]jrocess, but also In some otluT jirocess m which the line ti 
moriifiitum transfer is less than that for complete fusion process 1 his is possible 
when onlv a part of the projectile fuses with the target (iiieoinplete fusion) AUCI the 
lest of It goes with a veloc it\ nearh e'cjual to the veloc itv of the pro |( c tile Ihe two 
peaks 111 the range distributions indicate that the products are also |)<irtl\ formed 
bv mc omjilete fusion In some of the cases coiies]jonding to ( C 2(\n}) (i 2 1) 
c hannels there is onlv one peak at a value of the mean range which is c oiiside r iblv 
lower then the v,ilue evpecte^d for coniple te fiibion In lliese cases the residues ue 
probablv onh formed in the process of incomplete fusion 
\s a ie])resentative case m order to separate the relative e outribiitions of c om 
plete and incomplete fusion in the (C aiii) channel at 80 MeV, the two i)c> iks m 
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tlie locoil range (listiibulioii^ weie fitted with a C;aLb>-iian distribution (Fig 4(a)) 
and thoii areas were computed The lelatue (ontrihution of the two pioce.sses aie 
obtained bv dividing the area of the torteb])ouding peak by the total area 1 he 
incomplete fusion contribution m this (ase is found to be 7'2V( with an unceitaint\ 
of 5'/? Tde total rorif nbiidori of mroniplete fusion, uhif li is the cuiimlafive sum of 
ICFs for various cliannels o )^^ el ved m the present experiment is found to be ~ \T'[ 
with an uncertainty of .S'/ at these eiieigies However, for the same Tea(ti<)n al 
71 MeV the leeoil range di.stribution shows oiil\ one peak which mav be iUW with 
I Gaussian distribution as shown iii Fig i(b) This mav indicate that at (C' n h, i 
v i t v ,. . . ._^_^.. 
l^\fi/Xy Ure reaction ih by complete fusion oiih k 
4. Conclus ions 
Recoil range distributions for nine different evajxiration residues fcjrmed m the 
leactio!) ' ^ ( ' + ""Ho ha\e been measured at energies below 7 MeV/iiu( Icon Single 
and/or double peaks m the lecoil laiige distributions have been observed These 
peaks ma^ l)e assigned to the (omplete and itKomplete fusion of -"^ C File ielati\( 
contributions of incomplete and complete fusion dianiiels have been separated and 
It has been found that incomplete fusion contribution is ~ 17/f with an unceitamtv 
of 5% at these energies 
D u d u l x i I J 2001 't 1 WSI'C l l M l M l ' i OOOd 
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Comparison of excitation functions in 
1 2 ^ ^165 jj^ ^ 14^Y ^163 jjy 
Abstract : The experimeiiT lia^ been performed •with a view to •^tud\ 'Electroi i ic address: ^iniitn.q>iptn" ninilc itt/ i am Present address : Dt'parruuui 
of Plnsifs^ Af^ ra C'ollo»( \'AIA, U P ^ India 
1 
tomplpTc <iud incomplete fuMou lu ' '.V + '^'*Z)(/ svstem below 7 Me\'/ utu Icon 
The excitation functions for ^exeral redctions have been ineabured UMII» tin 
activation techniciue and compared with the theoretical predictions based on 
statistical models The codes ALICE-91 and CASCADE used eaihei foi th* 
analysis of excitation functions m ca.se of ^-C'+"^'' Ho svstem ha\-e been used 
here also with the same set of input parameters It has been obs(^r\ed tha' 
thoug,li th(> matching, of the theoietual and (experimental excitation function--
is not good but their shapes are reproduced satisfactonlv Tlie composiic 
nucleus ( ' "To) formed m this ("A' +'*'' Di/) cabe it, the same a.s the on-
formed in C + Ho s\ stem studied earlier Measuied excitation func tu )n-
for the same decav channels m the two causes (i.e ' -C + "^''//c) and '^V —"'*Z?;/ 
have been compared A compaiison of these excitation ftmctions mduati ' 
relatneh sinallei values of tioss-soc tioiis fox all reactions m "A' + ' ' ' ' Dt/ in 
geneial Mo^eo^er. it has becm found that m contrast to the ' -C induced 
reactions, '\\here a substantial part of the reaction cross-section goes thiough 
incomplete fusion, there is no contribution from incomplete fusion to the 
reaction cross-section m the case of '^A' induced reactions at these eneigie^ 
This ma^' indicate that ^'C undergoes breaktip into ' / / e arid "Be ^^hlle " \ 
does not undergo breakup belo\\ 7 Me\'/nucleon 
1. Introduction 
In rh(> li(M\A ion mduted loactlOll^, the •5tud\ of biedkup of llea\•^ ion 
follo\\ed h\ the fn^ion of one of the fiagmentb \Mth the target has hvvu of gieat 
interest E\en at energies shghth alw\e the Coulomb bairiei, mconipletc 
tuMon sraits tonipeting with complete fusion [1 2 3] Recent studus n p o i t 
breakup ot '"C and ^^'O into •*//( and ^Be fragments and then nuompktc 
hision with the target [2 3 4] 
Ghoshal [5] m his expeiiments showed that same ccjuipound nucleus fomu d 
b\ pioton and o as piojectiles deca\ sunilarh, thus indicating the \alld!1^ 
of the Bohr compound uucleub assumption In the la^t foui decades .^onu 
experiments that are extension of Ghoshal s experiment ha\e been dou( to 
compaie pioton induced leactions with hea\\ ion induced reactunis U ad 
mg to the same composite s\stem [6 7] In the Ccvse of pioton and hea\A 
ion induced leactions it has been found that , if one plots the cioss-^cc tious 
for a paiticular channel poptilated Ma two different entiance channels <i- a 
function of excitation energ^_, there is a difference because of th(^ diffennif 
Coulomb baiiierb m the two cases Similar experiments lia\e been done w itli 
two hea^-^ loiis ^"C and ^^'O [3], wheie, the complete and incomplete fusion 
of ^-C and "^ 'O m medium ma s^s nuclei ha\e been studied In lecoil laugc^ 
3 
inoasuK iiKMiTs of loacTion icsidiu^s I h(> ))!(••-( ut (>\p(iimoiir ha^ h( < u doiK 
wirh a \\c\\ to stuch breakup at ^^  \ m roacrioiis helou 7 Mr\ /niuhoii and 
TO compare the excitation functions for '^C <uid " N induced reactions lead 
mg to tlu> same com})Osite s\stem (m the pres(>nt Ctvse ^ To) Vctnatiou 
technK[U( has been used to measuic evcitatioii functions tor the [)iochi(tioii 
of \arious isotopes m the interaction of ^^ \ with '^'Dy The lesuhs ot tlu 
expenment performed with the ^'C +'^' Ho s\stem ha\e been prespiitfd ni 
ipf ^1' In the present paper, the lesidts of tli(> expeument peifoinied witli 
the '• ' \ +'^ ''^  Dij s\stem are piescnted The piesentl\ nieasiircKl (xcitatiou 
functions ha\e been compared with theoretic al calculations based on statisti 
cal model codes \LICE-91 and C \ S C \ D F The ccxle \LICE 91 tak(s imo 
account pre-eciuihbrium emission tog,ethei with compound nucleus calcula 
tions To look foi pie-eciuilibuum emission if am m the case of ' ^ \ ^ " ' Dti 
reaction pioducts theoretical calculations ha\e bcvn done usiii<^ the c ()d( 
A.LICE 91 It ma\ be noted that the code A.LICE-91 is based on \\eissko[)f 
Ewmg model ^Ahich doc s^ not take into account the angulai momentum m 
\ol\ed m the hea\'\ ion induced reactions On the other hand th( codt 
C A . S C A . D E is based on the Haubcr Feshbach theor\ which takes mto account 
the angulai momentum effects Thus^ m oidei to look for pre-cxiuihlniuni 
4 
(iiiis-^ioii^ it aii\, and also to ^oc \hv oi{(K\ ot aiij2,ulai iiKMUontnin, cak ulatioii--
usiiio^ two (liffpient codes ha\e been [lorfoimed Fuithei^ the excitation func 
tioiis foi -,ame reaction residues populated in the two reactions' hrue been 
conipaied 
2. Formalism and experimental details 
Reac tion cioss-sectioiis for sc^\eral reactions induced b\ ' ' \ ions on '^ '/">(/ 
ha\e becni measuied usiiio actuation t(>chniC[ue The e\p(>iinieiit has been 
cainecl out at the \ucleai Science Ceutei (\SC ), \c>\\ Delhi, India usmc^ 
the Pellcmon accelerator facilit\ The ^'"'Dy samples were piepared b\ \<\c 
u\uii c\aporation of enriched D\spiosuuii on \huninuun backin<j, Compos 
ite thickness of ^^  4/ +^*'^  Dtj wa^ measuied b\ a-tiaiisinission method 1 lu 
thickness of the Ahumnmm backing was sepaiateh measuicxl, betoie D\s 
prosium deposition^ b\ the same method and wab ~ 0 inig/cn>' \ssuniin-, 
the backing to be umfoim, its thickness was subtracted fiom the coinposiT( 
thickness of ^ ^4/ 4- '^'^  Dy to get the thicknc^ss of ^^ •^ Z}(/ sample I he call 
biatecl - " Aiv o-sourcc> was used for these measuiements Th<^  thicknc^ss of 
"'''D/, mateiial was s; 0 5/;u//c//r \ s a check the taiget thicknessts 'CK 
also ineasined with the cjuait? thickness monitor and weie found to be within 
JV(_ ot the tiansiiiission method The \luminium c atcliei foils of thic kii* ssc^ s 
~ 6 10111 q I cm- kept just bohmd the target were u^ed to collect the rfsidiu^--
lecoilino out of the target 
The ^"^Dy samples \\eie inadiated \Mth ^^.\ beam at euergies bJ 70 
75 and 64 \ I e \ of beam c\uients ^ 5 to 18 a \ and of charge state 'r liV 
Each iiiadiation x a^b performed foi about 3 hours duration m the Gencial 
Puipose Scattermg Chamber (GPSC) ha\mg m\ac\umi transfer taciht\ TIK 
beam flux ^^as monitored b\ the charge collected m the Farada\ cup usmg 
an ORTEC current mtegratoi dcMce 
Pre calibrated high resolution (2 ke\ for 1 ii Me\ ' - ra\ of ^^Co] HPGe 
detectoi of 100 c c ac tue ^olume coupled to the ORTEC s PC based multi 
channel anahzer \\ab used to follo\\ the actnit ies induced m the irradiat(>d 
samples off Ime The detector was calibrated using the standard ^^-£";/ point 
source of know n strength w hich emits - ra\ s o\ er a w ide range of energ^ (121 
ke\ to 1408 ke\ ) Following foiinula was used foi computing the geometr\ 
dependent efEcienc\ of the detector at a particular energA 
Z ~ ( 1 
w heu' \„ 1-- tlu' disiuteoration laTc of tlic standard - ^ouuc at rlic tunc oi 
nieaMiicinenr^ \^o i'' fliP di-^nitegiation rate at the Tnne of niannfac tnie, A i-> 
tlie d(>ta\ constant^ / is tho tune lap^e b(>t\\pcn the manufactui(> ot tlic sonu ( 
Aud fhr srair of toiuirjng, f) is rlir hrantliing latjo of the characTpristu - iri\ 
Aftri the iiiadiation, tiie actuities induced in the sampl(>s w(>i(> toUowcd 
off-luip The ~ ra\ bpectia were recorded foi 3 da\s at UKreasuig tmns 
USUI" the ORTEC s PC based MCA T\ pical ~ ia\ spectra foi '-T' +>* Ho 
s\sTein at 71 Me\ and "A' +"'^ Dy at 70 Me\ ' aie shown in Figs 1 and 
2 ipspectneh \or ice tliat the cliaiiuel number \ s enei<;\ cahbiatiou is 
(hffeient toi ' -C ^" ' ' ' Ho and ^^ V +"'^ Dy s\stems As can be seen diiec th 
from the two spectia. the peaks corresponding to incomplete fusion chanin K 
e g 739 83 keV of ^'^Lu 191 21 keV of ^^^La 239 14 ke\ of ^*''Lu 207 79 
ke\ of ^'''Tm and 218 79 ke\ of ^''''Tni aie observed m i-r~-"''f/f; spe( tium 
while th(w aie absent m '"" V^ '^^Dy sppctium Th(> iesidn(>s w(n(^  identitied 
b\ then characteristic - radiations and half h\es In sonie (<is(>s wheie 
the gamma ia \s of residual nuclei ha\e energies clc^se to each otlur K g 
''To Ti , = 1 18/? E = 2 0 6 38 ke\" and ^'''Tni Ti , = 9 24d I = 
207 79 ke\ ) then mduidual contributiorrs were sejjarated from the anal\sis 
of (leca\ cui\es on the basis of then half Ines In the abo^e <>\ampl(, no 
(oiiTiibutioii from '^ ' Tin has boon obsoned B(>(.a\ise of the km int(if(>inm 
acr]MriPs induced m the sample counts recorded b\ the MCA. \\(u plottc^d 
e\ph(Uh as a fimction of channel number usuip, the ino<i.rani ()R1GI\ and 
the ai(M under diffeient peaks weie determnicxl b\ Gaussian htinir; In th< 
present measurements^ the count rates determmed fiom that aiea ha\e !)<( u 
used to calculate the e\penmental cross-spctious correspondnif; to tlu \aiious 
Iadioactne residue's The half Ines of thcMesidnal nuclei, c haiac t( i istu " i<n 
eneroies abundance etc , are taken from the Table of Radioacti\( Isotop(s 
^] and aie fi,i\en m table 1 
\ t a 2,i\en beam pneio\ m the lab fiame^ the experimental leaction cioss 
sections for different reaction residues ha\e been calculated usine, the follow 
ma foimula 
,rr, 4Aexp(Af,) 
A . \ „ o ^ ( G ' r ) [ l - e x p ( - \ f i ) ] [ l - e \ p ( - \ f O 
\\heie^ \ lb the obsened counting late of the induced actni t \ of (U ( d\ 
constant \, V^ the numbei of target nuclei iiiadiated foi tune /) with a i)cu 
t ide beam of fiu\ o^  f) the tune lapse between the stop of iiiadiation and 
the stait of counting^ f^ the data accumulation time, ft the branching latio 
of rhf charatTPii-^tic - ra\ and Gr the gcometn dep(>iideiir f>ffi(i(MK\ of rlu 
detecroi The factor [1 — eip(—\fi)] rake^ tare of the ckn a\ oi (\ap()ia 
noil i('^ idu(> (liuiu^ the iiiadiatiou and l^  t\pKall\ kllo^^n a^ the saturation 
correction Ihe coiicxtion for tfie dcxa\ of the mducc^d actiMt\ chic to the 
dela\ between tiu stop of iiiadiatioii and tlie start of countino and ciuiinc, 
the data accumulation is fakcni into account Ma tiic factors ( ipi \f_ and 
\l — t 1 pi -\f i)\ i (spetl i \el\ A Is tlie cc3iic>ction for self al:)sor])tion of ladi 
ation in the saniplc> and is gi^^n b\ [[1 ~ e\p{~pd)/]fid] here // is the - ia\ 
absoiption c oefhc leiit foi the material of the sample and d is the thickne ss of 
the sample Further details of the expeumental technique etc^ aie disc ussc^d 
m lef [1] 
3. Results and discussion 
In the piesent expeiiment excitation functions foi tlir reactions 
^''^D(/(\ in)^'^Ta i " D v ( \ An)^~^Ta ^'^^Dy(\ jn)^~~Ta and 
^'"'Dyl \ p^n)^ *///" ha\( been measurc^d usiiio the actuation tec hniciui The 
measured cio^s--,(ictions for these leactioiis are tabulated m tabic 2 1 iiois 
m the mevisured ciosb-sc^<^tions arib.e inosth from the detc^ctoi efiicienc\ solid 
angle effect, target tlncknesb^ counting statistics and intensit\ nieasuic ments^ 
and ha\e been disc ussc^d in details m lef [ij Due to thin targe t sainpli s and 
lowfr h( am iiirensities tho induced a t tn i t ies and heiK( the ohsonfd fount 
rates were quite small and therefore buhjected to somewhat larger (rrors 
Complete hisioii of ^ ' \ with ^^'^Di/ followed b\ the emission of OIK OI 
inoie neutrons lead to the production of Ta isotopes while the emission of a 
proton and one or more neutrons lead to the production of Hf isotopes l l u 
j ^ dec a^  of higher charge precuisoi Ta isobar ma^ also produce Hf isotop( s 
In the case of e\aluating the cross-^ection foi ( \ p3n) chamu 1 no piecuisoi 
contribution has been subtiacted surce the counting was done foi ! ( lat i \ (h 
small duration 
Theoietical calculations ha\e been done with codes \LICE *)1 [9] and 
C\SC \ D E [10] The code \LICE-91 emplo%s Weisskopf Ewmg model (111 
for compound nucleus calculations and H\biicl model [12] for pre (Kiuihbrmm 
calculations The code assumes cxiuipaitition of energ\ among the initial ( \ 
(ited paiticles and holes Out of the mam input paiannters m the cod* 
initial e\citon number n„, mean free path multiplier COST and le\el d( n 
sit\ paiauKtc^r a (= 4//v, where. \ is the atomic mass of the < ompound 
s\stem) are qvnte rmportant The parameter iig and COST large h go\(rn 
pre-eqiuhbrrurn contrrbutiori, whrle the parameter a go\erns mamh the equi 
hbriuin component The rnrtial (xciton number n„ decrdes the comple\lt^ 
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of the imnal coiihgurariou and a higher \ahip of n^ is hkeh to roducr tin 
coiitiihuTKJii of pie-ccnuhhiium eiiusMou, if am, In tin- ca^o of '-(T' —" '^ Ho 
^\^xem assuming that at tliese mticleiit energies, rhe mcidenr '-'C ion bieak'-
np m the held of the nneleu^ and the nutleons otcup\ excited states aho\(> 
the Feiiiu eneig\ n„ = 12 was taken and the agreement of the theoi(>ti 
cal piedutioiis with the expenmeiitalh measured (>\citatioii functions wa--
found to he satisfacton On the same leasoning n,, = 14 has been taken loi 
" V ^ " ' ' Dt/ s\steni but suipribingh m the latei case the agieement is not 
satisfatton In the present calcuUtioiis n^ has been taken as 14 (/;„ = 7 
iip — 7 111, = 0) COST = 3 and tlie le\el densit\ parametei constant A lia--
been taken as 9 3 All other parameters were kept same as the ones taken 
m case of '"C ^"'^ Ho s\stem [1] Since hea^'^ ion induced reaction^ imoht 
large angnlai momenta, and the angnlai momentum effects- aie not mclnd(>(l 
m Weisskopf-Ewmg model calculations the excitation functions ha\e b(H'u 
shifted b\ an amount ap])ioximatel\ ecjual to E,ot(^ {ni' \I)Ei ,i,j when 
m 'M is rhe ratio of the projectile and target masses and £"/„;, is the incident 
eneIg^ The leason for shifting the calculated excitation functions and th(^ 
piocedme lla^e been discub^ed m detail elsewhere [1] The exi)(>iiinental and 
calcnlated excitation fnnctions are shown in Fig 3 
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The code CASCADE emplovs Ha\l^e^-Fe^hbach theon [13] for tros^-
^ectlon calculatioiib Theoretical calculations have been performed consi^-
tenth uMng the same :>et of paiameTei> a.s in ca,se of ^^C 4-^^" Ho s\st('in 
An mipoitant parameter m the code CASCADE i-> F^^  winch is defined a^ 
the ratio of the actual moment of inertia to the rigid hod\ moment of mei-
tia of the excited svstem It has been obser^•ed that the calculations done 
with the default value of the parametei Fe{— 0 83) does not repiodiue rli(> 
expenmentallv measured excitation function^ m this case also The e\( i 
tation functions calculated with different values of FQ are shown m Fig 4 
\ s ma\ be seen from this hgure_, no value of the parametei Fe leproduccs 
the measured excitation functions over the whole range of energ^^ hcroe\er 
FQ = 0 30 gives a better representation of experimental data, m general 
This loWj anomalous value of the parameter F) mav be due to the fact that 
m case of hea\w ion induced reactions, the angular momentum imparted to 
the composite svstem is large and hence it deviates considerablv from ngid 
bodv configuration leading to such an anomalous value of parameter Fo The 
calculated c^xcitation functions for (X p3n) channel underestimates the mea-
•-ured excitation functions This mav be due to the contribution of higher 
charge isobai precursor ^'^Ta to the measirred cross-section, which could 
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HOT be ^epaiated In theorencal cakulaTious^ fibsion channel ha^ albO been 
nicluded but is found to ha\e negligible effect on the calculated excitation 
function^ 
It nia\ be noted that m the present meas-urementb foi "^^  \ +^ '^^  Dtj •-\ s-
tem incomplete fubion channels like ( \ axn) and (.\ 2axn) ha^e not been 
obbcned, \\hile m the case of ^"C + '^^ ^ Ho s\btem enhanced crosb-sectioiis 
for (C o \n) and iC 2a \n) channel^ were obbcned [1] though the same com-
posite s\>tem ife produced m the t^ ^o cai.es at the nearh same excitation 
energies As such it ma\ be an indication that ^"C undeigocb break up into 
^He and ^Be while there ib no break up of ^^ V at these energies to gi\e rise 
to incomplete fuMon 
\b has alread\ been mentioned the same composite s\stem '^"Tn was 
populated Ma two different entrance channels MZ , "^'A +^'^^Dy and i-C-t-'* '^^  
Ho at nearh bame energicb The measured cross-bcctioiib for different deca\ 
channels ur thebC two ca^ e^b are compared in Fig 5 Lines are drawn through 
the expeumental points to guide the e\eb A comparibon of these excitation 
functions indicate relatneh bmallei \alueb of crosb-bectioub, in geneial for 
all the leactioub m ^^'^Dy Smaller crosb-section for the same exit channel 
m the case of ^^  \ induced reactions is largeh due to the laige \ahie of 
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Co\ilomb barrier (T^for ^'.V +^ -^^  Dij b\btem (i'c ~70Me\') as, compared to 
the ^-C -r^ ^^ Ho ^^s.Tem {L'c ~51Me\ ' ) Ab buch the mea,biirements in the 
case of ^^ .V mdviced reactioiib are generallv below the Coulomb bainer, while 
in 12 C induced reactioiib the\ are mobth abo\e the Coulomb barrier In 
order to lUiistiate thib point calculated crobb-bectioiib for the formation of 
compound nucleub ad^^C) and aci^'^X) for the carbon and nitrogen induced 
bVbtemb are plotted agambt the difference of the center of ma^b energ^ A £„7i 
to the Coulomb barrier L\ m fig 6, At minimum incident lal") eneigies the 
calculated value of [ECM-L'C) for ^^C +^^^ Ho bVbtem ib -0 4 Me\ ' and for 
^^X +^^^ Dy b\stem ib -10 5 Me\ ' Further, the maximum value of {Ec \i-l, ) 
lb approximateh 21 Me\ ' and 6 Me\ ' rcbpectneh for ^-C+^^'^Ho and ^"'A' + "^ '^  
Dy b\btemb Ab bUch. m the cabc of ^^A' induced reactions, mea.burementb aie 
done at energicb below the Coulomb barrier where, ac(^"*A') ib much lo\\ei 
and \arie-- rapidlv with enelg^ It ma^ be noted that belo^^ the Coulomb 
barrier a chairge of about 5 Me\ ' on the energw axib changes (T(.(^"'V) b\ a 
factor of 100 Further, the angular momentum dibtribution invohed m the 
two cabCb IS also different At nearh the same excitation energies e g 71 
Me\ ' ^-C beam and 70 Me\ ' ^''A' beam (excrtatron energ\- =:i 53 Me\') the 
orbital angular momentum m the mcrdent nrtrogen beam rs higher than ' ' C 
14 
beam bv Ah. 
4. Conclusion 
Excitation function.^ for the reaction residues produced in '"'.V +^*''' Di/ 
reaction have been measured by using off beam spectrometry. Tliese iiave 
been compared witli the excitation functions for tlie same reaction residues 
produced in ^-C+^'''^ Ho. In the present analysis, the contributions from in-
complete fusion channels for ^^ .V induced reactions have not been obserx'ed. 
It may be an indication that perhaps '"".V does not undergo breakup below 7 
Me\'/nucleon. Moreo\-er. the comparison of excitation functions for the two 
systems indicate that^ in general, the cross-sections for ^~C induced reactions 
are higher than ^^X induced reactions. This may be due to the fact that even 
at nearlv the same excitation energies, the angular momentum distribution 
in\-oh-ed in the two cases are different and also the Coulomb barriers for the 
two system are different. It appears that in case of hea\y ion induced reac-
tions, the effect of angular momentum and Coulomb barriers m the entrance 
channel becomes significant in determining the decay modes of the composite 
system, as expected. 
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Figure Captions 
Fig . l T\pical - ia\ spectrum obsened from ^^^Ho iriadiaTecl \\ith 71 
Me\ ^-C beam The energies of the identified peaks aie gnen lu ke\ 
Fig.2 T^ pical - ra\ spectrum obser\ed from "'^Dy inadiated with 70 
Me\ ^ ' \ beam The energies of the identified peaks are gi\en m ke\ 
Fig .3 Excitation functions foi ^''^Dij(\ 3iiV~^Ta i "Dy( A Ai)]^''Ta 
^ '^^ Dyl \ ':»i)^~-Tn and ^'"'^DijiX piiiy'Hf leactions Theoietical piedit-
tions of the code \LICE-91 are sho-\\n b\ dot sohd dash-dot and dash-dot 
dot cui\es respectneh 
Fig.4 Excitation functions for ^^^Di/{X inV'-^Ta^ ^^^Dij{.\ 4.n]^'^Ta^ 
''^ ^Diyl \ -jnV~-Ta and i"D(/( \ pinV'^Hf reactions The hlled cirtk^s lop-
lesent the expenmental data The theoietical predictions of the (odr C \ S -
C \ D E \Mth Fe = 0 15 Fe = 0 30 and F Q = 0 85 (defauh \ahie) aie lepie-
sented b\ solid dash-dot-dot and dotted lines respectneh 
Fig 5 ^-C and '"'A induced reaction cioss-sectioiis as a function oi th( 
excitation energ\ of the compound nucleus Solid, dai>h-dot^ dash-dot-dot 
and dotted lines are e^e guides to the expenmental data foi iiij 4n, 5n and 
p3n channels respectueh 
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Fig.6 Cdlculated (ro&s-sectioii^ foi tlic foimation of coiiipouiul iiuck^n--
a,[^-C) and fTr(^^V) for tho caihou and nitiofi,™ niducod s\stpm^ plottcMl 
agani^t the difference of the centcT of mass energ\ E( \/ to the Coulonil) 
harriei ( r 
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Table Captions 
Table 1: Radioacrno pioperties of leactioii re-^ -idiiPs \Mth thou pioiuiirnt 
- ia\-< identified m the expeiiment 
Table 2: Experimentalh meas.ured cro-.b-section^ foi \anou^ reaction 
residne^ produced in the reaction ' M -r '^^Z)(/ at different incident lab tn 
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Table 
Table 
1: 
Isotope 
-,Ta''' 
73rfl'"* 
T 1"^  
T2HP'' 
2: 
Half hfo 
1 18h 
3 65h 
3() 8ni 
23 6h 
/ ' 
3" 
3 /2-
3 ' 
1/2-
E-(kc\) 
206 38 
172 19 
2 1 3 % 
1109 li 
123 b7 
AhundaiKf'lVf 
17 70 
17 00 
32 00 
14 00 
s i 00 
1 1 
Eiab (MeV) 
63 0±0 3 
70 0±0 5 
75 0±0 1 
84 OiO 3 
a(^~^Ta) (mb) 
-
aC'^Ta) (mb) 
3 0±0 8 
0 9±0 2 8 1 ± 1 8 
2 3 ± 1 0 
-
74b±15 5 
30 5^:0 7 
rT('"-7n) (mb) | ai^'^Hf) (uihi 
j 3 0^:1 1 
40 2±13 0 1 1 2 - 1 7 
1 
U3.s±76 2 41 0=7 s 
1 
13b 7 i 3 1 7 27 23:8 1 
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